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Summary
Since their inception, biology and biochemistry have been spectacularly successful in
characterising the living cell and its components. As the volume of information about
cellular components continues to increase, we need to ask how we should use this infor-
mation to understand the functioning of the living cell?
Computational systems biology uses an integrative approach that combines theoret-
ical exploration, computer modelling and experimental research to answer this question.
Central to this approach is the development of computational models, new modelling
strategies and computational tools. Against this background, this study aims to: (i) de-
velop a new modelling package: PySCeS, (ii) use PySCeS to study discontinuous be-
haviour in a metabolic pathway in a way that was very difficult, if not impossible, with
existing software, (iii) develop an interactive, web-based repository (JWS Online) of cel-
lular system models.
Three principles that, in our opinion, should form the basis of any new modelling
software were laid down: accessibility (there should be as few barriers as possible to
PySCeS use and distribution), flexibility (pySCeS should be extendable by the user, not
only the developers) and usability (PySCeS should provide the tools we needed for our
research). After evaluating various alternatives we decided to base PySCeS on the freely
available programming language, Python, which, in combination with the large collection
of science and engineering algorithms in the SciPy libraries, would give us a powerful
modern, interactive development environment.
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PySCeS has been designed to run on both Windows and Linux operating systems.
More specifically, PySCeS was developed around a 'command line interface' and will
run in any type of console that supports Python. This means that it can be included
as a modelling component in other Python based applications and should run on any
operating system that supports Python. PySCeS has a modular design which allows it
to be modified and extended by the user.
Using PySCeS, we investigated the causes of hysteresis in the steady-state behaviour
of a linear, end-product inhibited metabolic pathway. We had previously discovered
this interesting behaviour but were unable to investigate it with the modelling software
available at the time. Using the parameter continuation capability if PySCeS we were
able to study and characterise the causes of this interesting behaviour. We also de-
velop a new way of visualizing this behaviour as the interaction between the system's
subcomponents.
During the course of our research we noticed that it was extremely difficult to recreate
biological models that had been published/described in the literature. This was partially
as a result of the fact that no freely available repository existed for cellular models as
it did, for example, for genomic and protein sequence and structure information. The
JWS Online system was specifically developed to address this issue. JWS Online is a
freely accessibly web-based, interactive model repository. It allows a user to interrogate
published models via the internet without installing any specialist modelling software.
In this way JWS Online has proven to be a valuable resource for both teaching and
research.
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Opsomming
Sedert hul totstandkoming was biologie en, meer spesifiek, biochemie uiters suksesvol
in die karakterisering van die lewende sel se komponente. Steeds groei die hoeveelheid
informasie oor die molekulêre bestanddele van die sel daagliks; ons moet onself dus afvra
hoe ons hierdie informasie kan integreer tot 'n verstaanbare beskrywing van die lewende
sel se werking.
Om dié vraag te beantwoord gebruik rekenaarmatige sisteembiologie 'n geïntegreerde
benadering wat teorie, rekenaarmatige modellering en eksperimenteeIe navorsing kom-
bineer. Sentraal tot die benadering is die ontwikkeling van nuwe modelle, strategieë vir
modellering, en sagteware. Teen hierdie agtergrond is die hoofdoelstelling van hierdie
projek: (i) die ontwikkeling van 'n nuwe modelleringspakket, PySCeS (ii) die benut-
ting van PySCeS om diskontinue gedrag in n metaboliese sisteem te bestudeer (iets wat
met die huidiglik beskikbare sagteware redelik moeilik is), (en iii) die ontwikkeling vann
interaktiewe, internet-gebaseerde databasis van sellulêre sisteem modelle, JWS Online.
Ons is van mening dat nuwe sagteware op drie belangrike beginsels gebaseer behoort
te wees: toeganklikheid (die sagteware moet maklik bekombaar en bruikbaar wees),
buigsaamheid (die gebruiker moet self PySCeS kan verander en ontwikkel) en bruik-
baarheid (al die funksionalitiet wat ons vir ons navorsing nodig moet in PySCeS ingebou
wees). Ons het verskeie opsies oorweeg en besluit om die vrylik verkrygbare program-
meringstaal, Python, in samehang die groot kolleksie wetenskaplike algoritmes, SciPy, te
gebruik. Hierdie kombinasie verskaf n kragtige, interaktiewe ontwikkelings- en gebruik-
ersomgewing.
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PySCeS is ontwikkelom onder beide die Windows en Linux bedryfstelsels te werk
en, meer spesifiek, om gebruik te maak van il 'command line interface'. Dit beteken dat
PySCeS op enige interaktiewe rekenaar-terminaal Python ondersteun sal werk. Hierdie
eienskap maak ook moontlik die gebruik van PySCeS as 'n modelleringskomponent in
il groter sagteware pakket onder enige bedryfstelsel wat Python ondersteun. PySCeS is
op il modulere ontwerp gebaseer, wat dit moontlik vir die eindgebruiker maak om die
sagteware se bronkode verder te ontwikkel.
As il toepassing is PySCeS gebruik om die oorsaak van histeretiese gedrag van 'n
lineêre, eindproduk-geïnhibeerde metaboliese pad te ondersoek. Ons het hierdie interes-
sante gedrag in il vorige studie ontdek, maar kon nie, met die sagteware wat op daardie
tydstip tot ons beskikking was, hierdie studie voortsit nie. Met PySCeS se ingeboude
vermoë om parameter kontinuering te doen, kon ons die oorsaake van hierdie diskon-
tinuë gedrag volledig karakteriseer. Verder het ons 'n nuwe metode ontwikkelom hierdie
gedrag te visualiseer as il interaksie tussen die volledige sisteem se subkomponente.
Tydens PySCeS se ontwikkeling het ons opgemerk dat dit baie moeilik was om
metaboliese modelle wat in die literature gepubliseer is te herbou en te bestudeer. Hi-
erdie situasie is grotendeels die gevolg van die feit dat nêrens 'n sentrale databasis vir
metaboliese modelle bestaan nie (soos dit wel bestaan vir genomiese data of proteïen
strukture). Die JWS Online databasis is spesifiek ontwikkelom hierdie leemte te vul.
JWS Online maak dit vir die gebruiker moontlik om, via die internet en sonder die
installasie van enige gespesialiseerde modellerings sagteware, gepubliseerde modelle te
bestudeer en ook af te laai vir gebruik met ander modelleringspakkette soos bv. PySCeS.
JWS Online het alreeds il onmisbare hulpbron vir sisteembiologiese navorsing en onder-
wys geword.
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1 Introduction
Towards a new biology
Since their inception, biology and biochemistry have been following an essentially mod-
ernist program which has been spectacularly successful in opening up the living cell
and allowing its components and their relationships to be characterized and understood.
Concomitant with the development of an evermore precise understanding of both the
metabolic and genetic components that make up the living cell, as well as the processes
that produce 'life', there has been a revolutionary development in computer and in-
formation technology. With the rapid pace of developments in both these fields-one
generating ever larger amounts of data, the other solely in the 'business' of processing
and manipulating digital information-it was inevitable that they would fuse and we
would begin to see the development of a new digital biology.
Although it may seem to contain an inherent contradiction, the mechanization of the
living organism is not a new concept. Since the time of Descartes and Newton a body
was thought of as a mechanism which possessed some connection to a vital force or soul.
Even earlier, the concept of a biological machine found a place in the work of Leonardo
da Vinci, who investigated human physiology and described the workings of the limbs
and body by way of forces which could be explained in terms of levers and pulleys; his
diaries contain detailed plans for what could be described as one of the world's first
androids or human machines Although today this may seem more like science fiction
than science, we must consider that at the time the human body was regarded as the
pinnacle of biological order and form. With today's detailed maps of the components
that make up the more intricate cellular puzzle, would Leonardo, if alive, be building
12
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digital cells? As technology has developed, so levers and pulleys have given way to ones
and zeros; mechanization is now encapsulated by digitization.
In the broadest possible sense, this introduction sets the context of the work con-
tained in this dissertation in terms of my view of biology and its position in modern
science. This view has at its root that there is a rich intersection between the study
of biological/cellular and mathematical/technological systems; an intersection that has
possibly existed, in some form or another, since the beginnings of modern science. With
this as a background, we now move forward a few hundred years to look at the latest
(and arguably most exciting) incarnation of this intersection: computational systems
biology.
Computational systems biology
The complete sequencing of the human genome marked a turning point in modern bi-
ology. For one, the development of highly automated laboratory techniques led to the
generation of masses of data describing the various components present in the cellu-
lar hierarchy. Subsequently these have been broadly grouped as the 'omies data types'
[1] which include, amongst many others, the genome, transcriptome, proteome, and
metabolome. However, with the complete mapping/description of a number of 'omes
and their storage, mostly, in publicly accessible databases, the question arose. What
now?
What was proposed as an answer to the above question that an 'integrative systems
approach' needed to be developed. This systems level approach could however be defined
in different ways. Genomics with its strong bioinformaties component led the way by
developing powerful techniques for analysing huge data sets and thereby developing
the capability to search for and identify complex relationships contained in genomic
and related networks [2]. Soon however, a new term", systems biology was being used
to describe an integrative approach that could be applied to all levels of the cellular
hierarchy. Wolkenhauer and Klingmuller capture the spirit of this approach as follows [4]:
IThis is not to say that 'systems level' thinking in biology is new, having being associated with
metabolic modelling since the 1950's. Historical perspectives to modern systems biology can be
found in [1, 3, 4].
13
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In our view, systems biology is about methodologies, i.e., data-based mathe-
matical modelling and simulation, that help an understanding of the dynamic
interactions of cells and components within cells. For this vision to succeed,
we require foremost experiments and technologies that generate quantitative,
time-resolved data.
This definition brings out three strong themes that are associated with systems biol-
ogy, namely: an integration of the cellular components using a quantitative theoretical
framework, the mathematical modelling of such systems, and the verification of these
models with an appropriate experimental approach. Implicit in this definition is that
there exists (or should exist) the computational theory and tools needed to realize the
theoretical framework and enable the mathematical modelling. Kitano includes this
explicitly into his definition of computational systems biology [5]:
To understand complex biological systems requires the integration of exper-
imental and computational research - in other words a systems biology
approach. Computational biology, through pragmatic modelling and theo-
retical exploration, provides a powerful foundation from which to address
critical scientific questions head-on.
In this dissertation I will be dealing with three aspects of computational systems bi-
ology: a 'theoretical exploration' by way of 'pragmatic modelling' which is enabled by
the development through 'computational research' of two new modelling applications:
PySCeS and JWS Online.
Background and aims of this research
The project which led to this dissertation arose partly from extensive experience over two
decades of the members of the Triple-J Group for Molecular Cell Physiology ' of modelling
the metabolic reaction networks in living cells. In fact, the first kinetic modelling and
control analysis package to run on a microcomputer was written by a member of this
group [6]. Since then, a number of such programs have become available, the most
2This research group is part of the department of Biochemistry at the University of Stellenbosch and
is led by professors Jannie Hofmeyr, Johann Rohwer and Jacky Snoep.
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important of which, for us at least, was Herbert Sauro's Scamp [7, 8] and Pedro Mendes's
Gepasi [9, 10]. It is as part of the Triple-J Group that I became familiar with and
extensively used these programs (in the case of Gepasi even acted as beta-tester).
It is because we have all been heavy users of these platforms that we realize both
their worth and their limitations. Let it be said from the outset that they are excellent
programs. Nevertheless, none of them fulfil all of our requirements, both in terms of
functionality and philosophy: in general, we have come to realize that we require a
simulation platform that not only has a simple design and is platform-independent, but
most importantly, is completely under the control of the user. The user should be able
to access all the source code, modify it, and extend it; there should be both a low-
level and a high-level interface. It is this need for complete low-level control that we as
primary users require most and what is lacking in other packages. This meant that we
needed access to the source code of the program in order to be able to modify it to our
needs, i.e., the program needed to be open-source. Furthermore, instead of a monolithic,
compiled program we came to appreciate the power and ease of use of modern, high-level
scripting languages such Python, Perl and Tcl. What is particularly useful, is that these
languages can "glue" together algorithms from different sources and written in different
languages.
This general wish for a new modelling platform would have remained a wish had it not
been for a catalyst. In my M.Sc.-thesis [11]we designed, using supply-demand analysis
[12] and rate characteristics, an end-product inhibited, linear metabolic pathway that
was regulated according to a predefined set of functional criteria (see also, [13]). This
pathway, affectionately known as the Stellenbosch Organism, is typical of the amino-acid
biosynthetic pathways that have been extensively used as model pathways in the study
of metabolic and genetic regulation [14-16]. What was new to our study was the use
of the reversible Hill equation [17] to model the committing reaction of the biosynthetic
sequence. This rate equation was developed specifically for modelling, and incorporates
reversibility, cooperativity and allosteric modification. One important component of this
study was to characterize the contributions to the overall regulatory behaviour of these
systems of the kinetic parameters of the individual reactions.
During this study I discovered that altering the strength with which the Hill-enzyme
15
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To develop a new modelling application that not only incorporated numerical
algorithms with which to characterize and explain discontinuous behaviour,
but also realised our general ideals for a modelling program.
binds its immediate product caused what appeared to be discontinuities in the rate char-
acteristic of the biosynthetic block; such discontinuities typically indicate the presence
of multiple steady-state solutions [18]. However, with the simulation software available
at the time it was only possible to confirm the presence of a double hysteresis (known
as a mushroom) and isola (an isolated branch). Merely to confirm the existence of these
hysteresis meant manually collating the data from two completely different simulation
programs (a process that could take a few days to complete) and it was therefore im-
practical to continue with this investigation. However, as this hitherto undiscovered
behaviour could be very important in our understanding of metabolic regulation, we de-
cided that the time had come to create a new simulation platform that could be used to
simulate such phenomena and at the same time avoid the deficiencies mentioned above
that complicated our use of other programs. Therefore, our initial aim for this project
was:
Our first quest was to find a suitable, open-source programming environment. We con-
sidered many alternatives and concluded that the programming language Python [19]
was best suited to our purposes. Python is (i) simple and clear, but extremely powerful,
allowing both procedural and object-oriented programming, (ii) easily extensible with
wrapper generators such as Swig [20]and f2py [21], and (iii) has a very powerful numeric
extension and an existing scientific computing add-on called SciPy [22] that already con-
tains industrial strength ordinary differential and nonlinear equation solvers, in addition
to a number of graphing packages. There are already two other simulation packages
that use Python: the Systems Biology Workbench [23] allows scripting in Python, and
ScrumPy [24] is Python-based. Chapter 3 describes the initial exploration of the suit-
ability of the PySCeSjSciPy combination for cellular modelling (see the next section for
description of the contents of all chapters).
The second aim of this study was formulated while PySCeS was being developed.
We became aware that although there were publicly available databases that stored ge-
nomic and enzyme (generally pathway or structural) information, there was no similar
16
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resource for the storage of the kinetic models typically used in computational systems
biology (CSB). This was related to a more practical problem: it was extremely difficult
to recreate and run a model based purely on the information typically published in the
literature. As discussed earlier in this chapter, quantitative modelling and, by implica-
tion, the exchange and evaluation of models is a key methodology in CSB. In order to
address these issues the second aim of this project was formulated as:
Develop an online, interactive database of models that could act as a repos-
itory for the computational system's biology community.
It is worth noting, that at the time there was no example of an online, interactive
database for biological models.
Chapter outline
This dissertation is divided up in the following manner:
Chapter 2 gives a brief introduction and overview of kinetic modelling, metabolic
control analysis, and modelling applications.
Chapter 3 shows by way. of example how the steady-state and time-dependent be-
haviour of a kinetic model can be investigated using only a programming language,
Python, and its scientific libraries, SciPy. The original work from this chapter has been
published as [25].
Chapter 4 looks in more detail at some of the current modelling applications and
motivates why new modelling software needed to be developed from scratch.
Chapter 5 shows the theory behind, implementation and complete user interface of
the Python Simulator for Cellular Systems, abbreviated as PySCeS. The original software
and concepts developed in this chapter have been published as [26].
In Chapter 6, using the newly developed PySCeS software, we answer the original
and new questions about hysteresis formation in a linear end-product inhibited pathway.
Chapter 7 switches focus to the Java Web Simulation Online (JWS Online) software,
an interactive web-based modelling application. The original software and concepts
developed in this chapter have been published as [27-29].
17
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Chapters 9, 10, 11 and 12 are appendices to the preceding chapters, and contain
supplementary information, model descriptions and working PySCeS code examples.
The publications resulting from the work presented in this dissertation are included as
Chapter 14.
18
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computational systems biology
2 A brief introduction to
In order to work with a computer representation of a biological system we need to use
a formalism in which the cell's components and interactions can be quantified and de-
scribed mathematically. In this chapter two such theoretical frameworks are introduced .
• The time-dependent and steady-state behaviour of a network of coupled reactions
can be captured in a kinetic model .
• The control and regulatory properties of a cellular system can be quantified using
a framework such as Metabolic Control Analysis.
Throughout this dissertation frequent use will be made of the term 'cellular system'.
This concept should be thought of as a set of cellular components, linked by some
sort of interaction, which is not necessarily situated in any single level of the cellular
hierarchy. For example, a metabolic system is concerned only with interactions between
enzymes and metabolites. On the other hand, a genetic system is made up of genes
and genetic interactions. We regard a cellular system as either of the aforementioned
systems, or as one that could contain both metabolic and genetic components.
2.1 The kinetic model
The construction and use of mathematical models in biology is an extensive topic which
has been the subject of many thorough reviews [30-38], and several books and book
19
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chapters [39-45]. The type of cellular system models introduced in this chapter will be
restricted to open (i.e. non-equilibrium) enzyme catalysed reaction systems. Although it
is possible to model enzymatic reaction networks using non-equilibrium thermodynamics
[46], we will concentrate exclusively on kinetic models (see Eqn. 2.1) where the change
in concentration of each variable component in the system (~~) is a linear function of the
rates of the reactions which either create or consume it (the product ofthe stoichiometric
matrix, N and the vector of reaction rates, v).
ds = Nv
dt
(2.1)
The stoichiometric matrix captures the topology of the reaction network by describing
for each metabolite the reactions in which it is either produced or consumed according
to a fixed stoichiometry. This will be discussed in more detail in In Section 5.5. The
enzyme rates vare commonly expressed as aggregate rate laws [31, 47, 48] which are
generally non-linear. This means that the differential equations describing the kinetic
model represented by Eqn. 2.1 are also non-linear and generally have no analytical
solution. They can, however, be efficiently analysed numerically [49, 50].
In Section 5.5 we will look in more detail at the formulation of the kinetic model
in terms of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). For now it is sufficient to note
that ODE-based models are well suited for studying both the dynamic and steady-state
behaviour of cellular systems. At the time when kinetic modelling was being pioneered
by workers such as Garfinkel [51, 52], Chance [53-56] and others, another theoretical
framework was developing that succeeded in quantifying the control and regulation of
metabolic systems at steady state. This framework, called Metabolic Control Analysis
(MCA) will be introduced next.
2.2 Metabolic Control Analysis
Kinetic (ODE based) models are usually studied in one of two ways: either by integrating
the differential equations to determine their time-dependent behaviour, or by making
the so-called steady-state assumption where
ds = 0
dt
20
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The steady state is the final state that the systems tends to asymptotically". In steady
state the kinetic model reduces to:
Nv= 0 (2.2)
which can be solved for the steady state metabolite concentrations and fluxes by using
numerical non-linear solvers. With such a solution in hand it is now possible to ask how
sensitive the steady-state is to perturbations in its parameters, thus making it possible
to quantify the degree of control of, say, one reaction on a steady-state metabolite
concentration or a particular system flux.
This quantification of control and its understanding in terms of the properties of
the individual steps is the province of MCA [57-63]. More specifically, MCA allows one
to relate the global (or systemic) responses of the system at steady state to parameter
pertur bations (quantified in terms of so-called response or control coefficients) to local
properties of the individual steps of the network (the so-called elasticity coefficients, or
variable kinetic orders). The definitions of these coefficients will be examined in more
detail in Chapter 5. An extensive body of literature has been developed around MCA
and the related framework of Biochemical Systems Theory [42, 64-66]; it includes books
and collections such as [67, 68] and papers covering topics such as moiety conserved
cycles [69-71], the relationship between the elasticities and control coefficients [72, 73],
metabolic regulation [12, 74-76], multi-level or hierarchical control [77] and a variety
of mathematical formulations of the central concepts of MCA [78-82]. This list is nei-
ther intended to be complete nor exhaustive, and does not do proper justice to many
applications of MCA such as the top-down [83] and modular [84] approaches.
As stated above, the ODEs that describe a biological system's behaviour and the
rate equations of the enzymes themselves are usually highly non-linear, making it prac-
tically impossible to solve these systems analytically. This, coupled with the fact that
calculating the elasticities means partially differentiating the rate equations, means that
specialist modelling software is needed to simulate the time-dependent and steady-state
behaviour and the associated control profiles for all but the simplest systems.
lIn dynamical systems the steady state is generally called a 'fixed point'. It is but one of number
of possible attractors; other examples are cyclic attractors that oscillate or strange at tractors that
show chaotic behaviour.
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2.3 Modelling applications
At the time when metabolic modelling was first pioneered, many of the first models
were built on analog computers [55, 85]. However, digital computers soon became the
standard technology and building a model most probably entailed being not only a
biologist but also a specialist in numerical analysis and FORTRAN programming. Some
of the first simulation packages such as FACSIMILE [86] and BIOSSIM [87] are examples
of modelling packages developed for mainframe computers.
As computer technology developed and the personal computer (PC) became more
widely available it was a natural development that modelling and control analysis soft-
ware was developed for this new platform. METAMOD [6] consists of two sub-packages
METADEF and METACAL. METAMOD was written in BASIC and developed for the
BBC microcomputer. With the rapid development computer hardware and program-
ming architectures new simulators and special purpose software such as SCoP [88], SIM-
FIT [89] and CONTROL [90] became available. It was, however, with the development
PC's based on the Intel 386 architecture that some of the benchmark modelling appli-
cations were developed. These included MetaModel [91], Scamp [7, 8] and Gepasi [9, 10]
(Gepasi and newer modelling software will be again be discussed in Chapter 4).
In general, as far as program operation and user interaction is concerned, Scamp
and Gepasi represent two different design strategies. On the one hand Scamp was a
command line simulator where the model was defined using a specific syntax as an
input file which also contained the command that specified the type of analysis that
was required (simulation, steady state etc.). This input file was then compiled and
run in separate steps after which the results stored in data output files. On the other
hand Gepasi, which was originally released for DOS and Windows 3.1 and then again
for Windows 95 as Gepasi 3, used an interactive graphical frontend (GUl) where models
could be defined and analysed interactively without any obvious intermediary steps.
One of the major strengths of a GUl based application is that it is easier to learn
and has all major functionality, such as model definition, analyses selection and result
plotting available in a single unified system of menus or panels. Although they have a
slightly steeper learning curve, command line simulators have the advantage that model
descriptions can be easily modified and information stored as comments in the input
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files. This means that a modelling session or series of modelling experiments could be
saved for future reference. Whether a GUl or command line simulator should be used
often simply comes down to personal preference.
As we shall see in Chapters 4 some of the newer metabolic simulators such as Jarnac
[92], ScrumPy [24] and PySCeS (introduced in Chapter 5) attempt to bridge this gap
and are based on an interactive command line design. Later in Chapter 7 a new type
of GUl-based application is developed: the JWS Online web-based interactive modelling
environment and model repository.
Before looking at these new applications, let us first take a step back in Chapter 3
and examine the feasibility of building kinetic models directly using a modern object
oriented programming language, Python.
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3 Modelling cellular systems with
Python and SciPy
This chapter! investigates the viability of modelling cellular systems directly using the
programming language Python combined with the Scientific Libraries for Python (SciPy).
It also introduces the concept of a Python-based modelling application which is further
developed in Chapters 4 and 5. To begin with Python and SciPy are considered in more
detail.
3.1 Overview: Python and SciPy
3.1.1 Python
Python is a modern computer programming language that is becoming widely used by
both business and scientific institutions (examples'' include IBM, Google, Nasa, the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories and Los Alamos National Laboratory) to
develop real world applications.
Many excellent resources, both on and off line, are available which can be used to
learn [93-96] and develop [19, 97-101] applications using Python. Some of the advan-
tages of using Python, which also make it well-suited as a programming language for
computational systems biology, include:
• Python is easy and Jun to work with. Although this claim is made by other Ian-
1Parts of which (Sec. 3.2) have been published in [25]
2As listed by the Python Business Forum http://pbf.strakt . comlsuccess
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guages our (and others [93, 102]) experience has been that the Python syntax and
coding style is easily learned and is accessible to 'non-programmers'.
• Python is interpreted and interactive. Much of Python's accessibility comes from
the fact that it is run by an interpreter which can be used interactively. No
compiling or linking steps are needed between program coding and execution (as
is the case with Java, Fortran or C).
• Python is portable. The Python interpreter is available on a wide range of operating
systems including Windows, Linux, MacOS, SunOS, IRIX and OpenVMS [103].
Python code developed on one operating system should, in general", run on any
other operating system that supports the Python interpreter.
• Python can act as a glue. Using tools such as SWIG [20] and F2PY [21], which
automatically generate Python interfaces to C and Fortran libraries, Python can
act as a 'glue' and use high performance libraries written in both these languages
[104].
• Python has an extensive standard library which eases application development by
including (amongst other things) efficient modules for networking, operating sys-
tem, data manipulation and testing [105].
It is, however, Python's high-level, interpreted nature that gives rise to some of its
most powerful features. This includes a memory manager and garbage collection system
that automatically allocates and reclaims system memory. Python also provides high-
level data types, such as lists and dictionaries, which may simultaneously contain many
different types of objects. For example, a single list can contain both integers and strings.
It is also possible to extend Python's numerical capabilities by using powerful numerical
extension libraries. In the next section an example of one such a library, SciPy, is looked
at in more detail.
3Code portability is dependent on the use of external libraries and operating system specific code.
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• Linear algebra (scipy.linalg) and BLAS routines based on the ATLAS6 imple-
mentation of LAPACK7, including some sparse matrix support.
3.1.2 SciPy
SciPy is an Open Source library of high-level tools and algorithms that is geared towards
developing science and engineering applications [22]. It is freely available under a BSD
type licence and has an active community of developers and users from a wide variety of
backgrounds. This ensures the development of a diverse collection of high quality tools
that are continuously being debugged and improved.
Besides specialist data types and functions (based on the widely used Numeric
Python"), SciPy provides a number of modules with a wide variety of useful functional-
ity":
• Numeric routines for integration (scipy. integrate), constrained and unconstrained
optimization methods and ODE solvers (scipy. optimize).
• Statistical (scipy. stats) and interpolation routines (scipy. interpolate) in-
cluding an interface (via the rpy package) to the R statistical software.
• A fast fourier transform module (scipy. fftpack).
• Plotting modules based on wxPython (scipy.plt), GIST (scipy.xplt) and Gnu-
Plot (scipy. gpl t).
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SciPy is being developed as a Python-based equivalent of a general data processing
workbench such as Matlab, Octave or SciLab [106]. SciPy can either be downloaded''
and installed as a binary distribution or compiled and built from scratch. Detailed
instructions for building and installing SciPy on both Windows and Linux-type systems
are available from the main SciPy website".
4http://numpy.sourceforge.net/
5More detailcan be found in the SciPy FAQ, http://www.scipy .org/ About/FAQ. html
6http://math-atlas.sourceforge.net/
7http://www.netlib.org/
8http://www.scipy.org/download/
9http://www.scipy.org/documentation/
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Although the SciPy documentation is continually being developed (a tutorial is avail-
able online [106]), general resources on matrix and linear algebra, [107, 108], ordinary
differential equations [109, 110] and numerical analysis [111-113] can effectively be used
in conjunction with the source code documentation to develop new applications. The
remainder of this chapter discusses one such application - building and analysing a
metabolic model.
3.2 Modelling with Python and SciPy
The text and figures in this section are reproduced as originally published in [25]. Only
the reference and figure numbers have been changed to be consistent with this chapter.
3.2.1 Introduction
With the rapid increase in the number of pieces in the puzzle that is the living cell, the
need for tools that paste them back together again has become paramount. Computer
software for modelling these complex cellular systems forms an indispensable part of this
toolkit.
In this paper we show how it is possible to model a metabolic reaction network
directly using a modern computer language. We use Python, an interpreted scripting
language with an intuitive, high-level interface well suited to numerical programming.
One of the most remarkable features of Python is its ability to interface with code written
in other languages. This ability is particularly useful since many tried and tested numer-
ical routines are written in Fortran or C. In the next section we shall, using only Python
and SciPy (a library of routines for scientific computing), construct a simple metabolic
model, perform a time-course simulation, solve for the steady-state concentrations and
generate a parameter portrait. We also introduce a new modelling tool called PySCeS,
short for Python Simulator of Cellular Systems, which is being developed by our group.
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3.2.2 Modelling with Python and SciPy
The model [82] consists of a system with a branch and a two-member moiety conserved
cycle with the reaction network (Fig. 3.1).
Fig. 3.1 A example reaction network.
The first step is to import the SciPy module and define the rate vector as a function
of the concentrations and parameters (in the code samples that follow, tab spaces have
been reduced; the fully formatted source code is given in Appendix 9).
import scipy
v = scipy.zeros((4),'d')
def rate_eqs(S):
# function with rate equations
# create rate vector
v[O]=Vl*XO*S[1]/Kl_XO*Kl_S2/ \
(l+XO/Kl_XO+S [1]/Kl_S2+XO*S [1]/Kl_XO*Kl_S2)
v[1]=V2*S[2]*X6/K2_S3*K2_X6/ \
(l+S [2]/K2_S3+X6/K2_X6+S[2] *X6/K2_S3*K2_X6)
v[2]=V3*S[O]/(S[O]+K3_Sl)
v[3]=V4*S[O]/(S[O]+K4_Sl)
return v
Next the differential equations are defined and the dependent metabolites are calculated,
returning a vector ~~. Note that the full ODE system is overdetermined because 82 and
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S3 form a moiety-conserved cycle; S3 has been chosen as the dependent metabolite and
its concentration is updated by the conservation equation. The only reason that the
ODE for S3 appears is to obtain its concentration as part of the output vector:
def diff_eqs(S,t):
Sdot = scipy.zeros«3),'d') # create ODEvector
S[2] S tot _ S[l] # calculate dependent S3 conc
v = rate_eqs(S) # calculate rates
# Differential equations
Sdot [0] v [0] _ v [2] _ v [3] # dSl! dt
Sdot [1] = v [1] _ v [0] # dS2!dt
Sdot [2] v [0] _ v [1] # dS3!dt (only for output)
return Sdot
The concentration time course is generated with the SciPy LSODA ODE-solver. Al-
though here we accept the default parameter values of this solver, the interface allows
the user to set any of these parameters through optional arguments to the odeint func-
tion:
# create range of time points
t start = 0.0; tend = 10.0; t_inc = 0.1
t_range scipy.arange(t_start, t_end+t_inc, t_inc)
t_course = scipy.integrate.odeint(diff_eqs,\
[Sl,S2,S3] ,t_range)
Similarly, the steady-state concentrations are calculated with the SciPy HYBRD non-
linear solver using the final value of the time course as starting value. As with odeint,
any parameter of this solver can be set by the user:
fin_t_course = scipy.copy.copy(t_course[-l,:])
ss = scipy.optimize.fsolve(diff_eqs,fin_t_course,args=None)
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The steady-state flux is calculated from the steady-state concentrations
J = rate_eqs(ss)
A parameter scan (here of "\14) repeatedly calls the steady-state solver over a parameter
range. The output of each step is used to initialize the following step.
# set up scan range
Sstart 0.0; S_end = 20.0; S_inc = 0.1
S_range scipy.arange(S_start,S_end+S_inc,S_inc)
ss_init = scipy.copy.copy(fin_t_course)
scan_table = scipy.zeros((len(S_range) ,5), 'd')
# scan V4
for i in range(len(S_range)):
V4 = S_range [i]
ss = scipy.optimize.fsolve(diff_eqs,ss_init,args=None)
J = rate_eqs(ss) # calculate flux
scan_table[i,O] = S_range[i]
scan_table[i,l:] = J
ss_init = ss
Results are visualized with the SciPy interface to the Gnuplot graphics program (Fig. 3.2).
For example, the time course plot is generated by:
from scipy import gplt
gplt.plot(t_range,t_course[: ,0],t_range,t_course[:,l],\
t_range,t_course[: ,2])
gplt.xtitle('Time'); gplt.ytitle('Concentration')
3.2.3 Discussion
From the above it is clear that PythonjSciPy on its own already provides a simulation
platform powerful enough to create models of arbitrary complexity. Python [94, 114]
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Fig. 3.2 Examples of the graphical output of the Python/SciPy model described in the text.
is a simple and clear, but extremely powerful, scripting language, allowing for both
procedural and object-oriented programming. Moreover, it is open-source and therefore
freely available. It is also easily extensible with wrapper generators such as Swig [20] and
f2py [21], it has a very powerful numeric extension, and an existing scientific computing
add-on SciPy [22] that already contains industrial strength ODE and nonlinear solvers,
in addition to a number of graphing packages. However, the procedure presented is
inefficient and cumbersome for large models. The user has to derive and code the ODEs
and conservation equations by hand, and concentration variables have to be referred
to by indexed vector variables instead of ordinary chemical names. This may cause
problems for the naive user. We are therefore simplifying and automating the process
of modelling by providing high-level tools in a program suite'" called PySCeS, which
include packages that:
• parse a model definition in terms of reaction and rate equations from which the
stoichiometric matrix that describes the network topology is constructed;
• analyse the stoichiometric matrix for relationships between steady-state fluxes and
between the differential equations (from which conservation constraints are de-
duced);
• determine the elementary flux-modes of the system;
lODescribed in Chapter 5
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• serve as front-ends to the ODE and nonlinear solvers;
• calculate elasticities by differentiation of the rate equations;
• calculate control coefficients;
• do a bifurcation analysis using existing continuation algorithms;
• serve as front-ends to optimization algorithms;
• interface to various graphing packages.
It could be argued that the creation of yet another simulation platform is unneces-
sary, since there are already a number available: for example, Gepasi [10] (or its latest
reincarnation, Copasi!'), Scamp [7] and its successor Jarnac [92] (part of the Systems Bi-
ology Workbench project [23]), Scrumpy [24], and DBSolve [115], to name the ones that
we are most familiar with. It is because we have been heavy users of these programs
that we realize both their worth and their limitations. Although these are all excellent
programs, none of them fulfil all of our requirements, both in terms of functionality and
philosophy: we require a simulation platform that not only has a simple design, runs
under all the major operating systems, and is open source, but most importantly, is
completely under the control of the user, both at a low and a high level12. It is the need
for complete low-level control that we as primary users require most and what is lacking
in other packages.
Having access to a simulation platform is, however, not enough. Modelling cellular
processes can be very difficult; for the beginner there is very little available in the form
of teaching materials. Another envisaged feature that makes this project unique is the
provision of an extensive set of freely-accessible web-based tutorials that teach the art
of modelling using PySCeS as platform, both in terms of the underlying theory and the
construction of models and modelling tools.
11http://www.copasi.org/
12This is further explored in Chapter 4
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4 Developing new modelling software
In this chapter we will consider the design principles and motivations that inspired the
development of a new modelling application. While Chapter 3 can be seen as laying the
foundations for our new software, here we explore these ideas and develop the blueprint
for the Python Simulator for Cellular Systems: PySCeS.
4.1 Our design principles
Over the past few decades there has been a rapid increase in our knowledge of the
components that make up the cell and new strategies must continuously be developed
to try and make sense of how these components work together. Through the increasing
use of computational models, the pursuit of a systems level understanding of the cell
is not simply a pure academic exercise, but is beginning to find application in fields as
diverse as agriculture and medicine [37, 116-119]. In this context, we should take into
consideration that modelling investigators are increasingly likely to be found working
in a diverse range of computing and socioeconomic environments. Any new application
should try to take this into consideration and our first design principle is therefore simply:
There should be as few constraints as possible to the use of and distribution
of the software.
The next design principle is related to the first but deals with the structure and design of
the program itself. As already mentioned, our expanding knowledge of cellular systems
is leading to a concomitant increase in the theory (or theories) used to understand and
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model them. As our theoretical knowledge develops, so to must the software needed to
study it. This is summarized in the second design principle.
The software should be built using an open architecture, facilitating adapt-
ability and future extension.
Perhaps of most importance, the new software is meant to be a research tool. As such
it should at least be able to analyse a kinetic, ODE based model's behaviour over time
and solve for its steady-state solution. Any new software should be able to analyse
the structural aspects of a system [78] allowing for non-integer stoichiometry, perform a
Metabolic Control Analysis (MCA) [60,61] and investigate systems with multiple steady
states by the application of both numerical continuation techniques (for an overview of
numerical continuation see [120]). This is summarized by the third design principle.
The new application should provide us with an interactive environment and
tools needed to perform our research.
In the following section the software applications discussed in different types of software
with specific reference to our design principles. In no way is this intended to be an
extensive, or detailed, comparison of modelling applications.
4.2 General mathematical workbenches
Matlab", Mathernatica'' or their open source cousins GNU Octave" and Seil.ab" all can be
classified as general mathematical or scientific workbenches. They are all designed to
provide a general purpose mathematical environment (Mathematica specializes in pro-
viding an environment capable of symbolic computation) with easy access to numerous
mathematical/scientific algorithms and functions.
Mathematica and Matlab run on a variety of operating systems but both are com-
mercial software packages and have strict (and expensive) licensing agreements covering
their usage and redistribution. On the other hand Octave and Scilab are open source
Ihttp://www.mathworks.com/
2http://www.wolfram.com/
3http://www.octave.org/
4http://www.scilab.org/
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software that run on both Windows and Linux. All these mathematical workbenches
are, however, designed primarily for numerical analysis and investigation. While well
suited to the study of individually coded models they are not well suited for use as a
programming environment in a general purpose modelling application.
4.3 Specialist modelling software
Two broad categories of stand-alone modelling applications currently exist: stand-alone
software applications and web-based modelling resources (such as the JWS Online system
described in Chapter 7). In this section we will consider only stand-alone software.
There is a strong tradition of excellent software capable of modelling cellular systems
using the MCA framework. These include MetaMod written for the BBC Micro [6] and
MetaModel [91]. The next generation of software includes Scamp [7], which runs on
the Microsoft DOS operating system and uses a script based interface (subsequently
updated for use with newer versions of Microsoft Windows as WinScamp5), Gepasi [9]
(now in beta-release as Copasi") which utilizes a graphical user interface and runs on
Microsoft Windows and DBsolve [115]. Below we will look in more detail at some of the
current, MCA capable, modelling software: Gepasi 3 [10], Scamp [7, 8], Jarnac [92] and
ScrumPy 7.
In each case the modelling application will be considered in terms of the following:
its user interface, the operating system on which it runs, the functionality it provides,
and its design as related to our design principles.
4.3.1 Gepasi 3
User interface
Gepasi" is a widely used, Microsoft Windows compatible, modelling package [10]. It has a
fully integrated graphical user interface (GUl) in which models are described, analysed
5http://www.cds.caltech.edu/~hsauro/Scamp/scamp.htm
6http://www.copasi.org/
7http://bms-mudshark.brookes.ac.uk/ScrumPy/
8http://www.gepasi.org
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and results plotted. Gepasi has a tabbed appearance which groups functionality by
analysis type (i.e. simulation, optimization etc.). This makes Gepasi well suited for both
teaching and research purposes.
Functionality
Gepasi can perform time simulation, solve for steady states and perform control analysis
(MeA). It also includes facilities for performing parameter scans as well as parameter
fitting and optimization. Gepasi can import and export models as Systems Biology
Markup Language (SBML) [121] level 1 files and can calculate elementary modes.
Design
Gepasi is freely available for use but designed to run only on Windows operating systems
and is closed source and not user extendable, this limits its flexibility. As the user
provides all the input interactively it is not possible to script a modelling sessions. We
have used Gepasi extensively for modelling and only found it restrictive when we needed
to do something with a model that the developer had not anticipated. Many of these
issues are being addressed with the newest incarnation of Gepasi, namely Copasi".
4.3.2 Scamp
User interface
Scamp is a widely used, scripted modelling application. It uses a text file as input in
which the model description, operations that needed to be performed and data output
format are described. This file is compiled and executed and the results returned. Re-
cently Scamp has been updated to WinScamplO), which includes a GUl based model
editor and enhanced plotting facilities.
9http://www.copasi.org
lOhttp://www.cds.caltech.edu/~hsauro/Scamp/scamp.htm
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Functionality
Scamp can perform time simulations, solve for a steady state and perform control analysis
and perform parameter scans. It includes one of the early continuation methods (the
Kubicek algorithm [122]) for the analysis of systems that exhibit multiple steady states.
Scamp does not have support for elementary modes or SBML.
Design
Scamp is only available for Windows systems and is closed source which limits both
its accessibility and flexibility. However, the use of a 'script' style input file and the
continuation capability made Scamp one of our favourite modelling applications.
4.3.3 Jarnac
User interface
Jarnacll is the successor to Scamp and extends the Scamp design by introducing the
concept of a scripted modelling interface or modelling language. Model scripts can be
run in Jarnac as well as manipulated interactively. lts GUl includes both a model editor,
interactive console for real time analysis of models as well as a plotting interface. Jarnac
is targeted towards the more advanced modeler.
Functionality
Jarnac has facilities to perform time simulations, calculate steady states and perform
MCA. It also includes the Kubicek continuation algorithm [122], can calculate elemen-
tary modes and is SBML level 2 compatible. Jarnac is the only modelling software in this
comparison that has a network capability and has been designed to interoperate with
other software. Jarnac can act both as a server, via a direct TCP lIP socket connection
to a user defined client, or as a component in the Systems Biology Workbench (SBW)
[23].
llhttp://www.cds.caltech.edu/~hsauro/Jarnac.htm
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Design
Jarnac is currently only available for Windows and is distributed under a non-commercial,
open source licence. However, it is written in Pascal, using the commercial Delphi
development environment. This unfortunately means that it is difficult for the user to
modify and extend the software and places potential restrictions on its flexibility.
4.3.4 ScrumPy
User interface
Scrumpy12 is an interactive modelling program which uses Python as a working environ-
ment. It uses an enhanced Idle console for real time model analysis, editing and plotting.
Idle is the default integrated development environment that is distributed with Python.
Functionality
ScrumPy provides facilities for time integration, solving for steady states and MeA. It
can calculate and manipulate sets of elementary modes. ScrumPy provides a facility for
model fitting and optimization and does not provide support for SBML.
Design
ScrumPy is open source and distributed under the GNU general public license, it cur-
rently runs on RedHat Linux and Solaris operating systems which limits its wider ac-
cessibility. Being based on Python, ScrumPy provides the user with a flexible working
environment and allows it to be user extendable.
4.3.5 Conclusion
"every good work of software starts by scratching a developer's itch" -
Eric Raymond [123]
As we have seen in the previous sections, excellent software exists for the modelling and
analysis of cellular systems. However, no single application properly satisfies all of our
12http://bms-mudshark.brookes.ac.uk/ScrumPy/
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particular design principles. Paraphrasing (badly) Eric Raymond, none of the software
that we investigated managed to sooth the itchiness of our modelling needs.
4.4 Introducing PySCeS
Realistically, the only option left to us was to develop a new modelling application
from scratch. As there were a bewildering array of possible programming environments,
languages and architectures, we decided to use an environment that we had found immi-
nently suited for scientific programming, Python [114]with the SciPy scientific libraries
(see Chapter 3).
Both Python and SciPy run on a variety of operating systems and are freely available
and so satisfy our design principle of software accessibility. The scripted, object oriented
nature of Python allows for the design of user extensible software without the prerequisite
of having to know a language such as C or C++. Of course this does not apply to the
low level numerical algorithms (such as LAPACK) used by SciPy which are implemented
as either wrapped C or Fortan libraries for performance reasons.
"Good programmers know what to write. Great programmers know what to
rewrite (and reuse)." - Eric Raymond [123]
This is one of the principal reasons we decided to use SciPy as a base for our new
application. By leveraging the numerical capabilities provided by SciPy we could start
developing our own application without first having to wrap external libraries and debug
interfaces to low level algorithms. In Chapter 5 we will see how SciPy also provides
a operating system independent way of building and distributing customized Fortran
extension libraries (a capability not provided by Python).
Using Python/SciPy as a development platform, our new application was born:
PySCeS - the Python Simulator for Cellular Systems'"
By choosing Python/SciPy as a basis for PySCeS an environment was created that could
satisfy two of our design principles, namely those of accessibility and flexibility.
13Name and acronym courtesy of Jannie Hofmeyr.
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4.4.1 The Open Source development model
With the success of Linux and the Open Source development model and the fact that
Python based programs are not compiled and effectively distributed as source code, it
seemed logical to also use this strategy for PySCeS. This is especially true where software
testing and debugging is concerned.
"Treating your users as co-developers is your least-hassle route to rapid code
improvement and effective debugging" - Eric Raymond [123]
With a diverse potential user community, working on many different applications of com-
putational systems biology, leveraging the testing, debugging and development potential
of the open source process seemed to be a win-win situation.
In order to distribute PySCeS while still maintaining authorship we have licensed
PySCeS using the GNU General Public Licence'" (GPL) which is designed to effectively
keep software free from restrictions on its use. Using the GPL ensures that the software
source code will always be available for inspection, modification or derivation.
• Anyone is free to distribute the software providing that the software itself is not
charged for and the source code is distributed with any binary distribution.
• Copyright is maintained by the author(s) and any derivative works must be dis-
tributed under the same licence with any changes from the original work clearly
indicated.
• The source code should be made publicly available for at least three years.
With the exception of specific external libraries dealt with later on in this chapter, all
software used with PySCeS is distributed under an Open Source compatible licence.
There is one perceived disadvantage to using the GPL and this is its so-called 'viral'
property. In essence this means that any application using code derived from PySCeS
must itself be licensed using the GPL, this might make developers wary of extending
PySCeS or integrating it into other applications. An alternative to the GPL is the Lesser
GPL or BSD style licence which while providing an Open Source copyright does not have
14http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html
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this 'viral' distribution property. The first major advantage of using the GPL was that
we were then free to use GPL'd code in PySCeS. Additionally, any enhancements that
might be made by derivative software could be fed back into the PySCeS code-base. Of
course, if using the GPL becomes an obstacle to the usage or extension of PySCeS by
the systems biology community, a change to another form of open source licence might
be considered.
Eric Raymond's collection of essays The Cathedral and the Bazaar [123], also avail-
able from his web site!", make excellent reading and cover many aspects of the Open
Source development model.
An important aspect of the GPL is the source code availability; in order to ensure
that PySCeS is as widely accessible as possible it has been registered with Sourceliorge'",
one of the largest open source software repositories based in the USA. Projects hosted
by SourceForge get access to:
• space for project web site: http://pysces.sourceforge .net,
• a file release system!" which archives all file releases indefinitely,
• mailing lists and CVS code repository.
In the next chapter we will look at how PySCeS is implemented, as open source
software, using Python and SciPy.
15http://www.catb.org/~esr/writings/cathedral-bazaar/
16http://sourceforge.net
17http://pysces.sourceforge.net
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5 PySCeS: the Python Simulator for
Cellular Systems
In this chapter we shall describe the design and implementation of the Python Simulator
for Cellular Systems! - PySCeS. In order to do this we use a multi-threaded approach
that can conceptually be viewed as a composite of two 'virtual' strands:
• The PySCeS Developers Reference highlights the theory and algorithms used to
satisfy our original design goals.
• The PySCeS User Manual contains all the user options, algorithm parameters and
analysis methods available in PySCeS.
Using this strategy, the basic program elements are presented in the order in which you
might encounter them when using PySCeS (installing PySCeS, loading a model, calcu-
lating a steady state, etc.). Each element is then, where applicable, further expanded
into the theory on which it is based, how it is implemented and the options and methods
PySCeS provides when using it. With this in mind let's begin by looking at the PySCeS
setup process.
5.1 Installing PySCeS
PySCeS is implemented as a Python package and is installed using the Python Distri-
butions Utilities (Distutils) [124]. Distutils allows for the installation of Python scripts
1PySCeS has been co-developed with Jannie Hofmeyr and Johann Rohwer. Parts of this chapter have
been published in [26]
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as well as the automated compiling of C and C++-based extension libraries. SciPy
provides an extension to Distutils, i.e. scipy.distutils, which provides the same facilities
for Fortran extension libraries. As PySCeS uses such libraries, it is therefore necessary
to have a working SciPy installation (version 0.3.0 or newer) before PySCeS can be built
and installed (see Chapter 3 for details on installing SciPy).
The extension modules used by PySCeS have been designed to be compiled with the
GNU Compiler Collective (GCC) compiler suite. The GCC suite, which includes C,
C++ and Fortran compilers, is available on most Linux and Un*x type systems. On
Microsoft Windows TM systems, PySCeS has been developed using the Minimalist GNU
for Windows'' (MinGW) GCC port. Using MinGW, native Windows libraries can be
compiled without the need for a POSIX emulation layer. Once the required prerequisites
have been met PySCeS can be built and installed simply by running the setup script
(please note root or administrator privileges may be needed to install PySCeS) .
• Linux: python setup. py install
• Windows (MinGW): python setup. py build --compiler=mingw32 install
5.1.1 Inside the PySCeS setup process
The file and directory structure of the PySCeS distribution has been arranged to make it
compatible with the Distutils installer. However, building the Fortran extension libraries
is only one part of the complete installation procedure. In this section we look, in detail,
at the mechanics behind the PySCeS install process.
User configurable options
The first section of setup. py contains user configurable options where the user can
decide which of the external modules should be installed. This is necessary, as PySCeS
is distributed with the source code of certain extension modules (currently NLEQ2, see
Appendix 10.1 for details) that are not distributed under the GPL. By disabling the
installation of these libraries in the setup script, PySCeS can be used in situations which
might contradict these alternate licences.
2http://www.mingw.org
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• pitcon = 1: compile the PITCON extension module
• metatool = 1: build the Meta'Tool binaries
• nleq2 = 1: compile NLEQ2 extension module
• nleq2_byteorder _override = 0: override NLEQ2 byteorder selection.
Installing Scientific Python
PySCeS uses Konrad Rinsen's FirstDerivatives module included with his Scientific Python".
and therefore this extremely useful package is distributed as part of the PySCeS. The
first step in the setup process is to check whether Scientific is installed or not. If not
found, the user is given the option to install Scientific. If requested, setup will install
Scientific (by calling its setup script) after which PySCeS setup will continue.
D:\cvs\pysces-0.1.3>python setup.py build --compiler=mingw32 install
Checking for Scientific ...
PySCeS uses Konrad Hinsen's Scientific Python (in addition to
SciPy). I can install it now if you like: yes/no? yes
This arrangement has the advantage that existing Scientific installations are not changed
by the PySCeS setup process and that Scientific is properly configured by its own setup
utility. Once the Scientific check is complete PySCeS setup then tries to compile the
MetaTooi binaries.
Building MetaTooi binaries
Meta'Iool [125]is supplied as two C++ source files (metad.Ldouble.cpp and meta-l.Lint.cpp)
which must first be compiled into executable binaries before they can be used with
PySCeS. As Distutils is tailored to building extension libraries and not executables, a
customized solution using shell scripts was developed (see Appendix 10.2) to enable
3http://starship.python.net/~hinsen/ScientificPython/
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compilation on both Linux and Windows operating systems. Both MetaTaal binaries
are then added to a list of data files which Distutils later installs (for licence details see
Appendix 10.1).
Next, setup adds the sample model files distributed with PySCeS to the data file list
and converts the line termination characters of these files (e.g. <CR><LF>for Windows
based systems) in order to correspond to the host operating system's default.
Creating the PySCeS configuration file
PySCeS uses configuration files to determine the location of its compiled components and
external libraries. In order to do this, the setup process (using the methods and tem-
plates located in PyscesConfig. py) generates a configuration file specific to the Python
installation an that is installing it. Configuration files are also specifically tailored to
the operating system that PySCeS is being used on. Appendix 10.3 has examples of
configuration files for Linux and Windows based operating systems.
As PySCeS has been designed to run as a single user installation on Windows, the
default paths to the model and work directories are explicitly specified. However, on
Linux type operating systems PySCeS runs as a multiuser application and the user
and model directories are determined by expansion of the user's HOME shell variable at
runtime. Both of these paths may be overwritten by user defined configuration files
which will be discussed later in this chapter.
Compiling extension modules
Finally, setup attempts to build the two Fortran libraries using the scipy .extension
mechanism and F2PY [21]. The PITCON extension is built directly using distutils. The
NLEQ2 module uses machine constants which are CPU specific and must first be set in
the Fortran source file (nleq2. f).
In an attempt to automate this process, setup first determines the byte-order used
by the processor and then selects one of the provided NLEQ2 source files that con-
tains the appropriate settings. Currently, source files (nleqz.big.I, nleq2Jittle.f) are
provided for CPUs which use IEEE arithmetic and where the most significant (big-
endian, e.g. Motorola 68000) or least significant (little-endian, e.g. Intel i386) byte
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Imodel object I
Fig. 5.1 Loading a PySCeS model. The input file is parsed and converted into a Python object
is stored first [126]. It is, however, possible to override this behaviour by setting
nleq2_byteorder _override = 1, in which case users may select the constants appro-
priate for their architecture" and manually install the file nleq2. f which is the source
file used by Distutils to build the NLEQ2 extension module.
5.2 The Tao of PySCeS: Part 1
"software development is the process of converting human thought into ones
and zeros" - unknown
In much the same way, the first step in the modelling process is to convert a description
of a model into a computer model. Fig. 5.1 shows a schematic of the PySCeS loading
process where a human readable/writable input .file is loaded and parsed into a usable
Python object. In the following sections we will look more closely at this process.
5.3 The PySCeS model input file
The PySCeS input file is an ASCII text file, similar to those used by Scamp [8], Jarnac
[92] and ScrumPy [24], which describes a model in terms of its network structure, reaction
rates and parameter values. Input files may have any filename (although filenames with
spaces are not encouraged) except that, in order to ensure maximum cross platform
4More information can be found in the NLEQ2 source code nleq2. f distributed with PySCeS or from
ZIB (http://www.zib.de/SciSoft/ANT/nleq2.en.html)
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portability between Windows, Macintosh and Linux systems, filenames must end with
the extension (i.e. final four characters): .psc
5.3.1 Input file header and comments
There is no defined header in a .psc file but model details and comments can be placed
at the beginning of an input file using comments. In general, comments may be inserted
anywhere into an input file using a Python single line comment (#) for example:
# rohwer_sucrose1.psc
# Title Sucrose metabolism in sugar cane
# Johann M. Rohwer, Biochem. J. (2001) 358, 437-445
# Triple-J Group for Molecular Cell Physiology, Stellenbosch University
5.3.2 Fixed metabolites
In the first part of the input file the fixed or external metabolites (if any) need to be
declared. The declaration line must begin with the keyword FIX followed directly by a
colon which must be followed by a space separated list of parameter names. Parame-
ter names can contain any sequence of letters (both capital or lowercase) or numbers,
providing they begin with a letter and do not contain any spaces.
FIX: Fru_ex Glc_ex ATP ADP UDP phos glycolysis Suc_vac
If no boundary metabolites need to be defined (e.g. a closed system) this declaration
can be left out altogether.
5.3.3 Reaction stoichiometry and rate equations
The next part of the input file is used to describe the system's reaction stoichiometry
and rate equations. Reactions are grouped together per reaction step and are defined
as having a name (reaction identifier), a stoichiometry (substrates are converted to
products) and rate equation (the catalytic activity). A formal description of the rate
equation syntax is given in Appendix 10.4.
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Reacla:
Reaction name
Each reaction is given a unique name made up of letters and or numbers but must begin
with a letter and not contain any spaces. A reaction name is declared and followed by
a colon as show below.
R2_P:
Reaction stoichiometry
On the line following the reaction name the reaction stoichiometry is defined. Reaction
substrates are placed on the left hand side of an identifier which describes the reaction
as either reversible (=) or irreversible (», while products are placed on the right. The
reversibility of a reaction is used in the structural analysis as part of the calculation of
the elementary modes and does not influence the chemical reversibility, as determined
by the rate equation of the reaction step.
Each reagent's stoichiometric coefficient can be included in brackets {} immediately
preceding the reagent name. If omitted, a coefficient of one is assumed. PySCeS is not
limited to using integer coefficients and floating point stoichiometries {1. 5} are also
permitted.
{2}Hex_P = Suc6P + UDP # reversible reaction
Fru_ex > Fru # irreversible reaction
Reaction rate equation
Next, the rate equations should be written as a valid Python expression. Rate equations
may fall across more than one line and all standard Python operators (+_* /) may be
used, including the Python power operator (**) where, for example, 24 is written as
2**4. There is no shorthand for multiplication in Python so -2(a+b)h would be written
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as -2* (a+b) **h and the normal Python operator precedence applies as summarized in
Table 5.1.
+, _ Addition, subtraction
*, / Multiplication, division
+x , -x Positive, negative
** Exponentiation
Table 5.1 Operator precedence increases from top to bottom and left to right, adapted
from the Python Language Reference [19].
An example of a complete reaction step is shown below including the reaction name,
stoichiometry and rate equation.
Reaction5:
Fru + ATP = Hex_P + ADP
Vmax5/(1 + Fru/Ki5_Fru)*(Fru/Km5_Fru)*(ATP/Km5_ATP)/(1 +
Fru/Km5_Fru + ATP/Km5_ATP + Fru*ATP/(Km5_Fru*Km5_ATP) + ADP/Ki5_ADP)
5.3.4 Initialization
A model property is declared and initialized using the form:
property = value
Initializations can be written in any order but should use neither shorthand floating point
(1 . ) nor shorthand exponential (1. e-3) syntax. Instead, full exponential (1. Oe-3),
decimal (0.001) and floating point syntax (1. 0) should be used for initialization.
Parameters, external metabolites
The system's external metabolites and parameters may now be initialized. Although,
generally speaking, these parameters are usually present in the rate equations they are
not required to be. If such a parameter initialization is detected a harmless warning is
generated when the model is parsed. If, on the other hand, an uninitialized parameter
is detected a warning is generated and the model will not function properly.
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# InitExt
XO 10.0
X4 1.0
# InitPar
Vi1 = 10.0
Ks1 = 1.0
Initializing variable metabolites
The initial concentrations of the models variable metabolites are used to calculate the
moiety conserved sums [127] (if present) and for initializing various numerical routines.
If you would like the metabolite pools to start empty, it is useful to initialize these values
to a small value (e.g. 10-8) rather than zero. This helps to prevent potential 'divide by
zero' errors when the rate equations are evaluated.
# InitVar
S1 = 1.0e-03
S2 = 2.Oe+02
Once a model has been formatted as an input file it can be loaded and analysed in
either a PySCeS interactive session or program script.
5.4 Running PySCeS
PySCeS can either be used in a Python script or interactively from within a Python
shell such as IDLE (default Python console) or If'ython''. It is highly recommended
to use IPython, as it supports, amongst other things, a color terminal and <TAB>-style
command completion on both Windows and Linux operating systems.
In order to streamline interactive sessions, PySCeS has been organized so that method
or function calls begin with an uppercase letter, while attributes or properties begin with
5http://ipython.scipy.org
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a lowercaseletter.The generalexceptionsarethe doSomething 0 and showSomething 0
methods where the operativeword ispreceded by do or show in lowercase.
PySCeS isinstalledas a Python package and startinga new sessionissimply a matter
of importing itwith import pysces.
Python 2.3.4 (#2, Jun 29 2004, 15:57:56)
[GCC 3.3.1 (Mandrake Linux 9.2 3.3.1-2mdk)] on linux2
»> import pysces
MetaTooI executables available
pitcon routines available
nleq2 routines available
You are using scipy version: 0.3.1_281.4213
PySCeS environment
******************
PySCeS ver 0.1.3 runtime: Mon, 10 Aug 2004 15:48:31
pysces.PyscesModel.model_dir = /home/bgoli/pscmodels
pysces.PyscesModel.output_dir = /home/bgoli/pysces
*********************************************************************
* Welcome to PySCeS (0.1.3) - Python Simulator for Cellular Systems *
* Copyright(C) Brett G. Olivier,2004 - http://pysces.sourceforge.net*
* Co-developed with J.-H.S. Hofmeyr and J.M. Rohwer
* Triple-J Group for Molecular Cell Physiology
* PySCeS is distributed under the GNU general public licence
* See README. txt for licence details
*
*
*
*
*********************************************************************
»>
When firstimported, PySCeS displays some information about its environment and
which of the extension modules are available.Section 5.1.1of this chapter described
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how the PySCeS configuration file (pyscfg. ini see Appendix 10.3) and default paths
were created during the PySCeS installation. As part of the startup process PySCeS
checks for the existence of a user configuration file. If this file is not found it is created
in a default user directory, as specified in the main PySCeS configuration file. The user
configurable paths are explicitly defined, depending on the operating system, as can be
seen in Appendix 10.6.
On a Linux system the default paths will be set to a pysces subdirectory in the direc-
tory referenced by the HOMEshell variable. On Windows the default working directories
are set to the sys.prefixjsite-packagesjpysces directory. The user configuration file allows
you to customize the following two working directories:
• modeLdir - where PySCeS looks for input (.psc) files.
• outpuLdir - where any temporary files or other output is generated.
The following guidelines should be followed when defining a path: spaces in pathnames
are not supported, and on Windows double or escaped backslashes (\ \) should be used
as path separators. If, on the other hand, the user configuration file exists the working
directories defined in this file are created (if necessary) and used for the PySCeS session.
By the use of dual configuration files a user's configuration data can be maintained
between PySCeS installations, as once created the user configuration file is not overwrit-
ten. For maximum flexibility the modeLdir path can be set for a PySCeS session by
changing the module attribute directly:
pysces.PyscesModel.model_dir = "c:\\some-directory"
This value is used as the default model directory by model objects instantiated in this
session. There are a number of general package functions available once PySCeS has
been imported, however, these will be discussed later as part of Section 5.19.
5.4.1 Instantiating a PySCeS model object
Central to PySCeS is the pysces .model class, which, once instantiated with a model
description can be used for further analysis. Model objects are instantiated with a
PySCeS input file which contains a valid model description. As a convention, for the
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rest of this document, mod will be used as the instantiated model instance. To create a
model instance, mod, using the model data from the input file linearl. psc:
»> mod = pysces.modelC'linearl')
Assuming extension is .psc
Using model directory: C:\mypysces\pscmodels
C:\mypysces\pscmodels\linearl.psc loading ..... Done.
»>
As illustrated in this example, a string containing the model file is used to instantiate
the model object. All model files are assumed to have .psc as an extension which can
be left out. By default the model directory, as specified in the previous section, is used
to locate model files, however, the model name and directory and can also be explicitly
supplied to the model object.
mod = pysces.modelCFile='linearl.psc',dir='c:\\mypysces\\pscmodels')
This might be especially useful in an application where automated model loading is
required. If PySCeS does not find the specified model file, it displays a complete list of
all the models in the the current model directory and allows the user another opportunity
to input the model name.
»> mod = pysces.modelC'wrong_name')
Assuming extension is .psc
Models available in your model dir:
************
branchl.psc
************
linearl.psc moietyl.psc
You need to specify a valid model file ...
Please enter filename: linearl.psc
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Using model directory: /home/bgoli/pscmodels
/home/bgoli/pscmodels/linearl.psc loading ..... Done.
>>>
Once instantiated the following attributes are created .
• mod. ModelOutput, the default model output directory is initially read from the
user configuration file but can be set on a per model basis by changing this path .
• Both the mod. ModelFile and mod. ModelDir are set when the model object is first
instantiated and are provided for the user's convenience.
At this stage, the model object is associated with an input file, but it is not yet usable
as the model attributes have not yet been transformed into usable Python instance
attributes.
5.4.2 Loading a PySCeS model
In order to get a usable model object, the model description needs to be parsed from
the input file and attached as attributes to the current model instance.
»> mod. doLoad 0
Parsing file: C:\mypysces\pscmodels\linearl.psc
»>
Once the model has been loaded all the model file data, including parameters and rate
equations, are made available as model attributes. For example, in the input file the
following would have been initialized sl = 1.0 and kl = 10.0 and are now available
as
»> mod.sl
1.0
»> mod.kl
10.0
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5.4.3 Inside the mod.doLoadO method
The dol.o ad O method is a meta-function which in turn calls mod. ParselnputFile 0
and mod. ParseModel 0 which together load the model.
mod.ParselnputFile()
This method is responsible for parsing a model input file and arranging the informa-
tion so that PySCeS can build a model out of it. All lexical analysis and parsing is
performed using David Beazley's PLY package which uses LR parsing and is closely
modelled on the popular lex and yacc tools". The lexerjparser is a derivative of Jannie
Hofmeyr's lexparse. py. While originally implemented as a script, the PySCeS version
of lexparse uses a combination of class method and module functions. This initially led
to some magnificent lexing and parser conflicts, especially where, for example, a model
was reloaded after the input file had been changed". In order to eliminate potential
lexer jparser conflicts ParselnputFile 0 first clears the model instance's namespace
dictionary maintaining only essential information such as model name and path, before
(re)parsing.
Once the instance namespace has been cleared and necessary information restored,
the input file is read, lexically analysed and parsed into a Python network dictionary
containing all the information needed to create a working model. As a Python dictionary
is essentially an unordered set of key-value pairs, before it can be used, the network
dictionary's information must be ordered into lists of model components which can be
added as model attributes, both hidden (for internal use) and visible. These attributes
are summarized in Section. 5.4.4.
Once the model attributes have been attached, redundant references to global or
module variables are cleared for garbage collection, reducing the memory footprint of a
model instance. Finally, the paths to the Meta'Iool floating point and integer binaries
are set as defined in the main PySCeS configuration file.
»> mod.eModeExe_dbl
6See the PLY documentation (http://systems.cs.uchicago.edu/ply I)
7It is still possible for this to happen if the parser crashes after being initialized with an improperly
formatted input file.
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'c:\\python23\\lib\\site-packages\\pysces\\metatool\\meta43_double.exe'
»> mod.eModeExe_int
'/usr/lib/python2.3/site-packages/pysces/metatool/meta43_int'
In summary, a model object has been created, initialized with an input file containing
a model description, the model has been parsed and the model properties have been
added to the model instance as a set of ordered lists and dictionaries. In the second
stage of the loading process, this information has to be initialized and converted into
usable Python objects.
mod.ParseModel()
The ParseModelO method is a collection of methods which manage the run time ini-
tializations needed to convert a model description into a model. For the purposes of this
discussion 'run time' means 'when the program is run' and although Python is essen-
tially all run time I use it to differentiate from 'write time' which is 'when the code was
written'. This is similar to the term compile time used in for languages like C and Java
where code compilation is completely separated from code execution.
Using the Python functions compile 0 and exec 0 the code generation methods take
full advantage of Python's scripted nature and allow for the efficient run time generation
and evaluation of code. An easy way to understand this process is to compare it to what
happens when Python is used interactively in console mode. You first type a line of
Python code and enter it. Two things now happen, first the interpreter parses the line
and converts it into a code object containing all the object references that it needs for
evaluation (the compileO step). Next, the code object is evaluated by the Python
virtual machine and the results returned (the execO step) to the console. Working
interactively, these two steps happen sequentially and you only see the returned result,
however this same process can be used to dynamically generate run time code in a non-
interactive environment. Additionally, run time code can be generated and compiled
at one time and executed when needed. This may may also help in optimizing the run
time generated code, because a function compiled once can then be directly executed
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many times. The following private methods are responsible for generating a Python
representation of the model.
• __ ini tmodel __ 0: creates the stoichiometric matrix.
• __ ini tvar __ 0: initializes the variable metabolites and derivative functions.
• __ ini tf ixed __ 0: initializes the parameter values and array mapping functions.
• __ ini tREQ__ 0: initializes the rate equation functions.
Once the stoichiometric matrix is constructed, the __ ini tvar __ () and __ ini tfixed __ ()
methods write the Python code which, when executed, creates the various model at-
tributes (parameters, metabolites etc.), builds the concentration vector and creates func-
tions that map the model attributes to arrays and vice versa. Mapping functions are
critical to the interactive nature of PySCeS as the rate equations are defined in terms
of model attributes and these need to be converted into arrays for use with the low-
level numerical routines. These methods also construct the various code blocks that are
function definitions used by the automatic derivative routines that will be discussed in
Section 5.13.
The metabolite and parameter initialization methods return raw Python (text) code
to mod. ParseModel 0 which compiles it, executes the portions of it which create the
model properties and makes the rest available to PySCeS as hidden model attributes
that can be executed when needed. Once the model properties are set, the rate equation
functions can be initialized.
__ ini tREQ__ 0 is analogous to the previous methods except that instead of only
assigning attributes, it constructs complete Python function definitions. Each rate equa-
tion is added to the model in three ways, as a string representation of the rate equation,
as a lambda function which can be evaluated using the current parameter and metabolite
concentration set and as part of a function definition that is used by the rate equation
evaluation functions. Once created the raw code is again returned to mod. ParseModel 0
which compiles and executes its. As all dynamically generated code is added to the model
BPersonally, I was absolutely astounded at the efficiency of Python's runtime code generation capabil-
ities and nicknamed it automagic.
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object after instantiation a model's data and methods are completely encapsulated. In
this way multiple, independent model instances can be initialized from a single input
file.
Finally, a structural analysis is performed (discussed in detail in Section 5.6.3) and
all the various control attributes (algorithm defaults, analysis mode settings etc.) are
created and initialized. After the model loading process is completed, we have a fully
initialized model object that is ready to be used.
5.4.4 PySCeS basic model attributes
During the load process, the model elements and parameters read in from the input file
are translated into Python objects in the following ways:
• Parameters including external metabolites are attached using their original name
e.g. kl in the model input file would now be available as mod. k1.
• Variable metabolites are treated in the same but an additional attribute is created
that represents their initial values. For example a metabolite sl would be created
as mod. s 1, the actual value of the metabolite at any point in time and mod. s 1i
its initial value. Initial values can be used to initialize numerical algorithms etc.
• Rate equations are attached as Python lambda functions. For example, for a reac-
tion named Rl calling mod. Rl (mod) would return the current reaction rate. Note
the model instance must be passed to the function as an argument. Additionally,
mod. Rlr, a string representation of the rate equation, is also created.
• Fixed metabolite names can be displayed using mod. fixed_metaboli tes.
• Parameter names (including fixed metabolites) can be displayed with mod. parameters.
• Variable metabolite names and order can be displayed with mod. metaboli tes.
• Reaction names and order can be displayed using mod. reactions.
• The floating point precision of the CPU is determined by PySCeS and made avail-
able as mod. mach_floateps.
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• The display format of all numeric results for any model object can be set using
mod. mode_number _f ormat. The default format is exponential (, %2. 4e ,) but any
valid Python format string can be used (for a floating point format use '%2. 4f ' )
With exception of the rate equations and reaction stoichiometry, which can only be
changed in the input file, all other model attributes can be set interactively.
5.5 The kinetic model
up until this point we have been investigating the construction of a model, first defined
in an input file, next instantiated as a PySCeS model object. In the following sections
will begin to show how we can use the PySCeS structural analysis methods inherited by
the model class from the stoichiometric analysis class Stoich to analyse our system. As
the implementation is closely coupled to the theory, the two will be developed together.
Any coupled reaction network can be described in terms of a set of non-linear dif-
ferential equations. These equations contain both the structural information (how the
reactions are connected to one another) as well as kinetic information (the dynamics of
the conversion processes) themselves [78].
ds
dt = Nv[s,p] (5.1)
Using the newer formalism and notation as given by Hofmeyr in [82] the kinetic model,
shown in Eqn. 5.1, is made up of a matrix containing the stoichiometric coefficients (N),
a column vector of reaction rates (v) which is expressed in terms of variable metabolite
concentrations (s) and parameters, including fixed or constant metabolites (p).
As an illustration of the kinetic model, as shown in Eqn. 5.1, consider a metabolic
network as earlier described in Fig. 3.1. In this system external (or boundary metabo-
lites) are indicated as Xo ... X7, internal (variable) metabolites are shown as SI ...
S3 and the enzyme catalysed reactions as El ... E4. The system in Fig. 3.1 can be
rewritten as a stoichiometric matrix (N, whose construction is described in more detail
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in the next section):
El E2 E3 E4
1 0 -1 -1 SI
N= -1 1 0 0 S2
1 -1 0 0 S3
Each row corresponds to a variable metabolite and each column to a reaction. A value
of one means that that the metabolite is a produced by that reaction, while minus one
means it is consumed. A zero means that the metabolite is neither a reactant or product
of that reaction. The second part of the equation describing the kinetic model is the
vector of reaction rates, (v):
v=
Using Eqn. 5.1 the kinetic model can be written as:
ds = [ _~
dt
1
which when multiplied out, yields the individual ordinary differential equation expressing
the change in concentration of each of the variable metabolites in terms of net reaction
rates, v, each of which is a function of the kinetic parameters and variable metabolite
concentrations:
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5.5.1 The stoichiometric matrix
In this section we investigate the first component of the kinetic model as shown in
Eqn. 5.1, the stoichiometric matrix.
The stoichiometric matrix is an m by n matrix which describes the structure of
the reaction network in terms of the coefficients (Cij) of the reactions {VI, V2, V3 ... , Vn}
that make up the differential equations describing the concentrations of the variable
metabolites {SI, S2, S3 ... Sm} SO that:
N=
r Cll
l~l (5.2)
where as described in [82]:
• Cij < 0 where Si is a substrate of reaction Vj
• Cij > 0 where Si is a product of reaction Vj
• Cij = 0 where Si is neither a substrate nor a product of reaction Vj
Although traditionally integers, PySCeS allows the use of both integer and floating point
coefficients.
5.6 Stoichiometric analysis
There are two structural properties that are contained in the stoichiometric matrix (N),
both of which deal with the relationship between either the differential equations describ-
ing the metabolites or fluxes at steady state [78, 82]. Conserved relationships appear
when systems of ODEs are linearly dependent on one another. Linear algebra provides
powerful techniques for determining dependencies amongst systems of differential equa-
tions [128]. Let us begin by investigating how we can determine the moiety conserved
relationships of a system from N.
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5.6.1 Moiety conservation - calculating L
The detection of moiety conservation [41]is critical in many aspects of metabolic analysis
and modelling, for example,
• in the computation of the steady state [70],
• calculation of control coefficients using the control matrix equation [76, 82, 129]
• and the understanding and reduction of complex reaction networks [130].
Central to the idea of moiety conservation is the Link or L matrix [131]. If conservation
exists the L matrix can be partitioned into an identity and zero link matrix, Lo:
(5.3)
There are various ways of finding the moiety conservations present in N including Gaus-
sian elimination, Gauss-Jordan elimination and Singular Value Decomposition [132] (see
[133] for a comparison of various computational techniques). PySCeS uses Gauss-Jordan
elimination [128] to determine the conserved relationships between the differential equa-
tions. This is a variation of the technique that uses an augmented N matrix and Gaussian
elimination to determine the conservation matrix [134] (for an example see [130]).
In general a Gauss-Jordan elimination works in the column space of a matrix, which
in the case of the stoichiometric matrix are the reaction rates. What we need to calculate
is the relations between the differential equations. This can be achieved by working in the
row space of N, i.e. the column space of NT. By performing a Gauss-Jordan reduction on
NT the linear relationships between the differential equations can be obtained. PySCeS
calculates Lo directly from NT using the following procedure [133]:
• transpose the input matrix,
• use LU factorization to reduce the system to echelon form,
• scale the resulting pivots to equal one,
• use Gauss-Jordan elimination to produce zeros above the pivots,
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• extract Lo from the LU factorization result,
• build L from Lo,
• using L and Lo, compute the conservation matrix and form the reduced stoichio-
metric matrix.
Gauss-Jordan reduction of N
After transposing the input matrix (N) PySCeS uses the LAPACK routine DGETRF9,
provided with SciPy, to perform an LU factorization. The elimination process takes N
and factorizes it so that:
(5.4)
where U is the upper matrix or the echelon form of N. One important factor to keep in
mind is that, unlike many linear algebra applications, it is vitally important to keep track
of any changes in the order of the rows and or columns (in this case only the columns).
DGETRF is a partially pivoting algorithm which almost always maintains a small growth
factor [135J. Unfortunately, partial pivoting also means that if a zero (singular value)
is encountered in a pivot position (possibly as a result of row interchanges) during
the factorization, the algorithm terminates. As stoichiometric matrices are generally
not dense matrices, this situation is a distinct possibility and can lead to premature
termination of the algorithm.
By wrapping DGETRF in a Python routine that can restart the algorithm if necessary
and at the same time swap columns to generate a 'missing' pivot, we essentially wrap
the partial pivoting algorithm and create a 'pseudo' full pivoting routine. Additionally,
after every iteration zero rows are swapped to the bottom of the matrix and removed,
thus reducing the overall matrix size as redundancies are detected. As PySCeS uses
floating point arithmetic, care must also be taken to remove any floating point artifacts
that might be a created during the reduction process.
In general, while being relatively resistant to numerical error [136, 137], using a piv-
oting approach does have the disadvantage that N is reordered as columns are swapped
and it is therefore difficult to predict the final structure of U from N. On the other
9http://www.netlib.org/
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hand, it does have the computational advantage that the resulting matrix is in perfect
staircase form, with pivots only on the diagonal and no redundant rows of zeros.
(5.5)
Having the factorized matrix in this form greatly simplifies any subsequent scaling op-
erations.
The final step in the Gauss-Jordan elimination is to eliminate any values above the
pivots by a process of back substitution; after this process has completed we have the
reduced form of N:
[111' ':lreduced(NT) = (5.6)
Calculating Lo and NR
As shown in [133] the reduced form matrix shown in Eqn. 5.6 can generally be written
as
(5.7)
and that when formulated in this way
Having calculated Lo, PySCeS can build L (using Eqn. 5.3) as well as construct the
conservation matrix 'Y which is also defined in [133].
'Y = [-Lo I]
The conservation matrix is useful for calculating the moiety totals (the vector T) auto-
matically from the initial concentrations of the variable metabolite (the concentration
vector S) by using the relationship
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From L we can tell which of N's differential equations are redundant; removing them
forms an important new matrix, whose rows are linearly independent, the reduced sto-
ichiometric matrix, NR' Now that we have determined one of the structural properties
of our system we can move on to determining the next one, the relationship between the
fluxes at steady state.
5.6.2 Flux conservation - calculating K
The second structural property of the stoichiometric matrix concerns the dependencies
between the fluxes at steady state. These flux relationships are important for the calcu-
lation of the control coefficients using the control-matrix equation [82] and are expressed
as the Kernel matrix, K, where:
(5.8)
In order for a metabolic system to be at steady state, the variable metabolite pools in
the system need to be constant in time or:
ds
-=0
dt
If we apply this to our kinetic model we can rewrite Eqn. 5.1 as shown in [82]:
(5.9)
or for the situation where there is no conservation
Nv[s,p] = 0 (5.10)
The theory of linear algebra (see [128]) shows us that for any set of equations that have
the form:
Ax=O
the nulls pace of A (if it exists) shows us the linear dependencies amongst the columns
of A (in our case the fluxes). Fortunately, calculating the null space of N is almost
identical to the procedure used to calculate Lo (as described in Section. 5.6.1).
From a programmer's perspective this is convenient as the same basic functions can
be reused with a few minor variations in the routine. To determine the flux relationships,
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Ko= -F
Gauss-Jordan reduction is now performed on N and Ko is extracted. After the reduction
of N to its row reduced form:
reduced(N) = [I F]
The basis for the nullspace (F) can be extracted and transformed into Ko using the
following relationship:
which follows directly from the definitions of the K matrix (Eqn. 5.8) and null space
which is defined as:
null(A) ~ [ _IF 1
This completes our analysis of the structural properties of the stoichiometric ma-
trix. The entire stoichiometric analysis is automatically done by PySCeS when the
mod.doLoad () is called and all the structural properties are attached as model attributes
which are shown in the next section.
5.6.3 PySCeS structural attributes
Once the model is loaded and the stoichiometric analysis is complete, the following
structural attributes are made available to be used or displayed.
N and NR
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The following attributes represent Nand NR as numeric arrays that can be used for
further calculations. PySCeS matrix attributes each have an associated row or column
vector. These lists are expressed as relative to the rows or columns of the stoichiometric
matrix. All the mod. showX0 methods listed here accept an open file object as an
argument in which case they write to the file and not to the screen.
• mod. showN(File=None) print N to screen including row and column labels
• mod.nmatrix - a SciPy array containing the stoichiometric matrix, N.
• mod.nmatrix_row - an index array representing the differential equations describ-
ing ¥t, i.e. the rows of the stoichiometric matrix.
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• mod. nmatrix_col - an index array representing the model's reactions, i.e, the
columns of the stoichiometric matrix.
• mod. showNr (File=None) print NR to screen including row and column labels
• mod. nrmatrix - the reduced stoichiometric matrix, NR containing only the inde-
pendent differential equations.
• mod. nrmatrix_row - independent differential equations describing ~:.
• mod. nrmatrix_col - the model's catalytic reactions NR'
L, La and conservation matrices
The properties related to moiety conservation can also be grouped together as follows.
• mod. showL (File=None) print L to screen with rows and columns, if no conserva-
tion is present a warning message will be printed instead.
• mod .lmatrix - link matrix, L. If there is no moiety conservation in the system
this is an identity matrix.
• mod .lmatrix_row - the L row vector contains metabolites partitioned into inde-
pendent and dependent.
• mod .lmatrix_col - the L column vector contains the independent metabolites.
• mod .lzeromatrix - the link zero matrix, La. This matrix is an identity matrix if
there is no moiety conservation present in the model.
• mod .lzeromatrix_row - the La rows contain the dependent metabolites as linear
combinations of the independent ones.
• mod.lzeromatrix_col - the La columns contain the independent metabolites.
As we have seen, once the L has been determined the conservation matrix and moiety
total vector can be formed.
• mod. showConserved (File=None) - print a human readable representation of the
conservation matrix e.g. + {1.OO}S2 + {1.OO}S3 = 1.3\n
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• mod .lconsmatrix - the conservation matrix, 'Y
• mod .lconsmatrix_row - the dependent metabolites.
• mod .lconsmatrix_col - the system metabolites.
• mod. Tvec - the moiety total vector, T which is calculated from the initial concen-
trations of the variable metabolites. Tvec is updated when either the steady state
solver or simulation method is called.
K and Ko
As in the case of moiety conservation, the relationships between the fluxes at steady
state are available as:
• mod. showK CFile=None) print K to screen with rows and columns.
• mod. kmatrix - a SciPy array containing the the K shows the relationship between
the dependent and independent fluxes.
• mod. kmatrix_row - fluxes ordered with independent fluxes first followed by de-
pendent ones.
• mod. kmatrix_col - independent fluxes.
• mod. kzeromatrix - the dependent fluxes as linear combinations of the independent
ones.
• mod. kzeromatrix_row - array containing the dependent fluxes.
• mod. kzeromatrix_col - array containing the independent fluxes.
5.7 The Tao of PySCeS: Part 2
"An algorithm must be seen to be believed." - Donald E. Knuth
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parameters, rate equations, variables
Fig. 5.2 A PySCeS model object. When a model object is initially created using the doLoadO
method it has attributes representing both the basic and structural properties of the
model
Taking heart from Donald Knuth's observation we shall now proceed to investigate
various other aspects of our model object (a schematic of which is shown in Fig. 5.2).
PySCeS provides a number of different analysis methods that can be applied to the
basic model object which will again be described in terms of the theory behind the
analysis, how PySCeS implements the theory and how the user can access the attributes,
parameters and methods related to the analysis.
The most general of these methods is the doSomething 0 methods, which are a
collection of high level methods that calculate amongst other things:
• a steady state: mod. doState 0,
• elasticity coefficients: mod. doElas 0,
These high level methods allow PySCeS to be used interactively without the user having
to type too many commands; however, each of these methods is made up of lower level
routines which may be used and customized individually. For example the doElas 0
method shown above is made up of the following subroutines:
• mod. State (): calculate the steady state,
• mod. EvalEvar (): calculate elasticities to variable metabolites,
• mod. EvalEpar () calculate elasticities to parameters.
This design philosophy can be summarized as providing high level modules with low level
access and in this way PySCeS tries to be both 'easy to use' and 'flexible'. In the sections
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Fig. 5.3 Elementary flux modes. The solid lines represent six reversible enzyme catalysed reac-
tions that form a branched metabolic pathway. In this system there are 6 elementary
modes shown as three pairs a -.e of black and grey dashed lines. This system is
based on a similar one described in [140].
that follow we will describe various analyses which can be performed on the basic model
object.
5.8 Calculating elementary flux modes
In the previous sections we have seen how by analysing the stoichiometry of a metabolic
pathway we can derive specific properties of a metabolic reaction network from its struc-
ture. In this section we show how PySCeS can be used for another type of stoichiometric
analysis, namely calculating the elementary flux modes [138, 139]. In Fig. 5.3 we see how
the elementary flux modes can describe the sets of enzymes that are needed to convert
one fixed metabolite to another. For example in Fig. 5.3, we see that assuming all re-
actions are reversible, Y can be created either from X, via reactions 1,2,3,4 (elementary
mode 8,1) or from Z, via reactions 6,5,3,4 (elementary mode ). This description of
elementary flux modes is based on one given in [140]. More specifically, elementary flux
modes are minimal sets of enzymes that can each generate a steady state, taking into
account the possible irreversibility of reactions. An elementary flux mode cannot be de-
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composed further and any steady state flux is a non-negative combination of elementary
flux modes.
Elementary modes have been extensively used to determine biologically meaningful
relationships amongst the steady state fluxes [138, 141-143]. An analogous procedure
has also been proposed for the determination of 'metabolically meaningful pools' [144].
5.8.1 Using MetaTaal with PySCeS
In order to calculate the elementary flux modes PySCeS incorporates an interface to a
stand-alone application: MetaTooi [125]. During the PySCeS installation process two
versions of the Meta Tool executable'" are compiled, one for models with a purely integer
stoichiometry and one for models which contain floating point coefficients.
As a: stand-alone application MetaTooi works by reading in a user defined input
file and writing the results to a data file. PySCeS simulates this procedure by first
generating a Meta Tool input file and then calling the relevant executable to process it.
By default, PySCeS uses the integer executable but if a non-integer coefficient is detected
in the stoichiometric matrix PySCeS automatically switches to the floating point version.
Once Meta Tool has finished running and has generated a result file, PySCeS parses it and
stores the resulting elementary modes. The following are the commands and settings
that can be used to calculate the elementary modes.
• mod. doModes (): calculate the elementary flux modes.
• mod. showModes (File=None): display the calculated modes to screen or to an open
file object if one is supplied as an argument.
• mod. emode_intmode: defines which executable should be used for calculations,
setting this option to one (default is zero) forces the use of the floating point
binary.
• mod. emode_userout: with the default setting (zero) all intermediary files generated
by MetaTooi are deleted, if this option is set to one, both the input and output file
are saved in the PySCeS working directory.
10 http://www.biologie.hu-berlin.de/biophysics/Theory/tpfeiffer/metatool.html
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• mod. emode_f ile: the filename of the MetaTool intermediate files. The default is
to use <model_name> + _emodes.
5.9 Evaluating the differential equations
Analysing the kinetic model whether dynamically or at steady steady state involves
solving the differential equations as expressed in Eqn. 5.9. Note that this form of the
equation uses only the reduced stoichiometric matrix (NR) and so implicitly is expressed
only in terms of the independent differential equations and concentrations.
PySCeS implements this equation directly so that all numerical algorithms work only
with the reduced (linearly independent) set of differential equations. Although this does
not influence the workings of the integration routines it is of critical importance in the
calculation of the steady state. This is due to the fact that if a numerical solution
is sought to a model described by a set of differential equations that are not linearly
independent (the model contains moiety conservation), non-linear solvers tend to 'drift'
and do not converge to a solution. The problem that arises when implementing Eqn. 5.9
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Fig, 5.4 Evaluating the differential equations. If there is no moiety conservation EvalOde ()
uses only EvalReq O, ta while when there is moiety conservation EvalReq2 (), b
and EvalReq (), c are used to determine Si from a concentrations vector Si
in terms of only the independent differential equations is that the rate equations which
make up the terms of the differential equations are expressed in terms of both dependent
and independent concentrations. In systems where no moiety conservation exists this
is not a problem, as all the differential equations and concentrations are independent,
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in fact the simpler form of Eqn. 5.9 namely Nv can be used directly as S = Si, as is
shown in Fig. 5.4 a. On the other hand, for systems where moiety conservation does
exist an additional step is needed to first calculate S from Si before the rate equations
are evaluated. This is shown in Fig. 5.4 and .c .
The following list details the individual methods used to evaluate the differential
equations (in all cases Vtemp is a storage array used to hold a rate vector).
• EvalODE (s, Vtemp) calls EvalReq2 0 if there is moiety conservation and evaluates
NRv; otherwise it uses EvalReqO and evaluates Nv to return h
• EvalREq2 (s, Vtemp) uses the relationship SD = Lo + T to calculate the full con-
centration vector and calls EvalREq 0 .
• EvalREq (s, Vtemp) uses the concentration vector to evaluate the rate equations
and returns a rate vector.
PySCeS also makes provision for the use of so called forcing functions that are com-
monly used to represent equilibrium blocks, monitoring functions and other fixed rela-
tionships in reaction networks. Generally, these extra functions are not defined as rate
equations but need to be evaluated at the same time as a rate equation evaluation takes
place. PySCeS provides an empty method definition, mod. Forcing_FunctionO, which
is called each time the rate equations are evaluated. This empty method can however
be replaced by a Python function that contains any user defined forcing functions (this
function should neither take any arguments nor return a value and only operate on
instance attributes), as illustrated in the following example.
»> mod = pysces.model('chemostat')
»> mod. doLoad 0
»> def chemostat_forcing_function():
mod.Vi = mod.alpha_V*mod.X
mod.Vo mod.Vt _ mod.alpha_V*mod.X
»> mod.Forcing_Function chemostat_forcing_function
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»> mod.doState()
5.10 Time simulation
In order to study a system's evolution over time it is necessary to integrate the kinetic
model. PySCeS uses the Livermore Solver for Ordinary Differential Equations with Au-
tomatic method switching for stiff and non-stiff problems: LSODA [145, 146]. LSODAll
is a powerful integration routine, accessible via the following high level simulation meth-
ods:
• mod.doSim(end=10.0, points=20.0): run a simulation from time zero to time
end using the specified number of points.
• mod. doSimPlot (end=10. 0, points=20. 0, plot= 'met') run a simulation as above
but now plot the metabolite concentrations (the plot syntax is explained as part of
the SimPlot 0 command which can be used for plotting the results of a simulation)
Once again, these high level methods utilize lower level routines which can be used and
configured individually if necessary:
• mod.Simulate(userinit=O): the core simulation routine.
• mod. sim_end: simulation end time.
• mod. sim_points: number of points in the simulation.
• mod. mode_sim_ini t: defaults to zero and the initial concentrations are used as
initial values for the Simulation. A value of one initializes the variables with a
small (almost zero) value.
• mod. s im_ time: the time array calculated using the user defined time interval and
number of points
Ilhttp://www.netlib.org/
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• mod. SimSet (): method that creates the time array. Except as described below this
method is automatically called by Simulate 0 and does not need to be explicitly
called.
By default mod. Simulate 0 uses the value of mod. mode sim_ini t to determine what
it should use as its starting values. If a model's initial metabolite values are used (e.g.
mod. S1i) then they are automatically collected and placed into an array, mod. s_ini t,
which is used in turn, to initialize LSODA. It is however possible to override this be-
haviour by setting mod. Simulate () 's userini targument:
• userinit = 0: (default) generate both mod. s im_time and mod. s_ ini t
• userinit = 1: generate mod. s_ini t but not mod. sim_ time. This allows mod. sim_ time
to be predefined by the user ... perhaps a logarithmic timescale?
• userinit = 2: use user defined values of mod. s_ini t and mod. sim_ time, the only
check performed is the length of the initialization vector.
Please note using userini t = 2 can be dangerous and is not recommended for general
modelling purposes! The reason is that, with each simulation the moiety conserved totals
are automatically recalculated from the metabolite's initial values (e.g. mod.Sli). A
user supplied initialization vector bypasses this calculation so it is therefore possible
to break the moiety conserved cycles present in a system. If this happens, biologically
meaningless results can be produced. One application where this type of initiation
could be used with relative safely is where, assuming the moiety conserved totals remain
unchanged, a simulation is directly initialized with a previously calculated steady-state
concentration vector. This can be used to effectively automate a study of the transient
changes that occur between steady states through a series of parameter changes.
So far we have been looking at the initialization of the LSODA routine. There are,
however, a number of parametersl'' that control the operation of the algorithm itself (a
value of zero means the algorithm determines the parameter value).
• mod.LSODA(initial): the basic interface to LSODA called by SimulateO. Pro-
vided with a set of initial values, it returns an array of solutions and a status flag._.
12Parameter names and descriptions are based on those found in the LSODA source code.
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As this method 'plugs' into 'Simulatet}', it makes provision for the future addition
of different integration algorithms using a standard framework.
• mod .lsoda_mxstep (default = zero): maximum number of internally defined steps.
By default LSODA auto-adjusts this parameter as necessary (to a maximum of
500) but in systems that require more integrator steps between time points, the
mod. Simulate 0 method automatically tries to adjust this parameter to a larger
value and reruns the simulation.
• mod .lsoda_atol (default = 10-10): absolute tolerance.
• mod.lsoda_rtol (default = 1O-5): relative tolerance.
• mod. lsoda_hO (default = 0.0): the step size to be attempted on the first step.
• mod .lsoda_hmax (default = 0.0): the maximum absolute step size allowed.
• mod .lsoda_hmin (default = 0.0): the minimum absolute step size allowed.
• mod.lsoda_mxordn (default = 12): maximum order to be allowed for the nonstiff
(Adams) method.
• mod .lsoda_mxords (default = 5): maximum order to be allowed for the stiff (BDF)
method.
• mod .lsoda_mesg (default = 1): print the exit status message.
After the simulation has been completed the results are stored in the mod. sim_res array
as a concentration array. If the change in reaction rates over time is required, these can
easily be generated using the mod. Fix_Sim () method
mod.Fix_Sim(mod.sim_res,flux=O)
The mod. Fix_Sim 0 method outputs an array with time as the first column followed
by either the metabolite concentrations (no second argument or flux = 0) or reac-
tion rates (second argument flux = 1) whose order is given by mod.metabolites or
mod. reactions respectively. Once a simulation has been completed a quick way to
visualize the results is to use the mod. SimPlot 0 method:
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mod.SimPlotCplot='met',filename=",title='title' ,1ogx=",logy=",cmdout=O)
Called without any arguments, mod. SimPlot 0 plots all the metabolite concentrations
against time. However, it may be customized in a number of ways:
• plot can be: 'met' all metabolites or rate all rates, or a user supplied list of model
variables: [' 81' , ' 82' , ' R3' , ' R5']. This argument can also be passed directly to
the mod. doSimPlot 0 method mentioned earlier.
• If a filename argument is provided, mod. SimPlot 0 will in addition to displaying
the result on the screen, try to write a PNG image of the plot to a PNG file named
filename. png
• By default mod. SimPlot 0 generates a title for the plot using the model file name
plus the time the plot is generated. Custom titles can be set with title =
'mytitle' argument.
• If logx and logy are given a string value (logx
displayed using a logarithmic scale.
, on') the respective axis is
• If the cmdout argument (default = 0) is set to one, GnuPlot is not called and the
SciPy plotting string that would have been used is returned in its place.
These methods allow us to study a systems dynamical behaviour in time. In the next
sections we will see how PySCeS enables us to calculate and study the steady-state (or
time invariant) properties of the system.
5.11 Solving for the steady state
Conceptually, calculation of the steady state is easy: for any kinetic model as shown in
Eqn. 5.1 the steady state condition assumes that there is no change in the metabolite
pools in time so that
ds = 0
dt
and the model reduces to a set of non-linear algebraic equations as in Eqn, 5.9. All that
we need to do to determine the steady-state solution is to find the roots of this equation.
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Unfortunately, it is in calculating the steady state where the general non-linearity of
biological systems becomes apparent. This coupled with the fact that all non-linear
solvers have to be given an initial estimate of the final solution to work from (which is
usually not available) makes it challenging to find a 'one size fits all' non-linear solver.
There are a variety of non-linear solvers, each with their own strengths and weak-
nesses, which are able to numerically approximate the solutions to highly non-linear
systems of algebraic equations, PySCeS uses three: HYBRD, NLEQ2 and forward in-
tegration. Before looking at the different solvers in more detail, let's look at the basic
options and method used to calculate the steady state.
• mod. doState 0: calculate a steady state solution
• showState (File=None) displays the current steady-state values of the metabolites
and fluxes.
• mod. mode_state_ini t (default = 0): This option causes the selected solver algo-
rithm to be initialized with either the initial metabolite concentrations (0), a small
value (1), the final value obtained by a quick time simulation (2) or a previously
calculated steady-state solution multiplied by a factor (3).
• mod. zero_ val (default = 1O-8) is the small value used with mod. mode_state_ini t
= 1
• mod. mode_state_ini t2_array: time array used for the mini simulation when
using mod. mode_state_ini t = 2. By default the range is set to
scipy.logspace(O,5,18).
• mod.mode_state_init3_factor (default = 0.1) the factor used to scale thepre-
vious steady state when mod. mode_state_ini t = 3
• mod. mode_state_mesg (default = 1): print an exit status message when a steady
state is successfully calculated.
Once a steady state has been solved for, the results are accessible via the following model
attributes:
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• mod. state_metab: a vector containing the steady-state concentrations in the same
order as mod. metaboli tes.
• mod. state_flux: a vector containing the steady-state fluxes stored in the order
given by mod. reactions.
• For each reaction (e.g. R2) a new attribute (e.g. mod. JR2) is created containing its
steady-state flux value.
• Similarly, for each variable metabolite (e.g. mod. s2) an attribute containing its
steady-state value (e.g. mod. s2ss) is created.
Now that we have looked at the generic aspects of the steady-state interface, let's inves-
tigate the three underlying non-linear solver algorithms.
5.11.1 PySCeS steady-state solver algorithms
PySCeS has been equipped with a pluggable solver framework, which means that each
of the steady-state solver routines is wrapped in a standard interface that can be used
by the doState 0 method. This allows a measure of flexibility in how the individual
algorithms can be combined to obtain a steady-state solution. Currently, one such
combination is available, namely 'solver fallback'.
If active, the fallback algorithm checks both the error messages returned by the
individual algorithms and the validity of the solution (i.e. it checks for negative concen-
trations). If either test fails, it ignores the erroneous result and tries the next solver in
the fallback chain. Fig. 5.5 shows the arrangement of the solvers in the PySCeS fallback
chain. Note that the same set of initial values is used for a steady-state calculation
irrespective of which solver is used and that the user is explicitly informed when fallback
switches from one solver to the next. By doing this, the user is always able to see exactly
which solver is finding a steady-state solution for a particular model. This is useful as
fallback can also be disabled and PySCeS instructed to use only the optimal solver for
the system being studied. If, on the other hand, PySCeS cannot find a solution with
any of the algorithms, an error message is generated. As NLEQ2 is an external library
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subject to specific licence conditions it may either not be installed or disabled, in which
case fallback moves directly from HYBRD, Fig. 5.5 a to FINTSLV, Fig. 5.5 c.
~k\~'\
~I.I
I b I
INLE~2 () ~ - } .~.
I I
! I
IFINTSLVO ~---~
Fig. 5.5 Steady-state solvers in a fallback configuration. Three different algorithms are avail-
able to solve for a steady state where the dashed lines indicate optional routes to a
solution. a HYBRD, b NLEQ2 and c FINTSLV. As NLEQ2 is an external solver
it can be disabled and is therefore shown in italics.
• mod.mode_sol ver (default = 0): this option determines which solver PySCeS
should use. HYBRD (0), NLEQ2 (2) or FINTSLV (1).
• mod.mode_solver_fallback (default = 1): activate (1) or deactivate (0) solver
fallback.
• mod.mode_solver_fallback_integration (default = 1): this is a 'paranoid de-
signer' option which either enables (1) or disables (0) the use of FINTSLV in the
fallback chain.
Although 'solver fallback' is currently the only strategy implemented in PySCeS (more
advanced ones involving simulations and a combination of solvers are being planned)
it has been shown to be effective when tested with a selection of numerically sensitive
models. This is in part due to the complementary (but different) algorithms employed
by the various non-linear solvers, which will be discussed in the remainder of this section.
HYBRD
The first algorithm used by PySCeS is distributed as part of SciPy where it is available as
scipy.optimize.fsolveO. Fsolve is a wrapper for the MINPACK function HYBRD
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and HYBRDJ, the only difference being that HYBRDJ needs a user supplied Jacobian
while HYBRD calculates one by a forward-difference approximation [147] .
HYBRD uses a modified Hybrid Powell method [148]and generally is able to converge
quickly even when the initial estimation of the solution is far from the actual solution
[149]. PySCeS includes the following options relating to HYBRD13.
• mod.HYBRD (ini t ial): the HYBRD interface. Takes an initial array as an argu-
ment and returns a solution array and status flag.
• mod.hybrd_xtol (default = 1O-12): the relative error tolerance
• mod.hybrd_maxfev (default = 0): maximum number of calls, the default (0) means
100 x (number of metabolites) + 1
• mod.hybrd_ epsf en: A suitable step length for the forward-difference approxima-
tion of the Jacobian, defaults to the current machine floating point precision
• mod.hybrd_f actor (default = 100): A parameter determining the initial step
bound in interval (0.1,100).
• mod.hybrd_mesg (default = 1): switch off (0) or on (1) printing an exit status
message.
By inspection, we found that HYBRD manages to find a solution to the majority of
our test systems. However, we did find that with numerically sensitive systems it con-
verged to an invalid solution or failed to find a solution. This was noticeable especially
when terms in the rate equations are raised to a negative power. This also appears to
happen when HYBRD is initialized with values close to the final solution. In some of
these situations modifying the algorithms parameters led to a solution, but this was not
considered to be a practical alternative for normal modelling situations.
NLEQ2
In order to overcome HYBRD's limitations it was decided to include an alternate non-
linear solver into PySCeS. One algorithm that looked promising but was not GPL'd
13Parameter names and descriptions are based on those found in the HYBRD source code (hybrd.f)
available from http://www .netlib. org/minpack/
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was the Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum fuer Informationstechnik Berlin's (ZIB) NLEQ214. After
contacting ZIB they agreed to allow NLEQ2 to be distributed as source code with
PySCeS, under the terms of their non-commercial licence (see Appendix 10.1 for details).
Subsequently, NLEQ2 is included with PySCeS as an optional solver that can be disabled
if necessary.
Another advantage of using NLEQ2 is that as it is written in Fortran which meant
it could be wrapped and compiled as a Python extension library using F2PY [21]. Once
an F2PY wrapper (included in Appendix 10.7) had been generated it could then be
automatically compiled and installed using the SciPy DistUtils extensions. The process
of creating extension libraries using F2PY will be discussed in Section 5.12.
NLEQ2 is one of a family of algorithms including NLEQ1 and NLEQ1S which are
based on Deu£lhard's affine invariant damped Newton techniques [150, 151]. In addition
to the damping strategies employed by NLEQ1, NLEQ2 incorporates algorithms which
serve to extend the convergence domain of the algorithm [152]. NLEQ2 is described
as being designed for highly non-linear and numerically sensitive problems and can be
customized using the following pararneters'".
• mod.NLEQ2(ini tial): the interface to the NLEQ2 algorithm. It takes an ini-
tial guess array as an argument and returns a solution array and status flag. The
NLEQ2 library interface can be accessed directly by calling pysces .nleq2 .nleq2 ().
• mod.nleq2_i ter (default = 2): the number of iterations to loop the solver through.
The default value should be sufficient for most applications.
• mod.nleq2_rtol (default = 1O-8): the initial relative error tolerance.
• mod.nleq2_j acgen (default = 2): Method of Jacobian generation, user supplied
Jacobian (1), not supported, numerical differentiation (0 and 2), numerical differ-
entiation with feedback control (3).
• mod.nleq2_iscal (default = 0): the lower threshold of the scaling vector is a user
defined vector (0) or an internally defined scaling vector (1).
14http://www.zib.de/SciSoft/ANT/nleq2.en.html
15Thenames and descriptions of the followingparameters are based on those found in the NLEQ2 source
code (nleq2.f) available for download from http://elib.zib.de/pub/elib/codelib/nleq2/
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• mod.nleq2_mprerr (default = 1): NLEQ2's internal level of user output, no output
(0), error messages only (1), error messages and warnings (2), errors and warnings
with extra information (3).
• mod.nleq2_nonlin (default = 4): the non-linearity of the system, linear (1), mildly
non-linear (2), highly non-linear (3), extremely non-linear(4).
• mod.nleq2_qrankl (default = 0): Rank-1 updates by Broyden-approximation are
not allowed (0) or allowed (1).
• mod. nleq2_qnscal (default = 0): Automatic row scaling is active (0) or inactive
(1) .
• mod.nleq2_ibdamp (default = 0): bounded damping strategy is, automatic and
dependent on the non-linearity of the system (0), always on (1), disabled (2).
• mod.nleq2_iormon (default = 0): convergence order monitor. Convergence order
is not checked and the algorithm proceeds until the error equals RTOL or an
error occurs (1), use weak stop criterion - convergence order is monitored and
may terminate if slowdown occurs (0 and 2), use additional hard stop criterion -
algorithm may terminate due to superlinear convergence slowdown (3).
• mod. nleq2_mesg (default = 1): print the exit status message.
PySCeS implements NLEQ2 as an iterative solver in the sense that NLEQ2 is run in a
loop. Although this marginally decreases the performance of the solver, NLEQ2 makes
use of scaling vectors and work arrays to optimize many of its parameters when it is
executed. By feeding the returned work arrays and scaling vectors from the first iteration
back into NLEQ2 as input for a second iteration, NLEQ2 effectively optimizes itself for
the problem under consideration.
This preconditioning might be responsible for our limited observation that NLEQ2
does solve most of our numerically sensitive test problems when HYBRD fails. In con-
trast to HYBRD, NLEQ2 seems to work better when given an initial estimate that is
close to the final solution. These two properties make NLEQ2 an excellent algorithm
to use in conjunction with HYBRD. Of course the situation might arise where both
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HYBRD and NLEQ2 fail to find a solution and in this case PySCeS switches over to the
final steady-state solver - FINTSLV.
FINTSLV
The final 'steady-state' solver included with PySCeS is the forward integration solver
or FINTSLV. This algorithm is not a non-linear solver in itself but instead uses the
functional definition of the steady state
ds
-=0
dt
to approximate a steady solution using integration (i.e. LSODA). To do this PySCeS
integrates the kinetic model over a 'long' time period and tracks the changes in the
metabolite concentrations over time. If at any point, the maximum rate of change
amongst the metabolite concentrations falls below a defined threshold then the system
is assumed to be in steady state. The following parameters control the operation of this
algorithm.
• mod.FINTSLV(initial): the algorithm interface. Given an initial guess returns
the steady-state solution and status flag. /
• mod. fintsl v_tol (default = 10-3): the threshold deviation used to check for a
steady state.
• mod.fintslv_step (default = 5): FINTSLV works by comparing the maximum
difference between the variable metabolite concentrations, calculated for successive
time points. For each step where the maximum difference is below a threshold
value, defined by mod. fintsl v_tol, a 'point' is added to a counter. If this counter
reaches the value defined by mod. fintsl v_step, the system is judged to be in
steady state.
• mod. fintslv _range: the range'" over which to integrate.
16[1, 10, 100, 1000, 5000, 10000, 50000, 50100, 50200, 50300, 50400, 50500, 50600, 50700, 50800,
50850, 50900, 50950, 51000]
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• mod. fintsl v_rmult (default = 1.0): the integration range multiplier. This mul-
tiplier can easily be used to scale the time range used for the integration.
By default PySCeS switches to FINTSLV when both HYBRD jNLEQ2 have failed; there-
fore, the default parameters for FINTLSV have been chosen for accuracy rather than
performance reasons. For example, the deviation threshold is set to a small value to
maximize the algorithm's accuracy. Additionally, the step size used in the time range
has been chosen to be large, but not so large that LSODA cannot find a solution from
one time point to the next. In keeping with the general PySCeS philosophy, the range
and scaling factors can be customized for a particular system by the end user.
5.11.2 Summary
This section has shown how by using a fallback solver configuration the strengths of
both HYBRD, which allows for bad initial guesses and converges quickly to a solution,
and NLEQ2, which is more robust and better at numerically sensitive problems, can
be leveraged to form a flexible combination of non-linear solvers. Together the two
non-linear solvers, combined with the slower but less sensitive FINTSLV, give PySCeS a
powerful set of tools to determine the steady-state solution of a system.
5.12 Continuation using PITCON
In the previous section we have seen how we can calculate a steady state solution for a
kinetic model thereby solving the equation:
Nv= 0
There is however no reason to assume that there should only be one possible solution
to this equation. When more than one solution is possible i.e. there is more than one
steady state for a particular set of parameters, it allows for the possibility of switching
or hysteretic behaviour, as can be seen in Fig. 5.6 (the PySCeS code used to generate
this figure is given in Appendix 10.8). This type of behaviour will be looked at in more
detail in Chapter 6.
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Fig. 5.6 Parameter scan generated using PySCeS continuation. The Edelstein model (whose
reaction steps are shown in ~) [153]exhibits multiple steady-state solutions (repre-
sented by the steady-state metabolite concentrations X, E and C) at different values
of the parameter, A. In a this can be seen by looking at the intersection between
the steady-state concentration curves with the values of A indicated by the lines c
and . In the case of ë there are three intersections between the dashed line and
steady-state concentration curves, i.e. three potential steady-state solutions, while at
the value represented by line only a single steady-state solution possible.
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In the rest of this section we will be dealing exclusively with multiple steady-state
solutions or static bifurcations that can be calculated using parameter continuation
methods (see [120, 131]). Two widely used techniques for investigating systems that
exhibit multiple solution are homotopy and continuation methods [120]. As in the case
of NLEQ2 we were looking for a public domain algorithm, written in Fortran which would
allow us to generate a Python extension library using F2PY. One algorithm seemed to
satisfy all our criteria - the University of Pittsburgh continuation program (PITCON)
[154-156]. The PITCON algorithm (also known as CONTIN) is freely available from
Netlib!" while a newer Fortran 90 version can be downloaded from the author's web-
site'".
5.12.1 Generating interfaces to Fortran libraries using F2PY
The Fortran to Python Interface Generator (F2Py)19 is an open source utility that
can automatically generate Python extension libraries from source code written in the
Fortran programming language [21]. F2PY uses interface files (so called pyf files) to
customize construction of the wrapped Fortran routines. For simple routines F2PY can
automatically generate C extension libraries directly from Fortran sources. In practice
the interface must first be generated using F2PY and then customized by hand. This
process involves defining external or callback functions, declaring whether Fortran func-
tion arguments are meant as input or output and specifying their type. Once complete,
the pyf file can be used by F2PY with the Fortran source code to compile the extension
libraries.
This procedure was used to wrap the NLEQ2 library, as discussed earlier, after
solving one minor problem. It turned out F2PY was incapable of handling a certain
type of Fortran initialization used by NLEQ2. Luckily, F2PY is actively maintained by
its author and in true Open Source style the necessary capability was added to F2PY
... 48 hours after being made aware of the problem.
PITCON proved to be more of a challenge, as its Fortran function definition had a
17http://www.netlib.org/contin/
18http://www.psc.edu/~burkardt/src/pitcon/pitcon.html
19http://cens.ioc.ee/projects/f2py2e/
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Fortran external function name as an argument, something which F2PY was incapable
of dealing with. The argument SLNAME is used to specify which of two solvers (DENSLV
or BANSLV) PITCON should use depending on whether the Jacobian is banded or not.
One possible solution would have been to 'fix' the algorithm to only use one solver and
remove the argument from the function signature. However, this would mean changing
the Fortran source code and we considered this to be unacceptable as the elegance of
using F2PY is precisely that the original source code can be used unaltered.
Fortunately, an alternate solution was suggested by the F2PY author=" and this
involved creating a Fortran subroutine (PITCONl) which would be used to call PITCON
with the correct arguments. This subroutine (shown in Appendix 10.9) has the same
function signature as PITCON, except that, instead of the SLNAME function argument,
an integer argument (IMTH) is introduced. The wrapper subroutine (PITCONl) has
been written so that if IMTH has a value of one (its default value) PITCON is called
with the standard solver, while if it is zero the banded solver is used. It was then possible
to wrap PITCONI (including PITCON itself) using F2PY.
5.12.2 Implementing the PITCON algorithm
PySCeS implements the PITCON continuation algorithm as a parameter scan, where
a system parameter and range is supplied to the routine and a parameter plot with
the supplied system parameter as the independent variable is returned. To see why
the continuation was implemented in this way it is necessary to understand how the
algorithm itself works, the following explanation is an extract from the PITCON source
code.
PITCON computes a sequence of solution points along a one dimensional
manifold of a system of nonlinear equations F(X)=O involving NVAR-l equa-
tions and an NVAR dimensional unknown vector X.
The operation of PITCON is somewhat analogous to that of an initial value
ODE solver. In particular, the user must begin the computation by specifying
an approximate initial solution, and subsequent points returned by PITCON
20http://cens.ioc.ee/pipermail/f2py-users/2003-December!000611.html
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lie on the curve which passes through this initial point and is implicitly
defined by F(X)=O. ~ extract from the PITCON source code file dpcon61.j21
From this description three factors regarding the generic implementation of this algo-
rithm become clear: the algorithm needs a initial guess, needs to run in an iterative loop
and reduces the number of differential equations by one. The first two factors do not
par, range ~- results
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Fig. 5.7 Continuation algorithm using PITCON. For every point in the supplied range a
steady state is calculated and used to initiate a continuation for the parameter (par),
a. Once completed the complete data set is returned to the calling method, J) and
output as the continuation results.
present a problem as we can provide the continuation algorithm an exact solution by
calculating a steady state and then using it as an initial value, then repeat the continu-
ation routine an arbitrary number of times. The last factor was problematic as PySCeS
does not solve the differential equations directly, which meant that if the independent
concentration vector, SI (whose length corresponds to NVAR) was used with PITCON,
it turned the final value of this vector into a parameter. As a parameter it was excluded
from the calculated solution, which in turn made it impossible to properly evaluate the
rate equations. After various attempts, no way was found to use SI directly.
However, the solution to this problem was not far away and is one of the main
reasons why the PITCON algorithm was implemented as a parameter scan. First of all,
it was necessary to allow all the elements of the concentration vector to be treated as
free variables. This meant extending SI by one (equivalent in length to NVAR+l). As
continuations are generally used as part of a parameter scan, the concentration vector
21Available online at http://www .netlib. org/contin/dpcon61. f
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was extended by appending a parameter (A) thus forming an extended concentration
vector, SI,'\
SI,'\ = [SI AJT
Using SI,'\ with the ODE evaluation function meant that PITCON could use this extra
element as a parameter (which it in fact was). PySCeS could, in turn, trim SI,'\ to SI and
dynamically assign A a value before evaluating the rate equations using S which could be
generated from SI' However, creating such a generic interface to the PITCON algorithm
had a few meaningful consequences. First, the value of A had to be stored with each
solution generated by PITCON. Additionally, the data points generated by PITCON
over the parameter range are not sequential, as for each initial point the algorithm
generated a number of solutions which were spread over a range of A values. This can
roughly be thought of as having a mini-parameter scan generated by repeatedly calling
the algorithm (the continuation block of Fig. 5.7) inside a parameter scan defined by
the user (shown in Fig. 5.7 a).
The only real effect this has is that the data generated by PITCON can only be
plotted using data points and not by using lines (for an example see Fig. 5.6). On the
other hand, this method provides an effective 'shotgun' approach that can be used to
search for static bifurcations over an extended parameter range. As shown in Fig. 5.7rb,
once the main parameter scan is completed the data is returned as an array of parameter
values, concentrations and fluxes. PITCON can also act as a standard non-linear solver
and it is possible (by manipulating the control parameters) to generate a complete
parameter portrait using only the PITCON0 method. Fig. 5.6 was generated in this way.
5.12.3 Using PITCON in PySCeS
This section describes how PITCON can be called and configured. To begin with, the
following options control various aspects of the the PySCeS continuation method .
• mod.PITCONCscanpar, scanpar3d=None): The main interface to the PITCON li-
brary. It takes scanpar, a string representing a model parameter and scanpar3d,
a floating point argument that can be used to generating three dimensional pa-
rameter plots. This routine calls the native PITCON interface which is accessible
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via pysees. pi teon. pi teon1 0
• mod.piteon_par_spaee (default = scipy.logspace(-l,3,10)): Defines the user de-
fined parameter scan range.
• mod.piteon_iter (default = 10): Sets the number of iterations to go through for
every point in user defined parameter range.
• mod. pi teon_flux_gen (default = 1): Return the steady-state fluxes and concen-
trations (1) or only concentrations (0).
• mod.piteon_allow_badstate (default = 0): The continuation loop can be initial-
ized with non steady-state values (1) or only valid steady states (1).
• mod.piteon_fix_small (default = 0): In the rate equation evaluation function,
return values smaller than 1O-15 are set to a value of 1O-15 (1) or allowed any value
(0) .
• mod. pi teon_filter _neg (default = 1): Do not postprocess physically invalid so-
lutions containing negative concentrations (1) or process all solutions (0).
• mod.piteon_filter_neg_res (default = 0): Remove all solutions containing neg-
ative concentrations (1) or return all results (0).
• mod. pi teon_ target_points (default = [ ]): When mod. PITCON is used to cal-
culated target points, they are stored in this list.
• mod.piteon_limit_points (default = [ ]): If mod.PITCON is used to calculated
limit points, they are stored in this list.
The following are all integer parameters that are passed directly to the PITCON algo-
rithm22. It is important to note that any indexes are Fortran indexes where the first
element has an index of one (i.e. Python index plus one).
22Parameter names and descriptions are based on those found in the PITCON source code (dpcon61.f)
available from http://.rww .net lib .orgl contini
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• mod. pi tcon_ini t_par (default = 1): An index indicating which component of
the current continuation point which is to be used as the continuation parameter.
PITCON sets this automatically unless overridden.
• mod.pitcon_par_opt (default = 0): Allow the algorithm to choose its local param-
eter (highly recommended) from step to step (0) or force it to use the parameter
defined in mod.pitcon_init_par (1).
• mod. pi tcon_j ac_upd (default = 0): This option controls the frequency with which
the PITCON algorithm should attempt to update the Jacobian during the Newton
iterations. Evaluate the Jacobian at every Newton step (0), evaluate the Jacobian.
when the algorithm is started and then once every mod. pi tcon_max_steps Newton
steps (1) evaluate the Jacobian on the first step and then only when the algorithm
fails (2). The default value, although computationally the more expensive option,
seems suitable for highly non-linear systems.
• mod.pitcon_targ_val_idx (default = 0): This option causes PITCON to op-
erate in a target seeking mode. A 'target point' is defined as a solution where
a specific component, whose (FORTRAN style) index is defined by this argu-
ment, of SI,A has a value defined by the mod. pi tcon_ targ_ val option. Results
generated in this mode are not processed normally, but instead stored in the
mod. pi tcon_ target_points list.
• mod.pitcon_limit_point_idx (default = 0): Seek limit points in the component
of SI,>. which has a (FORTRAN style) index represented by this parameter, a value
of zero disables this search. Results are not processed normally but instead stored
in the mod. pi tcon_limi t_points list.
• mod.pitcon_output_lvl (default = 0): Control the amount of intermediary out-
put generated by the algorithm. There are four output levels (0,1,2,3).
• mod.pitcon_jac_opt (default = 1): Jacobian choice option. A user supplied
Jacobian (0) is not currently supported. Valid options are either using forward
difference approximation (1) or central difference approximation (2) to evaluate
the Jacobian.
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• mod.pitcon_max_steps (default = 10*(len(sI)+1)): Maximum number of newton
steps allowed during a single run of the newton process.
Used in conjunction with the integer controls the following floating point parameters
can also be used to modify PITCON's behaviour.
• mod.pitcon_abs_tol (default = 1O-5): Absolute error tolerance.
• mod.pitcon_rel_tol (default = 1O-5): Relative error tolerance.
• mod.pitcon_min_step (default = 0.01): Minimum stepsize.
• mod.pitcon_max_step (default = 30.0): Maximum stepsize.
• mod. pi tcon_start_step (default = 0.3): Initial stepsize.
• mod.pitcon_start_dir (default = 1.0): Starting direction, +1.0 or -l.O.
• mod.pitcon_targ_val (default = 0.0): If PITCON is asked to search for a target
value using mod. pi tcon_ targ_ val_idx solution(s) containing this value in the
relevant index are searched for.
• mod.pitcon_max_grow (default = 3.0): Maximum growth factor for the predictor
step size.
By judicious use of these parameters, PITCON can be used as a flexible tool to study
biological systems which have multiple steady-state solutions. Once regions of multi-
stability have been identified, PITCON can be switched into a search mode and an
attempt can be made to find specific steady-state solutions and limit points. Chapter 6
contains worked out examples which further demonstrate how mod. PITCON 0 can be
used to study the stability and control of such a system.
5.13 Metabolic Control Analysis
So far in this chapter we have seen how to calculate the structural, dynamic and steady-
state solutions for a kinetic model describing a cellular system. These solutions have
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been in terms of basic structural relationships and properties such as metabolite con-
centrations and enzyme reaction rates. The methods and algorithms described in this
section combine a variety of these properties and by using the framework of Metabolic
Control Analysis allow us to investigate higher order systemic properties such as flux
and concentration control. Metabolic Control Analysis (MCA) is a theoretical frame-
work that can be used to quantitatively understand the control and regulation of a
system when it is in steady state [60, 61]. In order to do this, MCA defines two classes
or types of relationships.
The first of these are the local properties of the individual steps in the system; the
elasticity coefficients. An elasticity coefficient relates how a change in concentration of
either a substrate, product or parameter affects the overall rate of an enzyme. When
measuring the effect of this change, everything else in the system is assumed to stay
constant, thus ensuring that the effect is local to the enzyme being studied. If these
changes are assumed to be very small, elasticities can be represented as a partial deriva-
. tives where all other variable metabolites (s), external metabolites (x) and parameters
(p) are constant quantities [82].
v. (aVi/Vi)
10' =
Sj asj/sj [s.x.p] (
Sj) (aVi)
Vi aSj [s,x,p) (
a In Vi)
a In Sj [s.x.p] .(5.11)
Eqn. 5.11 shows three equivalent versions of the scaled (dimensionless) elasticity (E~i).
J
The corresponding unsealed form of this elasticity (f~i) would be:
J
-v. (aVi)lO' = -
Sj as
j [s.x.p]
The definitions of the elasticity coefficient as shown in Eqn. 5.11 suggest that there are
(5.12)
at least three possible ways to calculate the partial derivatives of the rate equations. By
algebraic (symbolic) differentiation, automatic differentiation (an algorithmic approach
used by Scientific Python) and numeric differentiation (perturbation). As described in
Section 5.13.1, PySCeS implements the latter two methods. Once the elasticities with
respect to the systems variable metabolites have been calculated (e ) PySCeS has all
the information necessary to investigate the second class of relationships in MCA: the
response coefficients.
While the elasticity dealt with the sensitivity of a single reaction to changes in a
metabolite concentration, a response coefficient is a measure of the effect of a change
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in a parameter or reaction rate on the system's steady state solution. It is therefore
possible to define a response coefficient as the effect on a steady-state variable (z) of a
change in a system parameter (p).
RZ = az / z = oz. !!. = aln z
p ap/ p ap z aln p
(5.13)
Using the partitioned response property:
a steady-state flux (J) control coefficient,
and steady-state concentration (s) control coefficient,
can be defined.
Whereas response coefficients are not calculated directly by PySCeS, the control co-
efficients are determined by implementing a method that uses the control-matrix equa-
tion23 [76, 82, 129].
[
eJ 1 - r Koles J [K -êsL] = lOL (5.14)
which can be simplified to:
and as bath ei and ft are square, invertible matrices [45, 129]:
ei = ft-I (5.15)
In Section 5.13.2 it will be seen how PySCeS uses the relationship shown in Eqn. 5.15 to
calculate the matrix of independent control coefficient by inverting the elasticity matrix.
23Various alternatives to this equation have been proposed, see for example [78, 80, 157, 158])
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5.13.1 Calculating the elasticities
PySCeS includes two methods for calculating the partial derivatives (i.e. the unsealed
elasticities) with respect to the variable metabolites and parameters, namely automatic
and numerical differentiation. The default method (as shown in Fig. is to use
the automatic differentiation functions provided by Konrad Hinsen's Scientific Pythorr".
This package contains a FirstDeri vat i ve function which works by defining a deriva-
tive variable (Deri Var) and then, using operator overloading, automatically expands
and evaluates the partial derivatives of all other variables in the expression with respect
to the Deri Var. PySCeS includes methods that utilize automatic derivation to obtain
the unsealed elasticities towards both the variables, €y, as well as the system parame-
ters, €p, The actual code used to calculate the derivatives is generated and compiled
"a;;
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Fig. 5.8 Differentiating the rate equations Given a concentration (8) and rate vector (v)
EvalEvar 0 generates the elasticities with respect to the variable metabolites (~y) by
either automatic,
be scaled to e.:
or numeric differentiation, ,,f),,:. Once generated ë; can optionally
during the model loading process and then evaluated when required, making automatic
differentiation an efficient way of obtaining the unsealed elasticities. However, there are
situations where using automatic differentiation without algebraic substitution can lead
to an incomplete set of derivatives. One known situation where this occurs is when forc-
ing functions are used to represent equilibrium blocks in a system. As PySCeS has the
philosophy of not altering the original rate equations in any way, elasticities that appear
in forced function blocks will have a value of zero when the rate equations are differenti-
24http://starship.python.net/~hinsen/ScientificPython/
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ated automatically. In order to cater for this situation PySCeS includes methods for the
numerical approximation of the elasticities (as shown in Fig. 5.8 hl In doing so PySCeS
circumvents this particular problem as any forcing function is always co-evaluated with
the rate equations and any effect on the system is therefore taken into account.
Numerical differentiation is performed by way of a stepwise perturbation of the rate
equations using the scipy. deri vati ve25 function. When supplied a function and a ref-
erence point, scipy. deri vati ve uses an N point central difference formula with a fixed
step size to numerically approximate the function's partial derivatives. After running a
series of comparisons between the automatic and numerical differentiation methods, it
was found that a three point derivative with a scaled step size produced the most ac-
curate results. However, determining the ideal step size proved to be problematic. If it
was too large it could give inaccurate results when the reference point, around which the
derivative was being determined, was small. On the other hand, if it was set too small it
could introduce significant error into the result. The problem of finding a universal step
size could however be eliminatedé" by using a scaled step size which was obtained by
multiplying the reference point with a fixed 'derivation factor'. By doing so the step size
was always set relative to the absolute magnitude of the reference point thereby ensuring
reasonable accuracy for both small and large initial values. Although slower than the
previously described method, numerical differentiation provides a reliable method for
calculating the elasticities.
So far we have seen how PySCeS calculates the matrices of unsealed elasticities
towards both the variables and parameters. However, as it is more common to use
the scaled forms of these elasticities PySCeS, by default, scales the elasticity matrices
and attaches the individual elasticities as model attributes. Alternatively, by setting
mod. mode_mea_scaled, unsealed elasticities can instead be attached. The following
properties and methods are related to the calculation and display of model elasticities:
• mod. doElas 0 is a a high-level method which, when called, calculates a steady
state as well as the elasticities towards both the variable metabolites and param-
eters.
25http://www.scipy.org
26This solution was inspired by Herbert Sauro's Jarnac [92]
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• mod. EvalEvar (input=None, input2=None) calculates the elasticities towards the
variable metabolites. If called with no arguments the current steady-state con-
centrations and fluxes are used as input. User supplied values can be used where
input! is a valid concentration and input2 a valid rate vector. No checks on the
validity of user supplied input vectors are performed.
• mod. EvalEpar (input=None, input2=None) calculates the elasticities towards the
system parameters. See mod. EvalEvar 0 for a description of this method's argu-
ments.
• mod. ecRate_Metaboli te attributes represent scaled variable metabolite elastici-
ties e.g. mod. ecR4_s2.
• mod. ecRate_Parameter attributes represent scaled parameter elasticities
e.g. mod. ecR4_k1.
• mod. uecRate_Metaboli te are the unsealed variable metabolite elasticities
e.g. mod. uecR4_s2.
• mod. uecRate_Parameter are the unsealed parameter elasticities
e.g. mod. uecR4_k1.
• mod. mode_mca_scaled (default = 1): scale all elasticities and control coefficients
(1) or return only unsealed (0) values.
• mod.mode_elas_deriv (default = 0): calculate the elasticities using automatic
differentiation (0) or perturbation (1).
• mod.mode_elas_deriv_order (default = 3): when using numerically determined
derivatives this sets the number of points to use for the approximation.
• mod.mode_elas_deriv_factor (default = 10-4): the factor used to determine the
perturbation step size (dx) so that dx = So x factor.
• mod.mode_elas_deriv_min (default = 10-12): this is the minimum value that dx
is allowed to have after scaling by the derivation factor.
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• mod. elas_evar _upsymb (default = 1): allow mod. EvalEvar 0 to attach individual
elasticity attributes (1) or not (0).
• mod. elas_epar _upsymb (default = 1): allow mod. EvalEpar 0 to attach individual
elasticity attributes (1) or not (0).
The elasticities are also available as matrices and can be displayed using a showO
method.
• mod. elas_ var: scaled variable elasticity matrix, cv'
• mod. elas_ var _u: unsealed variable elasticity matrix, é.:
• mod. elas_par: scaled parameter elasticity matrix, Cp'
• mod. elas_par _u: unsealed parameter elasticity matrix, ~P"
• mod. elas_ var _row: variable elasticity matrix row labels (reaction names).
• mod. elas_ var _col: variable elasticity matrix columns labels (metabolites names).
• mod. elas_par _row: parameter elasticity matrix row labels (reaction names).
• mod. elas_par_col: parameter elasticity matrix columns labels (parameter names).
• mod. showEvar CFile=None): print the variable metabolite elasticities to the screen
or file (F).
• mod. showEpar CFile=None): print the parameter metabolite elasticities to the
screen or file (F).
• mod. showElas CFile=None): print all elasticities to the screen or file (F).
When the show C) methods print the elasticities they format them in the following, easy
to read, syntax:
'Rl'
\ec{Rl}{sO} -3.0043e-OOl
\ec{Rl}{k1} 1.3004e+OOO
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This syntax has the additional advantage that it doubles as a g.TEX macro and when
used in conjunction with the macro definition file27 included with PySCeS, elasticities
can be 'copied and pasted' directly into g.TEX documents.
5.13.2 Calculating the control coefficients
~
<ll
"Cl
>::
~ I
~ Iinve;t EI
~El I
--1 sca:e cl
Fig. 5.9 Calculating the control coefficients. Using the K, L and elasticity matrix Ë:, EvalCC()
constructs E using [K - Ë:sL]. The control-matrix equation, E is inverted to form
ei, a matrix of independent control coefficients. This matrix is then optionally scaled
and used to regenerate the dependent coefficients.
Once a system's elasticities have been obtained the control coefficients can be cal-
culated by using the control-matrix equation. Fig. 5.9 gives an overview of the method
which is used to implement Eqn. 5.15 and calculate a system's control coefficients.
The initial steps (constructing E and inversion) carried out by the evaluation method,
mod. EvalCC 0 are a direct implementation of the control-matrix equation and show once
again the interaction and blending of a system's structural information, in the form of
the K and L matrices, with its kinetic properties e to form (using Eqn. 5.14) the E
matrix. Although it might seem to be computationally inefficient to use such an all
or nothing approach to calculate the control coefficients, it does have some advantages.
The first is that the inversion is performed using the LAPACK functions DGETRF and
DGETRI both of which are ALTAS linked, external libraries that are optimized for
performance. As no perturbations are performed, there is a minimal introduction of
27pyscesmacros. tex can be found in the docs/ subdirectory of the PySCeS distribution and is based
011Jannie Hofmeyr's macro definition file macros. tex.
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numerical error and control coefficients can potentially be calculated for unstable steady
states. Of course, although numerically correct (and unlike an elasticity), whether a
control coefficient is actually defined, in a biological sense, for an unstable steady state
is a different question entirely.
It is perhaps interesting to note at this point that all scaling is left until after matrix
inversion. Although perhaps not algorithmically the most obvious route to follow, it
would be more efficient to use the scaled form of the elasticity matrix (which already
exists) and simply scale K and L, to form a scaled E. By inverting a scaled E the
resulting matrix would contain scaled control coefficients. Unfortunately, in practice
this is not a viable option; if the model has, for example, blocks of reactions that are in
equilibrium, the fluxes through these blocks are zero, so that the elasticities of the steps
in this block are infinite (either positive or negativej'": If scaling is done before inversion
the infinite elasticities that appear in E, cause the inversion to fail. This scenario can be
(and is) completely avoided if post-inversion scaling is used. A similar situation is also
encountered when forcing functions are used to model equilibrium blocks and automatic
differentiation is used to determine the elasticities. This also leads to inversion problems
and is solved by using elasticities calculated by numeric differentiation.
Once the inversion has taken place (and if requested), PySCeS immediately scales the
resultant ei matrix to form the scaled matrix of independent control coefficients, c'.
Programmatically this is almost as effective as scaling E, as the number of divisions that
need to be made to scale the matrix is still only equivalent to the number of independent
metabolites.
After scaling, the dependent control coefficient can be regenerated using the following
relationships [82]:
(5.16)
Once the dependent control coefficient have been generated, PySCeS stores all the control
coefficients in a variety of matrices as well as attaching the individual control coefficients
as model attributes.
28Personal communication J.-H.S. Hofmeyr, J.M. Rohwer and J.L. Snoep
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• mod. doMcaO : a high-level method that calculates a steady state, elasticities and
control coefficients.
• mod. EvalCC 0: the control analysis evaluation method, described in Fig. 5.9, which
calculates the systems control coefficients.
• mod. ccMetaboli te_Rate: a scaled concentration control coefficient attribute, e.g. mod. ccs 1_R4,
where Metabolite represents a steady-state metabolite concentration.
• mod. ccJFlux_Rate: a scaled flux control coefficient attribute,
e.g. mod. ccJR1_R4.
• mod. uccMetaboli te Rate: an unsealed concentration control coefficient attribute,
e.g. mod. uccsl_R4.
• mod. uccJFlux_Rate: an unsealed flux control coefficient attribute,
e.g. mod. uccJRLR4.
• mod.mode_mca_scaled (default = 1): scale all elasticities and control coefficients
(1) or return only unsealed (0) values.
• mod.mca_ccj_upsymb (default = 1): attach the individual flux control coefficients
as accessible model object properties (1), or skip doing so (0).
• mod. mca_ccs_upsymb (default = 1): attach the individual concentration control
coefficients as accessible model object properties (1), or skip doing so (0).
• mod. showCC CFile=None): print the control coefficients to the screen, or open File
object, according to the following settings.
• mod.mca_ccalLfluxout (default = 1): mod.showCCO prints the flux control co-
efficients (1) or not (0).
• mod. mca_ ccall_ eoneout (default = 1): mod. showCCC) prints the concentration
coefficients (1) or not (0).
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• mod.mca_ccall_altout (default = 0): mod. showCCO prints the control coeffi-
cients grouped per steady-state metabolite or flux (0) or alternatively groups the
coefficients by reaction (1).
As was the case with the elasticity mod. show () methods, mod. showCC () prints the
control coefficients using an easy to read syntax which doubles as a ]}'IEX macro:
'JR6'
\cc{JR6}{R7} 1.1147e-002
\cc{JR6}{R1} 4.6856e-002
's9'
\cc{s9}{R7} = -4.9304e-003
\cc{s9}{R1} 1.4914e-001
Assuming they exist, PySCeS stores the control coefficients in the following set of ma-
trices, but unlike the structural matrices considered earlier in this chapter, the row and
column labels for the MeA matrices all contain the actual label and not an index:
• mod. mca_ci: matrix of independent flux and concentration control coefficients.
• mod. mca_ci_row: independent flux and concentrations.
• mod. mca_ci_col: reaction steps ordered as independent and dependent rates.
• mod. mca_ c jd: matrix of dependent flux control coefficients.
• mod. mca_ c j d_row: dependent fluxes.
• mod. mca_cjd_col: reaction steps ordered as independent and dependent rates.
• mod. mca_csd: if moiety conservation exists this matrix holds the dependent con-
centration control coefficients.
• mod. mca_ csd_row: dependent concentrations
• mod. mca_csd_col: reaction steps divided into independent and dependent rates.
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• mod. cc_all: the full control coefficient matrix
• mod. cc_all_row: steady-state fluxes and concentrations arranged as dependent
and independent fluxes, dependent and independent concentrations.
• mod. cc_alLcol: reaction steps ordered as independent and dependent rates.
• mod. cc_conc: matrix containing all concentration control coefficients
• mod. cc_conc_row: independent and dependent steady-state concentrations.
• mod. cc_conc_col: reaction steps ordered as independent and dependent rates.
• mod. cc_flux: matrix containing all flux control coefficients.
• mod. cc_flux_row: dependent and independent steady-state fluxes.
• mod. cc_flux_col: reaction steps ordered as independent and dependent rates.
5.14 Stability analysis
PySCeS provides elementary support for studying the stability of a system by providing
methods which can calculate the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix. As shown in [82]
it is possible to formulate the Jacobian matrix (M) for the kinetic model as:
(5.17)
SciPy provides a function scipy .linalg. eig which is an interface to the LAPACK
routine GEEV which computes the eigenvalues of a square matrix. By applying this
method to the Jacobian the eigenvalues and alternatively left and right eigenvectors
can easily be calculated. The formal definitions of the left and right eigenvectors are
provided in Appendix 10.10 which contains an extract from the GEEV source code29.
• mod. doEigen 0: a high level method that calculates a steady state, elasticities
and eigenvalues.
29http://www.netlib.org/
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• mod. EvalEigen 0: the eigenvalue analysis method assumes the the elasticity ma-
trix, es, exists.
• mod. eigen_ values: a vector attribute that holds the eigenvalues.
• mod.lambda#: an attribute containing an individual eigenvalue where # is a num-
ber.
• mod.mode_eigen_output (default = 0): normally the mod. EvalEigenO only
solves for the eigenvalues (0), if this switch is set to (1) both the left and right
eigenvectors are also determined.
• mod. eigen_ vecleft: the left eigenvector.
• mod. eigen_ vecright: the right eigenvector.
• mod. showEigen (File=None): Print the eigenvalues and statistics to screen or
File.
By comparing the eigenvalue components, as determined by mod. EvalEigen 0, the lin-
ear stability of the system's response to a perturbation around a particular steady state
can be determined. mod. showEigen () tries to characterize a system's stability using the
following definitions [159]:
• if all eigenvalues have exclusively negative real parts then the steady state is asymp-
totically stable and will relax back to a steady state after being perturbed.
• if any of the real parts of the eigenvalues are positive the steady state is unstable
and will move away from the original steady state once perturbed.
• if any of the eigenvalues are zero then the steady state is undetermined and no
stability information can be extracted.
PySCeS also calculates the stiffness of system as the ratio between the absolute values
of the largest and smallest real part of the eigenvalues. Stiffness is a measure of the
timescale separation between the fastest and slowest reactions in a system when relaxing
back to a steady state. PySCeS summarizes the stability properties of the system as a
report:
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mod.showEigen()
Eigen values
[-7.65858678+0.j -4.09911499+0.j -1.24229823+0.jJ
Eigen statistics
Max real part: -1.2423e+000
Min real part: -7.6586e+000
Max absolute imaginary part: O.OOOOe+OOO
Min absolute imaginary part: O.OOOOe+OOO
Stiffness: 6.164ge+000
## Stability --> Stable state
Purely real: 3
Purely imaginary: 0
Zero: 0
Positive real part: 0
Negative real part: 3
5.15 The Tao of PySCeS: part 3
"The purpose of computation is insight, not numbers." - Richard Hammingê"
So far in this chapter we have been working our way out from the inside of a PySCeS
model object. We have seen how the basic model attributes are generated, structural
properties analysed, how we can analyse the time dependent and steady-state behaviour
and finally investigate the metabolic control analysis and stability of a system. This is,
of course, the core of any modelling package namely - its data generating capabilities.
However, as mentioned by Richard Hamming all this data is meaningless if it can't be
further interpreted and used to provide insight into our model.
30Numerical Methods for Scientists and Engineers (1962)
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5.16 Single dimension parameter scan
Earlier in this chapter we have seen how we can investigate the system's behaviour con-
centrations over time by way of a time simulation. Once in steady state, such transient
changes are zero. A related question is how a change in parameter other than time
affects the steady state of a system. An excellent example of such a plot is the rate
characteristic which can be used to understand regulation in complex cellular systems
[12]. A slightly more esoteric example of a parameter scan has already been seen in
Fig. 5.6 which formed part of the discussion on parameter continuation.
PySCeS includes methods for the quick generation and plotting of single dimension
parameter scans. Two high level methods are provided for this purpose; they entail
defining the parameter scan in terms of the range over which PySCeS should scan as
well as the input and output data:
• mod. Scan1 (range1= [J): generates the scan data; range1 is an array of points to
scan over.
• mod. Scan1Plot 0 plots the results of a scan.
• mod. scan_in: a string defining the parameter to be scanned e.g. 'xO'
• mod. scan_out: a list of strings representing the attribute names one would like to
track in the output eg. [' JR1' , 'JR2' , 's1ss' , 's2ss']
• mod. scan_res: once the parameter scan is completed this holds the results. The
input parameter is stored in the first column followed by the requested output.
• mod. scan1_dropbad (default = 0): a switch that causes the Scan1 method to either
drop (1) or maintain (0) invalid steady-state results (assuming all the solvers fail).
• mod.scan1_mca_mode (default = 0): a switch that either turns on (1) or switches
off (0) a control analysis with every steady-state evaluation.
SciPy includes two useful functions that can be used to generate the scan range (range1):
• scipy .linspace (start, end, points): generates a linear range.
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• scipy .logspace (start, end, points): generates a logarithmic range.
Both scipy.linspace and scipy.logspace use the number of points (including the
start and end points) in the interval as an input. However, the start and end values of
scipy .logspace must be entered as powers of base 10. For example to start the range
at 0.1 and end it at 100 one would write scipy.logspace(-l, 2, steps). Setting up
a scan session might look something like:
mod.scanln = 'xc'
mod.scanOut = ['JR1' ,'JR6' ,'s2ss' ,'s7ss']
scan_range = scipy.linspace(O,100,11)
Before starting the parameter scan, it is important to check that all the model attributes
involved in the scan do actually exist, e.g. mod. JRl is created when mod. doState 0
method is executed. If mod. Scanl () detects that elasticities and or control coefficients
are needed as output, it automatically calculates them. An example scan session might
look something like:
mod. Scanl (scan_range)
Scanning ...
11 (hybrd) The solution converged.
(hybrd) The solution converged ...
done.
When the scan has been completed successfully, the results are stored in an array. If
PySCeS does not recognize an input parameter or output value as a model property, it
is skipped and will not be used in the scan. Once the parameter scan data has been
generated, the data can be visualized using the mod. ScanlPlot 0 method:
mod.ScanlPlot(plot=[] ,filename=",title='title' ,logx=",\
logy=" ,cmdout=O,fmt='w I')
mod. ScanlPlot 0 behaves in a similar way to mod. SimPlot 0 and when called with no
arguments plots the elements of mod. scan_out against mod. scan_in. You can, however,
use the following arguments to change this behaviour:
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• plot= [], if an empty list (default) it is assumed to be mod. scan_out and ev-
erything is plotted. However, any combination of mod. scan_out elements can be
entered as a list and plotted.
• If a filename is set mod. ScanlPlot 0 will, in addition to displaying the results on
the screen, try to write a PNG image of the plot to a file: filename.png
• By default ScanlPlot 0 generates a title for the plot using the model file name
plus the time the plot is generated. If required, custom graph titles can be set
with title='custom title'
• If logx and logy are given a string value (logx = 'on') the respective axis is
displayed using a logarithmic scale.
• The cmdout switch (default = 0), if enabled (I), returns the GnuPlot plotting
string in place of drawing the graph.
• fmt (default = 'w I') is the GnuPlot line format string used to plot the data.
Currently PySCeS only contains built in support for single dimension parameter
scans but it is of course relatively simple to write customized, multi-dimensional scan
functions using elementary Python, SciPy and PySCeS functions. For an example of a
two dimensional scan see Appendix 10.11.
5.17 PySCeS: data formatting functions
Throughout the previous sections various showSomething () methods that either print
a formatted string representing a PySCeS model attribute to the screen or file. In the
first part of this section these methods are collected together with some additional ones
that have not yet been described. The second part describes methods used to output
data as formatted arrays.
5.17.1 Displaying and printing model attributes
All of the showSomething () methods, with the exception of mod. showModel (), operate
in exactly the same way. If called without an argument, they display the relevant
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attribute information to the screen. Alternatively if given an open, writable (ASCII
mode) file object as an argument, these methods instead write their information to file.
This makes it possible to generate customized reports by calling a selection of these
methods using a single file object as an argument.
• mod. showModelCfilename=None): print the entire model as a formatted PySCeS
input file to the screen or a file, filename.psc.
• mod. showRateEq (File=None): print the reaction stoichiometry and rate equa-
tions.
• mod. showODE(File=None): print the full set of differential equations.
• mod. showODEr (File=None): print the reduced set of differential equations.
• mod. showConserved (File=None): print any moiety conserved relationships (if
present) .
• mod. showMet (File=None): print the current value of the model metabolites (mod.M).
• mod. showMetI (File=None): print the initial, parsed in, value of the model metabo-
lites (mod.Mi).
• mod. showPar (File=None): print the current value of the model parameters.
• mod. showRate (File=None): print the current set of reaction rates
• mod. showState (File=None): print the current steady-state fluxes and metabo-
lites.
• mod. showN (File=None): print the stoichiometric matrix.
• mod. showNr (File=None): print the reduced stoichiometric matrix.
• mod. showL (File=None): print the L matrix
• mod. showK (File=None): print the K matrix
• mod. showElas (File=None): print all the elasticities
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• mod. showEvar CFile=None): print the elasticities to the variable metabolites.
• mod. showEpar CFile=None): print the elasticities to the parameters.
• mod. showCCCFile=None): print the control coefficients.
• mod. showModes (Fi Le=None): print the elementary modes.
• mod. showEigenCFile=None): print the eigenvalues.
The following example writes a report containing the model stoichiometry, steady-
state results and elasticities to a file (results.txt) represented by an open file object
(rFile).
rFile = openC'results.txt' ,'w') # open a writable, ASCII file object
mod. showState 0
mod.showNCrFile)
# print the steady-state results to screen
# write the stoichiometric matrix to file
mod.showStateCrFile) # write the steady-state results to file
mod.showEvarCrFile) # write the elasticities to file
rFile.closeC) # close the file object
5.17.2 Writing formatted arrays
The showSomething C) methods described in the previous section provide the user with
a convenient way to write model attributes to either screen or file. PySCeS also includes
a suite of generic array writers that enable the writing of any array to a file in a variety of'
formats. Unlike the showSomething 0 methods, the Wri te_array methods are designed
to write to an open file object and do not print information to the screen.
When modelling cellular systems it is rare that any array needs to be stored or
displayed without specific labels detailing its rows and columns. All the Write_array
methods, therefore, take list arguments that can contain either the row or column labels.
Obviously in order to work properly, these lists should be equal in length to the matrix
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dimension they describe and in the correct order. There are currently three custom
array writing methods that work with either single dimension arrays or a matrices.
Writing formatted text
The most basic array writer is the Write_array 0 method. By default this method
writes a tab delimited array to a file and is called as follows:
Write_arrayCinput, File=None, Row=None, Col=None, close_file=O, separator=' ')
• input: the source array
• File: an open file object
• Row: a list of row labels
• Col: a list of column labels
• close_file (default = 0): close the file object (1) or leave it open (0) after writing
the array.
• separator: by default a tab separator is used but any column separator can be
specified here.
If column headings are supplied they are written above the relevant column and if
necessary truncated to fit the column width. If a column name is truncated it is marked
with a * and the full length name is written as a comment after the array data. Similarly
row names are written as a comment that follows the array data. The following switches
can also be used to control this method's behaviour.
• mod. wri te_array _header (default = 1): write an id header before the array (1)
or skip this step (0)
• mod.write_array_spacer (default = 1): write a empty line before the array (1)
or not (0)
• mod. mode_number _f ormat (default = '%2. 4e ' ): this method uses the general
PySCeS number format which can be set using this switch (please note this af-
fects all number formatting).
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• mod.misc_write_arr_lflush (default = 5): how many lines to write before flush-
ing them to disk, this is a performance tweaking option.
The following is an example of the output from the Write_array 0 method:
## Write_array_linearl_ll:12:23
#sO sl s2
-3.0043e-00l O.OOOOe+OOO O.OOOOe+OOO
1.5022e+000 -5.0217e-00l O.OOOOe+OOO
O.OOOOe+OOO 1.5065e+000 -5.0650e-00l
O.OOOOe+OOO O.OOOOe+OOO
# Row: Rl R2 R3 R4
1.0130e+000
Writing formatted t\TEX
The Write_array_latex () method functions similarly to the generic Write_array ()
method except that it generates a formatted array that can be included directly in a
g\TEX document. Additionally, there is no separator argument, column headings are
not truncated and row labels appear to the left of the matrix. The method is called as
follows:
Write_array_latex(input, File=None, Row=None, Col=None, close_file=O)
which generates
%% Write_array_latex_linearl_ll:45:03
\ [
\begin{array}{rlrrr}
& $\small{sO}$ & $\small{sl}$ & $\small{s2}$ \\ \hline
$\small{Rl}$ &-0.3004 & 0.0000 & 0.0000 \\
$\small{R2}$ & 1.5022 &-0.5022 & 0.0000 \\
$\small{R3}$ & 0.0000 & 1.5065 &-0.5065 \\
$\small{R4}$ & 0.0000 & 0.0000 & 1.0130 \\
\end{array}
\]
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which when typeset appears as:
sO sl s2
Rl -0.3004 0.0000 0.0000
R2 1.5022 -0.5022 0.0000
R3 0.0000 1.5065 -0.5065
R4 0.0000 0.0000 1.0130
Writing formatted hypertext
Wri te_array _html () functions in a similar way to the J":j\TEX array writer but allows
even more control over its output formatting. This method has been designed to quickly
generate complete, web-ready, hypertext (HTML) pages for easy viewing and distribu-
tion of modelling results. Similarly to the methods previously described in this section,
it makes provision for row and column headings.
As the method's output is destined primarily for display Write_array _html 0 In-
cludes certain visual enhancements to make viewing large matrices easier, as shown in
Fig. 5.10. Assuming that row and column labels are requested, if any matrix dimension
becomes larger than 15 the method automatically writes titles on two sides of the matrix.
For example, if a matrix has more than 15 rows the column titles are placed on both
the bottom and top of the matrix. In addition, if any dimension of the matrix exceeds
18 every 6th row or column is highlighted as needed. The method is called with:
Write_array_html(input, File=None, Row=None, Col=None, name=None, close_file=O)
As noted earlier this method generates complete HTML pages that can be viewed directly
using a web browser. If, however, multiple arrays need to be viewed in the same file the
HTML headers and footers can be selectively enabled or disabled.
• mod. wri te_array _htmLheader turns the header on or off - default (1) is on
• mod.write_array_htmLfooter turns the footer on or off - default (1) is on
• mod. wri t.a.arr'ay _htmLf ormat sets the number format of the output - default is
'%2.4f'
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Control coefficients
: 0.504 10.808
Fig.5.10 PySCeS HTML output. Using the Write_array.1ltmlO method, arrays can be saved
as complete, web-ready HTML pages. This example is an extract from a model
described in [160, 161J.
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5.18 Miscellaneous model methods
An attempt has also been made to keep the HTML source code in a 'human readable
format'. This allows easy editing of the generated HTML code and simplifies merging
array data with other documents.
The final set of PySCeS model methods include a number of utility methods which are
used for data conversion, algorithm testing etc.
• mod. Fix_S_fullinput (s_ vee): generate a full length concentration vector (con-
taining independent and corrected dependent concentrations) using a full length
concentration vector (containing only correct independent concentrations) as in-
put.
• mod. Fix_S_indinput (8_ vee): generate a full length concentration vector from a
vector of independent concentrations.
• mod. Fl uxGen (s): calculate the reaction rates from a concentration vector. This
method works on both vectors and arrays.
• mod. SetQuiet 0: disable all solver and integrator output messages.
• mod. Set Loud 0: enable all solver and integrator output messages.
• mod. DelAttrType (attr=None): delete a specific class of model attributes. attr
can have a value of either 'ec', 'uec', 'cc' or 'ucc'.
• mod.TestSimState(endTime=10000, points=101, diff=1.0e-5): test the re-
sults of the steady-state solver routines against a 'long' time simulation. It takes
the arguments endTime, the end time of the simulation, points, number of points
and diff the maximum difference allowed between the two sets of results.
• mod. TestElasCale (testSliee=l. Oe-5): compares the elasticity matrices gener-
ated using either numeric or automatic differentiation. testSliee is the maximum
allowed tolerance allowed before an error is recorded.
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Both of the testing methods have a relatively low tolerance for error, and it is sometimes
more useful to look at the relative error shown as a percentage by these two methods.
This is especially true when an elasticity might have a large absolute value.
5.19 PySCeS module functions
So far this chapter has dealt with the the properties and functions that form the core of
PySCeS, namely the model object. In the rest of this section we will deal with PySCeS
module functions which include amongst others plotting functions, testing frameworks
and HTML formatting functions. All of these generic functions are not bound to the
model object itself but are available via the PySCeS module interface, pysces . *.
5.19.1 Plotting and formatting graphs using pysces .p l t .*
Currently, all plotting in PySCeS uses GnuPlot31 via the scipy. gplt interface. The
practical implications of this are that any calls to scipy. gplt functions act on the
open, active graph. Although it is possible to explicitly import scipy. gplt and call
these methods directly they sometimes have an obscure syntax and generally have very
little documentation.
pysces .plt extends scipy. gplt in two important ways, it adds new methods for
plotting and saving graphs and it wraps some of the basic formatting methods, simplify-
ing their syntax and making them more convenient to use. In general the method names
follow the equivalent GnuPlot syntax although sometimes they have been shortened to
speed up interactive, command line usage. All PySCeS plotting functions are available
via the pysces .p l t . * interface which is an instance of the PyscesGPIot class which is
contained in the file PyscesPlot .py.
Drawing graphs
There are three plotting methods for generating two and three dimensional plots. All
three drawing methods methods accept the following arguments:
31http://www.gnuplot.info/
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• ginput: a required matrix of input data
• fmt: a string containing the GnuPlot style data format. The default is to plot
with lines ('W 1').
• cmdout (default = 0): if active (1) PySCeS does not plot the graph, instead it
returns the SciPy command that the method would have run, otherwise the data
is plotted (0).
• name: an argument used in conjunction with cmdout. If name is not set the array
name returned in the cmdout plot command will be ginput. If the name argument
is supplied it will be used as the array name in the command string instead.
The first of the PySCeS plotting methods is the pysces . p l t . plot2D C) method which
can be used to draw two dimensional plots.
pysces.plt.plot2DCginput, x, ylist, cmdout=O, name=None, fmt='w 1', ykey=None)
In addition to the argument described above pysces .plt . plot2D 0 also accepts the
following arguments:
• x: the (Python style) numeric index of the x-axis data range.
• ylist: a list containing the indexes of the y-axis data ranges.
• ykey: (optional) a list equal in length and in the same order as ylist, that can
contain data labels that should be used in the graph key. If this argument is not
present the column index is used as the key.
Similarly, three-dimensional surface plots can be generated using the plot3D 0 method.
pysces.plt.plot3DCginput, x, y, z, cmdout=O, name=None, fmt='w l' ,\
zkey=None, arrayout=O)
A restriction inherent in the scipy. gplt plotting interface is that only a single surface
can be plotted at a time. Aside from the generic arguments to this function plot3D C)
takes the following arguments.
• x, y, z: the ginput column indices of the data to plot
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• zkey: (optional) a string containing the key name
• arrayout (default = 0, optional): works with cmdout. The scipy.plot3d only
plots an array with three columns, so the returned scipy.gplt command will refer
to an array with these dimensions (as the method builds the array from the ranges
supplied as arguments). If enabled (1), arrayout causes a tuple to be returned
containing the plot command and the array.
Finally, the fastest plotting method of all is pysces .p l t .plotX C). This method, when
given a matrix, uses the first column for the x-axis data range and the rest of the columns
as y-axis data. This method is meant as a 'quick' way of visualizing data and only uses
the default plotting arguments.
pysces.plt.plotXCginput, cmdout=O, name=None, fmt='w 1')
Saving graphs
pysces .pl t provides two methods for saving plots as images using the PNG format.
Any active GnuPlot plot can be saved using this method:
pysces.plt.saveCfilename, path=None)
• filename: a string representing the file name so that the final image name is
filename.png
• path: an optional argument specifying the path (e.g. ' c : \ \ temp'). If not supplied
the default work directory is used.
The second method that can be used to save a graph is pysces .p l t . save_html C). This
method saves a complete HTML page, including the graph, allowing it to be displayed
using a web browser. The method call and arguments are:
pysces.plt.save_htmlCimagename, File=None, path=None, name=None, close_file=1)
• imagename: this argument is the name used for the image and HTML file i.e. the
method produces imagename .png and imagename .html
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• File: when specified, the HTML output of the method is written to File while
Imagename is still used to generate the image file name.
• path (optional): if supplied allows the output to be written to a specific directory.
• name: this is a graph title which is added to the the HTML page below the image
itself.
• close_file (default = 1): by default this method closes the HTML file after
writing to it (1). Disabling this option (0) leaves the HTML text file object open.
The overall behavior of the save methods can be controlled by setting the following
module parameters.
• pysces .plt . save_html_header (default = 1): when saving graphs as HTML
either enable (1) or disable (0) the writing of the HTML page header.
• pysces . p l t .save_html_footer (default = 1): when saving graphs as HTML
either enable (1) or disable (0) the writing of the HTML page footer.
• pysces .plt .mode_gnuplot4 (default = 0): Between versions 3.7 and 3.8-4.0 Gnu-
Plot changed the way it saved images to disk and unfortunately the new and old
calls are incompatible. Enabling this option (1) allows PySCeS to work with Gnu-
Plot versions 3.8 or newer.
As mentioned earlier the ability to switch the page headers and footers on and off"allows
multiple plots to be saved as a single HTML page.
Formatting graphs
The following methods are GnuPlot primitives that have been wrapped to simplify their
interactive use from the command line. The first set affects the overall appearance of
the graph.
• gridonO: enable grid display
• gridoff 0: disable grid display
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• ticslevelCx=O. 0): set value where tics begin
• title(l=' '): the graph title
The scaling used on the X and Y axis can be set with these methods.
• logx 0: x-axis uses a logarithmic scale
• logy 0: y-axis uses a logarithmic scale
• linx 0: x-axis uses a linear scale
• linyO: y-axis uses a linear scale
• linxlogyO: x-axis linear, y-axis logarithmic scale
• logxliny 0: x-axis logarithmic, y-axis linear scale
• logxy 0: both x-axis and y-axis have a logarithmic scale
• linxyO: both x-axis and y-axis have a linear scale
In the case of the axis range methods, the start and end arguments are the minimum
and maximum values of the relevant axis.
• xrng(start, end)
• yrng(start, end)
• zrng(start, end)
Finally, titles can be set using the label methods which take a single string argument.
• xlabel (1=' ')
• ylabel (1=' ')
• zlabel (1=" )
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5.19.2 Generating web ready reports using pysces .html. *
The PySCeS web interface pysces .html. *, an instance of the PyscesHTML class found
in PyscesWeb .py, can be used in conjunction with HTML generating methods that have
already been described to create basic, web-ready reports.
• pysces .html. hl (str, File, align=' 1', txtout=O): write a large text head-
ing.
• pysces .html. h2 (str, File, align=' 1', txtout=O): write a medium text head-
ing.
• pysces .html. h3 (str, File, align=' 1, txtout=O'): write a small text head-
ing.
• pysces.html.parCstr, File, align='l', txtout=O): write paragraph text.
All the methods described in this section take a string and an open ASCII file object as
an argument as well as an optional argument which specifies the HTML text alignment.
This argument which can be 1, c or r is equivalent to the HTML left, center and right
alignment. By default the string is formatted, aligned and written to the File object.
If, however, the txtout switch is enabled (1) the File object is not required and the
formatted string is simply returned by the method.
Although these methods might seem trivial, care has been taken to program them so
that they return 'well formatted, human readable' HTML code. For example, long code
lines are wrapped at the first whitespace found after 75 characters. Creatively combined
with a web server, these basic formatting methods in conjunction with Wri te_array _html ()
and pysces .plt . save_html 0 PySCeS can be used to dynamically generate web-ready,
HTML pages and might form the basis of a more web-interactive version of PySCeS.
5.19.3 PySCeS unit test framework: pysces .test
It is important for any but the most trivial software projects to have a basic and reliable
testing framework. This becomes essential in modular projects where different groups
might be working on different modules. Although PySCeS is a relatively small project,
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the PyseesTest class (found in PyseesTest .py) has been implemented to provide a
quick way of checking the software's algorithmic integrity.
The test framework has been implemented using the Python uni ttest module and
has two testing levels. Level one tests are run using the three basic models provided
with PySCeS. For each of the three models the test methods calculate a steady state,
the elasticities and control coefficients. The results of these analysis are then compared
to the results of the same analyses that have previously been generated with a different
software package. If the results are the equivalent the test passes. Level 2 tests are
targeted towards extension libraries and contains a completely self contained unit test
for the PITCON algorithm.
• pysces .CopyModels (): a utility function that copies the default models, supplied
with PySCeS, into the user work directory. If the models exist they are skipped
and not overwritten.
• pysces.test(lvl): run the PySCeS unit tests where LvI can be run basic tests
(1), extended tests (2) or all tests (10).
The unit tests are implemented as a PySCeS module method, pysces . test, which can
be 'run' by instantiating an anonymous class instance: pysces . test (). An example
test session is shown in Appendix 10.12.
5.19.4 The PySCeS utility functions
The last PySCeS module is a collection of utility functions, including tools to copy
models, convert line termination characters and create custom timers.
• pysces .ConvertFileD2U(Filelist): convert, in place, the line termination char-
acters for a list of files (Filelist) from DOS <CR><LF>to UNIX <CR>.
• pysces .ConvertFileU2D (Filelist) : convert, in place, the line termination char-
acters for a list of files (FileList) from UNIX <CR> to DOS <CR><LF>.
• pysces .CopyModels (dirIn , dirOut) : copy PySCeS model files from dirln to
dirOut.
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The Timer80x class
When modelling with PySCeS it is often the case that a timer or counter routine is
needed to keep track of a loop or set of nested loops. Custom writing a counter routine
into every such loop can be tedious and prone to errors. PySCeS provides the 'I'Imer'Box
class to avoid these problems.
Time80x = pysces.Timer8ox()
Once instantiated Time80x acts as a container object that can hold multiple independent
timers. Each timer is a Python generator function which is instantiated with a reference
time. Every time the next method is called on the generator the reference time is
subtracted from the current time giving the elapsed time. In this way it is possible to
have a 'timer' that keeps track of elapsed time without using a separate thread and
with very low memory and processor overhead. Two type of timers can be created in a
Time8ox:
• t ime8ox. normal_ timer (name): where name is a string. This will create a new
timer, Time8ox. name,
• time8ox.step_timer(name2,maxsteps): will create a step counting timer with
a name, name2 and a maximum number of iterations (maxsteps ). This will create a
new timer, Time8ox. name2 as well as a step count attribute, Time8ox. name2_cstep.
Once normal timers are initialized the elapsed time can be output using the next method:
»> Time8ox.name.next()
'23 min 40 sec'
Before a call to a step timer is made, the current step needs to be incremented:
»> Time8ox.Step_timer_name2_cstep += 1
»> Time8ox.name2.next()
'step 1 of 20 (24 min 50 sec)'
Multiple timers can co-exist in a T'i.mer'Box and can easily be manipulated using the
following methods:
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• TimeBox . reset (name2): a step counter specific method which resets the step
count attribute associated with name2 to zero .
• TimeBox . stop (name): will delete the timer TimeBox . name. In the case of a step
timer the step attribute is deleted as well.
It is perhaps fitting that we end this discussion on PySCeS with perhaps the most
frivolous (but highly addictive) function, which happens to be based on a TimerBox
method, pysces . session_time 0:
»> pysces.session_time()
'It is now Wed 14:23, this PySCeS session has been active for 234 min 53 sec'
5.20 The Tao of PySCeS: coda
"any tool should be useful in the expected way, but a truly great tool lends
itself to uses you never expected." ~ Eric Raymond [123]
In Chapter 4 three principles were used as the basis for the design of a new modelling ap-
plication. Hopefully, this chapter has shown how these principles have been implemented
in the form of a new modelling application, PySCeS.
One argument that is often used against script-based modelling software is that 'there
is so much typing' or 'there are so many commands to remember'. In a sense this may
be true, but it ultimately depends on your modelling purpose. If ease of use is important
then the JWS Online software, discussed in Chapter 7, or a graphical package such as
Gepasi should rather be used. If however, flexibility of use is required then a scripted
application such as PySCeS or Jarnac is a logical solution. Many of today's successful
scientific software applications (e.g. Autocad, Matlab and Mathematica) have shown how
powerful the integration of a scripted interface with a GUl menu/notebook system can
be. In a similar way PySCeS has been designed so that the scripted interface forms a
base which can be built on to fulfil a variety of potential modelling roles.
PySCeS is currently the only freely available, open source, interactive computational
systems biology modelling package that is capable of doing structural, kinetic, continua-
tion and control analysis, using exactly the same interface, on both Linux and Windows
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systems. Of course in principle nothing should prevent it being ported with minor con-
figuration changes to run on any operating system that supports Scipy32. PySCeS has
been designed to be flexible and user extendable, I like the idea of a todo list with, at
least, one perpetual item:
• anything that you can need or can imagine ...
•
On the other hand, script-based (or command line interface) modelling software is often
associated with sentiments such as, 'there is so much typing' or 'there are to many
commands to remember'. In a sense this may be true, but it ultimately depends on your
modelling purpose. If ease of use is important then the JWS Online software, discussed
in Chapter 7, or a graphical package such as Gepasi should rather be used. If however,
flexibility of use is required then an interactive application such as PySCeS or Jarnac is
a more attractive solution. Many of today's successful scientific software applications
(e.g. Autocad, Matlab and Mathematica) have shown how powerful the integration of a
scripted interface with a GUl menu/notebook system can be. In a similar way PySCeS
has been designed so that the scripted interface forms a base which can be built on to
fulfil a variety of potential modelling roles. For example, PySCeS has been successfully
used for postgraduate teaching and research purposes and is being further developed in
order to act as a base for a comprehensive kinetic modelling and computation systems
biology resource to be known as EduPySCeS.
It is interesting to note that soon after releasing PySCeS and presenting it at the 11th
Workshop of the BioThermoKinetics Study Group33 the first message on the PySCeS help
forurrr'" was posted in connection with extending the scanning function and automating
(Le. scripting) a model's analysis.
Perhaps it is fitting that Eric Raymond be allowed the final word on the matter:
"The next best thing to having good ideas is to recognize good ideas from
your users. Sometimes the latter is better." - Eric Raymond [123]
32This includes Apple Macintosh, FreeBSD and others
33http://btk2004.brookes.ac.uk/
34http://sourceforge.net/forum/forum.php?thread~d=1143986&forum~d=43965
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6 Multiple hysteresis in a linear
metabolic pathway with end-product
inhibition
6.1 Introduction
6.1.1 Background
In a previous study [11, 13] we used a process of forward engineering (which we called
metabolic design) to develop a deeper understanding of the behaviour, control and reg-
ulation of a typical metabolic 4-way junction that consisted of (i) biosynthesis of an
end-product that serves as a macromolecular building block, (ii) external supply of this
end-product, (iii) its catabolic breakdown, and (iv) macromolecular synthesis that uses
the end-product. We made extensive use of supply-demand analysis with log-log rate
characteristics [12] to design a system that has certain predefined regulatory properties,
in particular, effective homeostasis of the steady-state concentration of the end-product
in the face of flux control by demand. Fig. 6.1 shows a typical log-log supply-demand
rate characteristic. The steady-state flux, J, and steady-state concentration jj can be
read from the graphs at the point where the two curves intersect. In addition, the slopes
of the curves are equal to the supply and demand block elasticities with respect to P. An
important aim of this study was to quantify the contributions of the kinetic properties
of the individual enzymes to the overall regulatory behaviour of the system.
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Fig. 6.1 The rate characteristics of a supply-demand system plotted in log-log space, Steady
state obtains at the intersection point. At any p the slopes of the tangents of the rate
curves are the elasticity coefficients of supply and demand for a particular value of
p. Shown on the graph are the elasticities of supply and demand with respect to the
linking metabolite P at steady state.
The core of our system is the biosynthetic block, which we modelled as a 4-enzyme
linear sequence of reactions, with and without end-product inhibition of the committing
enzyme, i.e., the first enzyme in the sequence (this pathway is known affectionately as
the Stellenbosch organism). This system (shown in Fig. 6.2) is typical of a biosynthetic
pathway leading to, for example, and amino acid or a nucleotide, and has been exten-
sively studied in a wide range of contexts [16, 42, 162-164]. Of particular interest was
our use of the reversible Hill rate equation, developed by Hofmeyr and Cornish-Bowden
[17], to model cooperative binding and allosteric inhibition of the committing enzyme
(shown as El in Fig. 6.2). We have argued [165] that this rate equation provides a better
description of regulatory properties than the often-used Monod- Wynian-Changeux rate
equation.
For the purposes of the investigation described here, the system described above is
simplified to a biosynthetic supply block (El, E2' E3 in Fig. 6.2) linked by P to a single
demand block. Once defined in this way we can use log-log rate characteristics [12]
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Fig. 6.2 The Stellenbosch organism. A linear 4 enzyme pathway that contains a supply block
of three enzymes and a demand block consisting of a single reaction. El is described
by the reversible Hill equation [17] where B, 80.5 and PO.5 are given a value of 1.0 con-
centration units and the inhibition factor Ct is set to 0.01. Reactions E2 and E3 are
modelled with reversible Michaelis-Menten kinetics, v = Vf (8 - __!!_) / (1 + ~ + _E__)
Ks «.; Ks Kp
where for both reactions Ks and Kp are set to 1.0 concentration unit. This sys-
tem is connected to a demand reaction (dem) which is modelled with an irreversible
Michaelis-Menten rate equation. Adapted from [18].
towards P to simultaneously study the response in the steady-state fluxes local to both
of the supply and demand blocks to changes in the concentration of P. In other words,
for the purposes of modelling this system, P is regarded as a fixed parameter. At any
fixed concentration of the pathway substrate S the maximum value of P is determined
by the overall equilibrium constant of the biosynthetic blocks, which can be calculated
as the product of the equilibrium constants of the individual reactions:
For an S -concentration of 1 Ktot in our system would be 40000 (400 x lOx 10). These
are the values used throughout.
6.1.2 Unexpected behaviour: hysteresis
As part of the study described above we were interested in the effect of changing the
strength with which the committing enzyme bound its immediate product, A. This was
accomplished by varying the half-saturation constant aO.5 of El' With increasing strength
we started to see with Gepasi what at the time seemed like strange discontinuities
in the supply rate characteristic (Fig. 6.4), but what turned out to be an artifact of
Gepasi inability to cope with hysteretic behaviour. Using the rather limited continuation
abilities of Scamp we were then able to show that the system actually was capable of
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multi-stationary behaviour due to hysteresis. This surprised us because such behaviour
is typically associated with kinetic phenomena such as positive allosteric feedback [166-
168]. We were, however, unable to study this interesting phenomenon in depth, due
to the fact that none of the software packages available could simulate this behaviour
fully. We did manage to cobble together a picture of this behaviour of a range of aO.5-
values but, frustratingly, could go no further; to generate even a single two-dimensional
rate characteristic took an inordinate amount of time. At the time we described these
problems as follows:
"At this stage we felt like Plato's cave-dwellers that catch only glimpses of
reality by watching shadows on the rock face. However, to climb out the cave
and view the full reality turned out to be more complicated than expected.
To get a clearer picture of the transition from low to high affinity of El for
A we wanted to construct a 3-dimensional plot by adding an axis for aO.5.
We could not produce the regularly gridded data needed for generating the
3-D plot with one simulation program: Gepasi can produce gridded data, but
only for the stable parts of the curves; Scamp in continuation mode on the
other hand can produce the full picture but, because p is now a variable, its
values are not gridded. At any specific aO.5 we could, however, generate a
curve on a planar cross-section of the 3-D space from separately simulated
sections of that curve. Roughly 20 megabytes and 48 data files later, we
finally climbed out of our cave and saw the weird landscape in the bright
light of day. And what a picture it was (Fig. 6.3)." - [11]
As described in the introduction, it was to a large degree the inability to continue
investigating this phenomenon that led us to begin developing our own modelling soft-
ware package, which became PySCeS. The rest of this chapter describes and discusses
the results that we were finally able to obtain with PySCeS and the powerful continua-
tion algorithm PITCON (see Section 5.12 for details of its implementation in PySCeS).
Appendix 11 contains both the models and example scripts that were used to generate
most of the results. It also contains URL's where these scripts can be downloaded and
used to recreate the results presented in the remainder of this chapter.
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6.2 Results
6.2.1 The effect of changing aO.5
Using PySCeS we now pick up the strands left dangling in the previous study by looking
at the effect on the supply block of increasing the strength with which El binds its
immediate product A (see Fig. 6.2 for details of the enzyme kinetics)
Fig. 6.4(~,;shows a supply block rate characteristic where discontinuities are high-
lighted with a grey block. Instead of the monotonic competitive product-inhibition
response curves that one would expect when El strongly binds its product (i.e. aO.5< 1;
front part of graph) [18], we find instead abrupt jumps to and from what appears to
be another stable branch of steady-state solutions. Discontinuities such as these are
generally associated with some sort of hysteretic behaviour, so it is distinctly possible
that there are regions where the system has multiple steady-state solutions. In our pre-
vious study this is where we would have to begin the time consuming process of using
different applications to try and piece together the data needed to characterize these
regions. Fortunately, this can now easily be done using the PySCeS PITCON interface.
As can be seen in Fig. 6.4'cg/, the PITCON algorithm can solve for multiple steady-
state solutions irrespective of whether that solution is stable or or not. This is shown in
Fig. 6.5 where it can be seen that in the region of the hysteresis curves (Fig. there
are three possible steady states for each value of P. So far we have been investigating
a single two dimensional rate characteristic where the aO.5has been fixed at a value of
3. The next logical question is, how does this system react for different values of aO.5?
To answer this question we need to be able to draw the 3D rate characteristic that was
described earlier in this chapter. Fortunately, the scriptable nature of PySCeS allows
us to easily create a PySCeS program that runs a series of PITCON scans and collects
the data in a format suitable for plotting. Fig. 6.6 shows how by simply changing the
binding strength of El for its direct product A (aO.5), the supply rate characteristic can
be transformed from a typical sigmoidal allosteric response curve (weak binding) to ones
containing dual hysteresis and isola's (strong binding) to a typical competitive binding
curve (very strong binding). Using PySCeS, we are now able to quickly generate two
and three dimensional rate characteristics of the supply block even when they contain
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unstable steady-state solutions.
The question arises of the nature of the mechanism that causes the hysteric behaviour.
Clearly the enzyme that is responsible for this must be El, as the simple reversible
Michaelis-Menten kinetics of E2 and E3 cannot cause this behaviour. There must be
some form of positive feedback involved, and the only candidate is A, the immediate
product of El' Inspection of the El equation shows that the place where A could have
a positive effect on the rate is in the numerator term (~+~) 3. A also occurs in
80.5 aO.5
the thermodynamic numerator term (8 - __!!_) and the denominator, but here it could«;
only have an inhibitory effect. What we are therefore interested in, is the behaviour of
the elasticity profile of VI with respect to a, particularly whether it is positive in the
hysteretic regions. This is investigated in the next section.
6.2.2 Elasticity profile of a multi-stable system
The continuation capabilities of PySCeS allow us to investigate both stable and unstable
steady states.
Fig. 6.7 shows the elasticities é;, é~and é! plotted against P of a system where aO.5
= 3. Unlike the log-log rate characteristics previously presented in this chapter this is
a semi-log plot, because elasticities can have negative values. That the elasticity curves
are continuous through the hysteresis regions (even though they exhibit some rather
'spectacular' looping patterns), emphasizes the fact that they are local properties of the
enzymes and exist independent of the stability of a particular system state.
Of interest is that at in both hysteresis regions é! is positive, whereas outside these
regions it is negative. This indicates that in the hysteresis regions El is being activated
by its direct product, A, whereas normally it would be inhibited by A.
6.2.3 Tracking stability using eigenvalues
Although anomalous behaviour of elasticities discussed in the previous section provides
some clues about possible regions of instability of the supply, only a study of the eigen-
values of the Jacobian matrix of the system can provide definitive answers. For example,
if the real parts of the eigenvalues are all negative the steady state is stable; conversely,
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if any eigenvalue has a positive real part, the steady state is unstable. Seydel [159]
defines a test function that is useful in this regard. It simply suggests that one needs
to trace the behaviour of the maximum real part of the eigenvalues against a change
in a parameter. In our case we plot the maximum real part of the eigenvalue against
the parameter p; in the regions where this value is negative the system is stable. When
positive, it implies that one or more of the real parts of the eigenvalues are positive and
the steady state is unstable.
Fig. 6.8 shows the result of plotting the maximum and minimum real parts of the
eigenvalues for the supply block rate characteristic while Fig. 6.9 shows the original
supply block rate characteristic where the unstable steady states have been highlighted.
By following the maximum eigenvalue curve it is evident that in the regions where
hysteresis occurs the values becomes positive and the system unstable. These correspond
to the regions where product activation is shown to occur in Fig. 6.7.
6.2.4 The effect of changing 80.5
Having identified aO.5as a key component of hysteresis formation in this system, we were
interested in how substrate binding affects the supply block rate characteristic? Initially,
we simply doubled the substrate half saturation binding constant (SO.5)from its original
value of one to a value of two and looked at how the 3D rate characteristic (Fig. 6.6) was
affected. This meant that the binding strength of El for S was decreased without the
overall equilibrium of the pathway being affected. We found that a new discontinuity
appeared at an aO.5value ;:::::j 4.
In Fig. 6. show a magnified section of the 3D rate characteristic at different
values of SO.5.In the case of SO.5was at its default value of one and the 'normal' rate
characteristics for strong product binding obtains. Note that due to the magnification,
the P-axis now ends at a maximum of 103; we chose a linear ao.5-axis because the effect
was clearer in this view. In Fig. 6.10zi?! SO.5= 3, and, as expected, the maximum supply
at low concentrations of P is reduced.
However, in the case of Fig. 6. where SO.5= 2.0, another hysteresis is formed
which leads to an extended region at lower p where multiple steady-state solutions are
possible. Having pinpointed this region of SO.5where the new hysteresis occurs, the next
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step was to fix aO.5= 3.0 and scan SO.5around the value of 2.0. The results are shown
in Fig. 6.10 d.. What we find is that altering the strength with which El binds its
substrate S produces a double hysteric region in the supply rate characteristic similar
to the one produced by an alteration in aO.5.This is to be expected as S and A not only
compete for the binding sites on the enzyme, but they also enhance each other binding
cooperatively (i.e., if, for example an S is bound to one binding site, it on the one hand
blocks the binding of A to that site, but on the other hand makes it easier for an S or
an A to bind to the next open site).
As with our investigation of the effects of changing aO.5,we also investigated the
elasticity profile and the eigenvalues of the supply system at values of SO.5and aO.5where
the new hysteresis occurs. The elasticities are shown in Fig. 6.11 for the case when
SO.5= 2.02 and aO.5= 3). In the region where the new hysteresis occurs (at very low
P) é! becomes positive and creates the positive feedback needed for the formation of
a hysteresis. This suggests that the cause of all the hysteresis in this system is the
activation caused by strong product binding; substrate binding has a modulatory effect
on the product activation. Finally, in Fig. 6.12 the maximum real component of the
eigenvalue is plotted, clearly showing the appearance of unstable steady states in the
new hysteresis region.
In the following section we use supply-demand analysis to increase our understanding
of the causes of the hysteretic behaviour of the supply rate characteristic.
6.2.5 Analysing hysteretic behaviour with supply-demand surfaces
In Fig. 6.6 we saw how, by changing the value of aO.5,it was possible to define three
general patterns in the 2D rate characteristics namely, a sigmoidal allosteric binding
curve, a mushroom consisting of a double hysteresis, and an isolated branch or isola that
lies below a competitive binding curve. One question which arises from this behaviour
is whether these patterns are decomposable into interactions between the underlying
system components.
One way of answering this question is to apply to the supply block the same method-
ology that was applied to the original supply-demand system, namely to break it into
a smaller supply-demand system. As it is the binding of A to El that generates the
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hysteretic behaviour we create new supply and demand block around it. The PySCeS
model is now modified by fixing A in addition to P (see Appendix 11.4). Using this new
model we now simultaneously plotted the three dimensional supply-demand rate char-
acteristics of the supply block produced when both A and P are scanned together, and
compared it to the results of a parameter continuation of the original system where A
is free. Additionally, we compared these at three different values of ao.s that are typical
of the three distinctive curves discussed earlier.
Fig. 6.13 shows the results of this experiment. The graphs on the left hand side
Fig. 6.13;11- 0i are the 3D rate characteristics of the mini supply-demand system and
the resulting supply (El) and demand flux (E2, E3) are plotted. The right-hand graphs
Fig. 6. are 2D rate characteristics of the original supply block and represent
three different cross-sections of Fig. 6.6.
At a first approximation, the intersection between the supply and demand surfaces
in the left-hand graphs have the same form as the supply curve in the right hand graphs.
Conceptually, if one imagines that by unfixing A in graphs Fig. 6. we effectively
remove the A parameter axis from the graph and 'squash' or project the intersection
curves of graphs Fig. 6. onto a 2D surface, which would then match graphs
Fig.6.
This type of nested supply-demand analysis clearly helps in interpreting the steady-
state responses of metabolic systems and may prove useful in general.
6.3 Discussion
Using a combination of supply-demand rate characteristics, and a subsequent analyses
of the elasticity and stability profiles of the supply block, we have been able to show that
the primary trigger for hysteresis in this system is direct product activation of a coop-
erative enzyme; this is directly related to the strength with which El binds its product,
A, and can be modulated by changing the the strength with which El binds its sub-
strate, S. Further analyses, using three dimensional rate characteristics, of the product
activation effect showed how the hysteretic behaviour is generated by the interaction of
the underlying system components (Fig. 6.13).
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Although we could show the power of simulation with PySCeS in the investigation
described here, it may be that our understanding may be enhanced even further by
using additional mathematical frameworks such as, for example, Catastrophe Theory
[169, 170]. By inspection, the hysteresis folds seen in Fig. 6.6 could be described as two
elementary cusp catastrophes coalescing into an isola and eventually terminating in a
singularity. Examples of the elementary catastrophes have been proposed to occur in
both chemical and biological systems [170, 171]. It would be interesting to see if some
of the conclusions arrived at by catastrophe theory are applicable to the Stellenbosch
Organism.
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Fig. 6.3 A 3-D picture of the mushroom transforming into a vanishing isola, with flux plotted
against p at different values of aO.5. Similar graphs can be constructed for the con-
centrations of the intermediates A or B: the shapes of the mushrooms and the isolas
are different, but on the whole the same picture is found. This figure is reproduced
from [18J.
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Fig. 6.4 Parameter scans generated in two different ways. Both these graphs show how the
steady-state variables change with P when El strongly binds its product A (achieved
by setting aO.5 = 3.0). All other parameters are as described in Fig. 6.2. The graph in
of!. is generated using the HYBRD and NLEQ2 non-linear solvers while"b is produced
using the PITCON continuation algorithm. In both graphs the grey shaded area
highlights the seemingly discontinuous behaviour.
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Fig.6.5 Multiple steady-state solutions are possible for a single value of P. For each of the
steady-state flux and concentration (A and B) curves there are regions where three
steady-state solutions are possible (dotted lines).
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p aO.5
Fig. 6.6 Tbe effect of changing aO.5. A 3D rate characteristic showing how increasing the
strength with which El binds A (eo.s) the sigmoidal allosteric supply rate character-
istic (weak binding) transforms via double hysteresis (strong binding) to an isola and
finally a competitive inhibition curve (very strong binding).
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Fig. 6.7 Elasticity profile of tbe supply block. This graph shows the elasticities of El to its
substrate, .::;product, .::~and effector, .::! plotted agains the concentration of P when
El has a strong affinity for its product (ao.5= 3.0). Notice the loops and switchbacks
in the hysteresis regions.
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Fig. 6.8 Eigen value profile of the supply block. This graph plots the maximum (max) and
minimum (min) real parts of the Eigen values as a function of P when El has a strong
affinity for its product (3{).5 = 3.0). It clearly shows the regions when an Eigen value's
real part becomes positive and the system is unstable.
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Fig. 6.9 Flux profile of the supply block. This figure shows the flux response of the supply
block to a change in P when El has a strong affinity for its product (3{).5 = 3.0).
Unstable steady-state solutions are shown in blue.
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Fig. 6.10 The effect of cbanging SO.5.a a magnification of part of the 3D rate characteristic
shown in Fig. 6.6 where SO.5has a value of 1 (the standard value used in these
experiments). Note, the P axis has a maximum of 1000 and that the aO.5axis has a
linear scale. b the same section is shown except that the SO.5= 2 (weaker binding).
c is the same section again except that SO.5now has a value of 3 (even weaker
binding). In d ao.5is fixed at 3 and SO.5is scanned.
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pFig. 6.11 Elasticity profile of the supply block. This graph shows the elasticities of El to its
substrate, E; product, E1 and effector, E~ plotted agains the concentration of P when
SO.5= 2.02 and El has a strong affinity for its product (ao.5 = 3.0). Notice the loops
and switchbacks in the hysteresis regions.
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Fig. 6.12 Eigen value profile of the supply block. This graph plots the maximum (max) real
part of the Eigen values as a function of P when SO.5 = 2.02 and El has a strong
affinity for its product (ao.5 = 3.0). It clearly shows the regions when an Eigen
value's real part becomes positive and the system is unstable.
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Fig. 6.13 Supply block rate characteristics. Here we compare the now familiar supply block
rate characteristics generated with PITCON d - f with the 3D supply-demand
rate characteristics generated for the same system a - c except that A is fixed as
the linking metabolite. In graphs a and d ao.5 has been set to one (very strong
binding). Graphs b and e have ao.5 is set to three (strong binding) while graphs c
and f have B.o.5 set to 10000 (weak binding). For each of the aforementioned pairs
the behaviour shown in the right hand graph can be decomposed into the interaction
between the supply-demand surfaces shown in the left hand one.
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for kinetic modelling
7 JWS Online: a web-based resource
The JWS Online project is a collaborative effort between Prof. Jacky Snoep
and this author. While all publications arising from this collaboration have
been jointly published the software is developed as two separate interacting
units. Jacky Snoep is responsible for administrating and curating the model
database as well as encoding models into stand-alone Java applications using
Mathematica and the J/Link language. The development and maintenance
of the Java client/server and Python based management software as well as
the design, management and implementation of the JWS Online websites has
been undertaken by this author.
7.1 Introduction
Kinetic models are powerful tools for describing and understanding the behaviour of
complex cellular systems. Since the 1960s and especially in the last decade, there has
been a steady increase in the number of models being used to study cellular systems.
Today, such models even being considered as the basis for larger projects such as the
Silicon Cell whose aim is the modelling of, potentially, an entire cell's metabolism [172].
However, biologists who would like to study these models or use them in education
often encounter certain basic problems. For example, no central, publicly available
database exists for kinetic models as it does for genomic data. Even when models
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are publicly available, they often require a specific software environment to run in. A
need, therefore, exists for both a central repository of kinetic models as well as a freely
accessible, platform-independent, user-friendly modelling interface. In an attempt to
address these problems weI have developed the JWS Online modelling system [27].
7.1.1 Do we need another database?
Global genomies initiatives such as the Human Genome Project have led to a rapid
increase in the amount of data that needs to be stored in publicly accessible data reposi-
tories. Genbank [173] is the classic example of such a database. Other popular databases
exist for nucleotide sequences - EMBL [174], protein sequences - SWISS-PROT [175]
and enzyme properties - BRENDA [176]and have become essential tools for the modern
day biologist. All contain vast amounts of information that can be accessed, searched
and extracted. However there is, as yet no similar, publicly-accessible database for
kinetic models.
This lack of such a central model repository may restrict the widespread use of ki-
netic models in a number of ways. One of the biggest problems is that it is often difficult
to find all the relevant information needed to reconstruct a working model. It is possible
that even if the model is published in the literature and so made publicly available, it can
be incomplete and not fully described. Due to a lack of a standard model description,
a reconstructed model can be difficult to verify if no reference model description ex-
ists. New initiatives, such as the one by the System Biology Markup Language (SBML)
Working Croup'' are beginning to address the problems of model interchange and storage
in Systems Biology by creating a standard language for describing biochemical reaction
networks [121]. At present only a limited number of models are available in SBML for-
mat. There are, however, a growing number of SBML compatible applications, examples
of which include modelling software such as Jarnac [92], Gepasi [10], Copasi" and PySCeS
[26] as well as whole cell simulators such as E-Cell [177] or Virtual Cell [178].
One of the problems facing any potential SBML model database is that it would only
lThis work has been jointly published in [27-29].
2http://www.sbml.org/
3http://www.copasi.org
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contain the basic model description. This implies that the end user is responsible for
installing the software needed to run the model. Even when using a standard description
such as SBML, the need to install, configure and learn an application, which might be
operating system dependent or expensive to obtain, simply to run a model from the
database would limit its accessibility and usefulness. In order to remove this barrier
to working with models in such a database, operating system/hardware independent
software could be used which would allow the running of models in a wide variety of
computing environments. The combination of a central database of models with platform
independent software would directly address the problems of the storage and distribution
of kinetic models.
7.1.2 Introducing the Java Web Simulation Online system
The Java Web Simulation Online (JWS Online) model repository is a collection of online
models that are accessible from a central server that can be run using a web-browser.
As the software is browser-based, it is practically independent of the client operating
system that it is being run on. This means that the end user is not required to install
any software package (web-browsers are ubiquitous to most modern operating systems)
in order to run a model contained in the database. Another advantage of browser based
software, which stems from its software independence, is that it is useful for teaching
purposes, either in the computer laboratory or distance education environments.
The models in the repository are collected using a dual strategy. Firstly, models are
transcribed directly from published literature. This strategy is relatively time consuming
as published models are sometimes incompletely described and the original authors might
no longer be working with them. The second strategy involves collaborations with two
journals, the European Journal of Biochemistry (from 2005, the FEBS Journal) and
Microbiology. Authors are invited to submit their models to JWS Online where they
are made available on an access controlled web site. The online model is then made
available to the paper's reviewers. This strategy has the advantage that the database
curator is directly in contact with the model's author(s) if a model's complete description
is not evident from the paper. Once the paper is accepted the model is moved to the
main database and the model is publicly available as soon as the paper is published. A
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comment in Microbiology [28] has details of this collaboration. Examples of models that
have been added to the repository, as a result of this strategy, have been published as
[179] and [180].
It can therefore be argued that the development of the web-based, interactive soft-
ware, and the successful co-operation with leading journals supports the idea that an
interactive, web-based repository of kinetic models can lower some of the obstacles to
the general adoption and teaching of kinetic models in biology. Using this motivation
the following sections in this chapter describe the use and development principles of the
JWS Online system.
7.2 JWS Online user's guide
This guide describes the JWS Online system that is freely available over the internet
from the main site located at the Stellenbosch University" (South Africa) and inter-
national mirrors at the Free University of Amsterdam" (Netherlands) and the Virginia
Bioinformatics Institute" (U.S.A).
7.2.1 Navigating the JWS Online web site
All JWS Online web sites have the same basic design. When accessing the site root, the
home page displays the site logo and latest news. The site information page contains
information about the site, software, contact details and licence. Throughout the site
forum links refer to online bulletin boards hosted on the main server. Forum topics
include discussions about models, JWS Online software and developer news.
The database page
The core of any JWS Online site is the database page, Fig. 7.1, which consists of three
tables containing all the models available on the site (Fig. 7. . The largest group
of models are the 'silicon cell' or detailed models which are based on experimentally
4http://jjj.biochem.sun.ac.za
5http://www.jjj.bio.vu.nl
6http://jjj.vbi.vt.edu
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observed data. Alternatively, the 'core' models are representations of a specific pathway
and can illustrate a certain type of behaviour (e.g. [181]), while 'demo' models illustrate
a generic metabolic motif, for example a branched pathway. JWS Online already contains
a variety of detailed kinetic models, describing a number of metabolic pathways, from a
variety of organisms.
• Saccharomyces cerevisiae: glycolysis [182] and glycerol synthesis [183].
• Enteric bacteria: phosphotransferase system [184] and tryptophan operon [185].
• Cell cycle models [186].
• Signal transduction models [187].
Aside from the basic model information such as name, author and year published,
the database table has links to pages (the info links) containing extended bibliographic
information such as the abstract and reference. We have started a collaboration with the
Systems Biology Workbench (SBW) group [121] and it is possible to download certain
models in SBML format 7 which allows them to be run using an SBML compatible
application. Following the model link loads the page containing the online model.
A model page
Besides the standard navigation bar on top of the page a JWS Online model page is
divided into three main parts as shown in Fig. 7.2. These three sections contain the
basic information needed to study the requested model, namely, Fig. 7.2':~~, the web
based Java interface to the model repository, Fig. 7.2t~?, an HTML image map that
describes the model reaction network and a rate equation panel. Panel Fig. 7.2,;~'
dynamically displays the rate equation of the reaction step selected in panel Fig.
A reaction step is selected by positioning the mouse pointer over the oval representing
an enzyme.
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a I~!B
Fig. 7.1 The JWS Online database page. model category selection, column containing
published article's title and link to the online model, author and year of publication,
If:!!ilink to a page containing bibliographic information and a downloadable SBML
file (if available), if the model was added as part of a journal collaboration, the
collaborating journal name is shown here and is a menu listing the available
JWS Online servers.
7.2.2 Using the JWS Online applets
In order to run the Java applet, which acts as a graphical interface to the JWS Online
system, an internet connection, web browser and compatible Java Runtime Environ-
ment'' (JRE version 1.3 or newer) needs to be installed. The client has been successfully
used on a variety of operating systems'' and browsers .
• Microsoft Windows 98, 2000, XP using Mozilla 1.4+ and Internet Explorer 5.0 and
6.0
• Mandrake Linux 9.2 and 10.0, RedHat Linux 9.0 using either Mozilla or Galeon
7http://www.sbw-sbml.org/ModelsWebPages/ModelRepository.htm
BAvailable from http://www.java.com
9All trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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bWSapplet: Detailed glycolytic model in Lacrococous teetis • Hoefnagel et al.
. -I. z , ' ! ~~:..~~ W:-:~ - ~ - :;d~k
~, ~ ft':', ~ tfi, n: ~ , :1
Contact Info
kmIPEP
kmlG6P
kmlPYR
IImax2 1280
km2G6P 1.5
Keq2 0.314
km2F6P 0.2
IImax3 227.
n3PEP 1
k3PEP 2.
n3 2.9
km3F6P 0.25
km3ATP 0.18
km3F8P 5.8
kmJADP 0.3
1100. BU;
c Vmax12 PYR[t] (ACLAC[t] + PYR[t] f12-1 (1- ACLAC[t] )
v[12] = K_1_2A_C_LA_C:-:::--:-K::::l:::2P_YR_-:::::=--;:--;-;;-K_eq:_12_P_YR_:_[t'-]
K12P"r"R (1 + (ACLAC[l] + PYR[t] Vt12)
K12ACLAC K12PYR)
Fig. 7.2 A JWS Online model page. the Java client applet, an image map of the model
reaction scheme which shows the rate equation in the lower panel, when the pointer
is moved over the relevant enzyme. This scheme based on the model presented in [188].
• Apple Macintosh OS X using Safari
Looking at the client interface, as shown in Fig. 7.3, it can be seen that the applet
IS divided into five main components. On the left side of the applet, Fig. 7.3~, is a
scrollable table of parameter values. This table contains the following columns:
• column one: the parameter number. This can be used for quick referencing of
input parameters.
• column two: the parameter name. Parameter names are used as in the literature
although additionally the initial values of the time simulation are displayed as
parameter+i.
• column three: the parameter value. Unlike the previous two columns which are
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Vmax1
P2 km1 Glue 0.015
P3 km1 PEP 0.3
P4 km1 G6P 500.
PS km1 PYR 2.
P6 Vmax2 1280.
P7 km2G6P 1.5
P8 Keq2 0.314
P9 km2F6P 0.2 ACCOA
P10 Vmax3 227. ACET
P11 n3PEP 1. ~,CLAC
P12 k3PEP 2. M5 ACP
P13 n3 2.9 M6 ATP
P14 km3F6P 0.25 M7 DHAP
P15 km3ATP 0.18 M8 DPG
P16 km3FBP 5.8 M9 F6P
P17 km3ADP 0.3 M10 FBP
P18 1100. M11 G1P
P19 0.17 M12 G3P
M13
Fig. 7.3 A typical JWS Online client applet. input table, ({la}, analysis selection panels,
Evaluate model button, connection status panel and connection status e. utility
buttons.
read-only the values in this column can be changed and set to the desired value.
The input table's behaviour is similar to commonly used spreadsheet applications and
it is necessary to 'enter' new data in a cell before the value is accepted as changed. In
practice, this means pressing the action key (equivalent to the PC's <enter> key) or
clicking on another cell in the table. If invalid data is entered into the value column,
the default value is used for evaluation and ERRORis displayed in the cell. At any time,
if the Reset button (Fig. 7.3~e)) is pressed, the parameters are reset to their default
values. When changing model parameters, it is important to be aware of any moiety
conserved cycles. In order to display any moiety conservation in a model, the Cons
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button (Fig. 7.3;;ê;i) can be used. Once the applet is started, the connection to the
server or applet status is displayed in the message window (Fig. 7.3~<~t). Displayed
messages are colour coded where green is normal, yellow is a warning message and
red indicates a serious error. In the case of serious errors, a suggested action or error
code is displayed. When an evaluation is started with the Evaluate model button
(Fig. 7.3<:G1) the message window border should flash yellow to green, this indicates that
the evaluation is proceeding normally.
The evaluation selection panels (Fig. 7.3zi~~) allow three different types of analysis
to be performed. Highlighting a tab on the panel automatically selects the relevant
analysis type which can be either, a time simulation (Sim), steady-state analysis (State)
or metabolic control analysis (MeA) [60, 61].
P3G
PYR
ADP
M21 COA
M22 NADH
F1 v1
vl
v3
Fig. 7.4 The three JWS Online applet, analysis types.
panel with structural analysis options and
simulation panel,
control analysis panel.
steady-state
All three analysis panels are simultaneously shown in Fig. 7.4. To begin with, the
time simulation panel, Fig. 7.4i~, allows one to set the simulation start and end times
and has various output formatting options. Next, either the metabolite concentrations
(Metaboli tes) or reaction rates (Rates) evolution over time can be selected as output.
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Once this selection has been made, the individual rates or concentrations to be displayed
on the graph can be selected from the table. The selection table has three columns, an
index, variable name and checkbox column, when either Metaboli tes or Rate is initially
selected the relevant concentration or reaction rate is automatically brought into focus.
In Fig. 7.4 the steady-state panel is shown which contains options to either display
the steady-state fluxes and concentrations or structural properties of the system. These
structural properties are displayed as either the stoichiometric (N), kernel (K) or link (L)
matrices [78, 82]. The system stability can be investigated by way of the Jacobian matrix
and eigenvalues. The final panel, as shown in Fig. 7.4,ê, contains options to calculate
either the metabolite elasticities or the flux and concentration control coefficients of the
system. All elasticities and control coefficients are scaled to the current steady state.
Fluxes (mM/mil b
yl 101,363
0,00581192 -a 96,2021
0,0000178311 Y3 96.2094
0000379417 v4 96,2021
0,00243775 v5 96,2021
2,22268 vB 192404
5,31043 Y7 192.404
0,05232 vB 192.404
0,613892 -s 192,404
33,9693 vlO 91.0415
0,117114 Yll 188,094
0.236417 Y12 0,00402178
a 2 4 6 8 2.61001 Y13 0,00402166time (min) 0,00005912 Y14 0,000297064
5,27322 v15 113825x10-7
Fig. 7.5 JWS Online output. ~1shows the output of a time simulation, while b. shows the
results of a steady-state analysis.
Once the analysis type and and output options have been set the model can be run
and processed by the server. When the evaluation is complete the results are displayed,
as an image, in a separate result window. Fig. 7.5~aJshows the result of a time simulation.
The results of a steady-state analysis (Fig. contains the steady-state metabolite
concentrations, fluxes and stability (stable or unstable). Fig. 7.6 shows a K matrix and
a section of an elasticity matrix. The result of each evaluation is displayed in a separate
window and can be quickly resized using the property menu that can be accessed by
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right clicking anywhere on the result window.
K
1. O. 0 O. O. O. O. O. O.
J24 O. 1. 0 O. 0 O. O. O. 0 (~;~) ( eA~ )
J25 O. O. 1. O. 0 O. 0 O. O. 0.00920139
J28 O. O. 0 1. O. 0 0 O. 0 ( ~' ) (e~\p) (eC~A) (e~~)J29 O. O. O. O. 1. O. O. 0 o. -0.05;;702
Jl O. O. O. O. O. 1. O. 0 0 ( ~" ) (e~\~ ) (eC;A) (ev11 )JIl O. O. 0 O. O. 0 1. O. O. 081~17 0;:;24JIg O. O. O. 0 O. O. O. 1. O.
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Fig. 7.6 JWS Online output.
an elasticity matrix.
is an example of a K matrix [82], while shows a section of
7.3 JWS Online: design and implementation
7.3.1 Introduction
The JWS Online system was initially designed to allow a single model to be run over
the internet by a single client. Subsequent redevelopment has transformed this initial
design into a multi-user, multi-model application.
Both the client and server software has been written in Sun Microsystem's Java.'?
programming language and provide a client-server, web-based interface to kinetic models
described in the JjLink language.
JWS Online uses a 'fixed model' approach where each model is encoded as a unique
applet - model pair which communicates via a central server. This is in contrast to a
'general' modelling system which might have a single, generic, user interface to many
models. The full system consists of three main components: the JWS Online dynamic
model server, the graphical user interface (GUl) client applets and model classes.
10Java, J2SE, and all Java-based marks are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems,
Inc. in the United States and other countries. http: // java. sun. com
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The JWS Online server uses the J/Link interface!' to communicate with Wolfram'"
Research's Mathematica. Using a Mathematica Kernel as a back-end allows a Java appli-
cation full access to Mathematica's numerical processing and result formatting capabil-
ities. Compiled Java code is run in a Java Virtual Machine, which is available for most
computing platforms and allows the design of secure, portable applications [189]. One
particular type of application, the Java applet, uses a suitably configured web-browser
as an operating environment. Practically this enables the applet to be automatically
loaded and run without user intervention.
7.3.2 GUl client applet
Using Java 2 for development (compatible with Sun Microsystems Java versions 1.3 and
newer) allows the use of the advanced graphics features contained in the Java Founda-
tion Classes (Swing) graphics toolkit. All JWS Online applets are compiled as part of the
za. ac. sun. jwsapplet package and accessed from the <servername>/za/ac/sun/jwsapplet
subdirectory.
Initial versions of the applets were limited in their functionality, especially in the
number of parameters that could be displayed and the size of the output data that could
be accommodated (see Fig. 1 in [29] for an example of a first generation applet). When
redesigning the applet, easy access to all the analysis types, the ability to accommodate
large models and the possibility of simultaneously displaying different analysis results
were the main factors taken into consideration. In order to have as fine control over the
interface as possible, the Java GridBag layout manager was used to control the applet's
layout.
As seen in Section 7.2.2, the functional parts of the applet are the parameter input
table and the analysis selection panels. In order to keep the applet as compact as possible
the analysis options are arranged using a tabbed panel configuration, as shown in Fig. 7.4.
Generally, the analysis options do not vary greatly between models; if, however, certain
types are not required, e.g. no metabolic control analysis, then the panel containing
that analysis type can easily be removed from the applet by commenting out a single
Ilhttp://www.wolfram.com/solutions/mathlink/jlink/
12http://www.wolfram.com
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line of code in the applet source.
On the other hand, what can vary between models is the number of input parameters
(kinetic constants, initial concentrations) and the display options (lines shown in the
simulation output). Using Swing tables, (e.g. Fig. 7.3 a) provides an elegant solution
for this problem as these tables can be embedded into scroll-boxes where the visible
window of the table is constant no matter how many parameters are actually listed in
the table. One potential drawback of using tables is that after changing a value in the
table, the user has to 'enter' the data before a change in a table's data field is registered.
Although this behaviour is sometimes problematic, it allows data checking methods to
be attached to a table's input fields. Checking methods verify that the input value is of
the correct type, for example, string values instead of floating point numbers, parameter
range errors such as a binding constants (e.g. Km) having a value less than or equal to
zero and general input typographical errors such as removing any spaces from the input.
If invalid data is 'entered' an error message is immediately displayed in the relevant table
cell.
Once the analysis type has been chosen and the data entered, the model is ready
to be evaluated. All parameter and output information is collected and formatted into
an ASCII, protocol string which is transmitted to the JWS Online server for processing.
When the server has evaluated the model the resulting image is returned to the applet.
As the client is multi-threaded, the applet simultaneously displays each result in its own
result window.
7.3.3 The JWS Online dynamic model server
Central to the JWS Online system is the dynamic model server which is developed as a
stand alone Java application and acts as a communications gateway between the client
applets and their associated model processing classes. It has been developed to run on
Windows 2000 and operates in conjunction with the Open Source Apache web-server+'.
13http://www.apache.org
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Fig. 7.7 Schematic of the JWS Online system. Client side machines with initialized applets
connect to a central JWS Online server over a TCP lIP network such as the
internet. The applets establish dual socket connections li~where the port 9000 and
9100 connections are represented by the dashed and solid lines respectively. When the
server accepts a client connection, it creates a processing thread for each connecting
applet and dynamically instantiates a model class and establishes a Mathematica
kernel link which, together, make up a processing thread.
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Server initialization
On startup the server loads an ASCII, server configuration file that contains the local
path to the Mathematica installation and web server local root directory. It then verifies
the existence of its working directories or creates them if necessary and initializes the
server log writers. Two log writers are active, the first logs any error and administrative
messages that might be generated by the server, while the second logs the lP addresses
of connecting clients and model ID into a user log file. Both the log writers write their
log files directly into an access limited sub-directory of the web-server root directory
((<server> /var /log)). In this way server status and usage can be accessed, via the
internet, for any of the JWS Online servers.
A timer routine is started that restarts the server after a fixed time interval. Currently
the interval is set to twenty-four hours and is necessary for two main reasons. Primarily
the timer routine can help minimize the effects of unpredictable network events that lead
to server downtime, for example, unstable client connections can prevent a processor
thread from closing and releasing system resources or may even crash the main server
routine, making it incapable of accepting new connections. Regularly restarting the
server process also 'flushes' unused model class files from the system memory, improving
overall memory efficiency. Secondly, once instantiated, the model classes are held in
memory by the server and if they are subsequently updated or altered the server needs
to reload them from the source files in order for the change to take effect. Updates
can therefore be made by server maintainers to remote mirror sites, to which they do
not have physical access, which will take effect at the next restart. As the JWS Online
server has been designed to run on Windows, this restart is achieved by running the
server in a batch file that responds to different exit codes when the server process is
terminated. Finally, the server initializes a random number generator for use by the
processing threads and the server initialization is complete.
Once the initial environment is set up, the server initializes a networking loop that
listens for connections on TCP lIP ports 9000 and 9100. When an applet started on a
client computer, Fig. 7.7"a , it attempts to establish connections to the two server ports.
When the server, Fig. 7.7ct;:, detects an incoming connection request it spawns a new
processor thread and passes it the active connection established with the client. This
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allows the main server thread to return and wait for new incoming connections, making
the server capable of dealing simultaneously with multiple clients. Fig. 7.7 illustrates the
situation with two client applets. All further transactions between the client and server
take place with the newly spawned processor thread. Once the new processing thread
is established it initializes a connection to a Mathematica kernel and sets up networking
components so that a bi-directional, ASCII connection on port 9000 (Fig. 7.7 d dotted
lines) as well as a uni-directional, binary connection to the client on port 9100 (Fig. 7.
solid lines) is established.
Dynamic model class loading and processing
Once the applet has connected and is initialized it transmits a unique identification
string (the model ID), via port 9000, to the processor thread which, in turn, allows it
to dynamically load the model class corresponding to the requesting client. JWS Online
model classes are compiled Java modules that contain the model written in J/Link. If,
however, this ID string is not recognized as a valid model ID, the processing thread
terminates immediately. The initial versions of the server would import the model and
instantiate the modules at start up and therefore needed to be recompiled as every new
model was added.
By developing the application as a Java package (za. ac . sun. j ws) and using a Java
interface class (the jwsm interface) model classes can be imported, instantiated and cast
at run time, solely on the basis of the identification string supplied by the client. This
differs from the 'normal' Java behaviour where any classes that are to be imported are
defined in the source code and imported at compile time. Run-time class loading has the
distinct advantage that the process of adding new models does not requires changing
the server code or configuration. Once a new applet./model class has been generated
the model class is simply placed into the server directory and is loaded when a request
is received from its corresponding applet. Dynamic loading is critical to the use of the
JWS Online server as an interface to an online model repository as it allows the updating
of the server without disrupting its operation, as well as the maintenance of multiple,
remote, mirror sites.
Instantiation of the loaded model class now takes place as the processor thread starts
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up a Mathematica kernel and establishes a kernel link, Fig. 7.Ti. Each processor thread
is linked to an individual Mathematica kernel which is then available for any numerical
processing that may be required by the corresponding client applet.
When a model evaluation is run on the client the various analysis types, display
options and model parameters are packaged, according to a preset protocol, into an
ASCII string which is transmitted via port 9000 to the waiting processor thread. The
processor thread parses the initial field of the protocol string, which indicates whether
a time simulation or steady state method should be used. All the various analysis types
are called via one of these two methods. Once the relevant method is determined the
processor thread now passes both the user input and kernel link to the instantiated
model class which parses the protocol string back into Java objects and initializes the
model with the user input.
JWS Online model classes contain the entire JjLink code needed to evaluate a model
in Mathematica. These JjLink expressions are passed to the Mathematica kemel, via the
kernel link, which evaluates them and returns a GIF image, formatted as a byte array,
as a result. During the evaluation process a Messagelistener class eavesdrops on any
messages generated by the kernel in order to catch any evaluation error messages that
might be generated by the kernel. It is necessary to catch certain types of evaluation
errors as; for example, the Mathematica non-linear solver FindRoot generates errors if
it can't find a solution within a specific tolerance, however, after a few attempts it
stops generating this error message and returns the last best result. This behaviour is
problematic in a client-server environment where a user does not have access to error
messages generated by the kernel and so can't differentiate between a genuine and 'last
best' solution. The Messagelistener class has been implemented to intercept specific
kernel error messages and override this behaviour. If such a message is intercepted, the
model class ignores the result returned by the kernel and instead returns a 100 byte
array as a result. Further processing of these errors is discussed in Section 7.3.3.
Once the processor thread receives a byte array from the model, depending on
whether the byte array is smaller or larger than a predetermined threshold (4000 bytes),
the server utilizes one of two methods to return the result to the client.
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Processing small images
If the processor thread receives a byte array smaller than the threshold (excluding 100
byte error arrays) it transmits the result image directly to the applet via a TCP/lP
socket. First, however, the applet needs to know the size of the array that it should
expect so that it knows how many bytes to read from the server. In order to keep the
the applet synchronized with the server, a dual socket strategy (as shown in Fig. 7.7q/)
is used. Once the applet has transmitted its evaluation data, it waits and listens on
port 9000. In the case of a small image the server first sends the size of the byte array,
via port 9000, to the applet and then waits to send the byte array via the binary port
9100 connection. Once the applet receives the array size on port 9000 it then begins
reading the required number of bytes from port 9100. When the complete array has
been received, the client converts the byte array into a GIF image and displays it in a
result window.
Although utilizing a direct approach, i.e. a raw TCP/lP binary data stream, works
efficiently on high bandwidth (10/100/1000 Mb/s) networks, over typical internet, low-
bandwidth, connections (e.g. a V.90 analogue modem at ~5l Kb/s), data loss can occur
and cause the client to become unstable. Typically, this data loss presents itself as an
incomplete result image (a large black area on the image) and the client crashing. This
effect is most likely due to a lack of proper buffering on the connection and is dependent
on both the size of the byte array being transmitted and the speed of the connection.
In order to avoid this situation, the size threshold has been chosen so that even over
limited bandwidth connections, data loss does not occur. While simulation results are
generally still directly transferred to the applet, an alternate transfer system is used for
large images such as the results of a steady-state or control analysis.
Processing large images
Although direct transfer was exclusively used by the original JWS Online server, as the
size of the models grew so did the corresponding size of the result images. In order to
deal with large images a new strategy was developed which does not involve transferring
the image back to the applet directly, but instead allows the client to load the result
using a Java URL loading mechanism.
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Once the model class returns a byte array to the processing thread, and its size
is determined to be larger than the preset threshold value, the processing thread uses
the server's random number generator to generate a unique filename. This filename is
then used to write the byte array, as a GIF image, to a work directory in the web-
server root directory «server>/var/appletio). Although the relative work URL is
hard-coded into the applets, the physical work directory is configurable from the server
configuration file and allows for different web servers to be used with the JWS Online
server.
Once the file is successfully written to the work directory the server transmits the
filename back to the applet via port 9000. When the applet receives a filename via port
9000, instead of trying to read the image directly, it forms a URL from the filename
supplied by the server and uses the Java ImageIcon URL loader to load the image
directly into a result window. This system works well for larger images as the ImageIcon
class has built in buffering and image conversion, thereby eliminating the problem of
data loss on low bandwidth connections. In order to prevent excessive use of server
hard disk space, the processor thread keeps track of the result files that it generates
during a modelling session. When a preset number of temporary files have been created,
or the session is terminated by the client, all the files associated with the session are
automatically deleted.
This strategy also provides a mechanism for the client to display kernel evaluation
error messages generated by the model class. If the server detects a 100 byte 'error'
array, instead of generating a result image the server transmits a specific array length
back to the client on port 9000. If the client identifies this array as an error code, it
loads the corresponding error message from a predefined URL on the server and displays
it in place of the evaluation result.
7.4 Managing the JWS Online system
Once the main JWS Online server was established and an increasing number of models
were being added to the site, it became essential to streamline the process of translating
models into web ready applets. The first steps in this process are performed by my
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co-developer (Prof. J.L. Snoep), a model is encoded from literature as a Mathematica
model and then translated into a stand alone Java program. This Java program contains
the parameter initializations and output options as Java statements and the JjLink code
needed to evaluate the model.
7.4.1 From stand alone program to web-ready model
Once the stand-alone Java program is developed it can be broken apart and u"Sedto
construct the appletjmodel pairs. Initial versions of the applets had custom built inter-
faces whose layout depended on the number of parameters and options that needed to
be displayed. Building this applet (and coding the associated model file) was done by
hand and took approximately a week to complete ... clearly too long.
With the redevelopment of the applet and the introduction of Swing tables, a tem-
plate based approach could be used which reduced the development time of the ap-
pletjmodel pair to a single day. However, redevelopment of the appletjmodel pairs was
coupled with an increase in their size and complexity which inadvertently lead to many
'human errors' slowing down the process. The next logical step was to develop software
that could automate this process and reduce the human element.
7.4.2 Generating applet - model pairs
Automating the code generation process turned out to be yet another task to which
Python [114]was ideally suited. The first step in the automation process was to develop
a Python program that could write out the Java source code of the appletjmodel pairs
using a standard Python based description file (see Appendix 12.1 for an example of this
file). Once the Java code was generated, the JjLink code could be extracted by hand
from the original Java program, modified so that it was compatible with the model
class and inserted into the new model code. Although this significantly speeded up the
conversion process, extracting the information needed for the description file and moving
the JjLink into the model class, source code was tedious and prone to minor errors that
could be difficult to locate.
In order to fully automate this process a (Python based) parser was developed that
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uses multiple reads of the input source to decompose the program into a set of temporary
files. Any code modifications that need to be performed to convert the Java code to the
model class format are automatically performed. Although slow, this method of parsing
seemed to be robust and required only minor changes to the format of the original Java
source. By using constant parts of the Java program as keys, the parser can effectively
deal with the large variations in the length and composition of the JjLink parts of the
input file.
Finally these two programs could be integrated together to create the jws.java.generator
which only requires the name of the stand alone program, the identifier number and
model description (an example session is shown in Appendix 12.2) to be entered man-
ually. Once this information has been supplied, the model is parsed and the Python
based model description file generated. Subsequently the code generator performs some
basic range tests and generates a complete Java model class and applet. A direc-
tory is created using the model number and the applet and model files are written
as a<model number>. java and m<model number>. java. However, the process of devel-
oping a web ready applet does not end with the generation of the Java source: Once
the applet is compiled, it needs to be tested and a specially tailored HTML page was
developed (see Fig. 7.2) which enables it to be loaded in a web browser. Fortunately,
this process can be automated and jws.java.generator writes a ready to use web page as
h<model number>. html. Finally, commands needed to compile the appletjmodel pair
are added to the various batch compiler files.
Each batch compiler file contains all the compiler directives needed to compile either
the server and model classes or all the applets for a specific mirror site. Examples of
these files can be found in Appendix 12.3. For each mirror site there is an applet compiler
file which contains commands to read the server specific source code and compile the
applets directly into the correct web site subdirectory.
At this stage the model files are complete and ready to be compiled and used with any
JWS Online server. However, for security reasons, the Java Runtime Environment when
loaded in a browser will only allow an applet to establish connections to the machine
that it was loaded from. Therefore, in order for the applet to connect to a JWS Online
server its source code must first be adjusted for a specific server before it can finally
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be compiled. In order to streamline this process the JWS Class Management Console,
Fig. 7.8%i}, was developed.
Fig. 7.8 Tools for managing the JWS Online system. the Class Management Console allows
the applet code to be Prebuil t for each mirror site and can compile both the server
and applets via buttons which run the various batch compiler files. the JWS Online
Control Panel, allows remote management of the various mirror sites.
Developed using Python (with a Pythonflard'" GUl), the JWS Class Management
Console reads the auto-generated applet code and modifies it for the various mirror sites,
after which it writes the processed applet source into the relevant mirror's subdirectory
where it is later read by the batch compiler files. All the batch compiler scripts can be
run from the console, which has options to compile either the server or applets for any
of the mirror sites. It is also possible to launch the JWS Control Panel, Fig. ,a
stand-alone Java program which can access any of the JWS Online servers and either
restart or stop them.
Although these management tools may seem trivial, they are vitally important to
14http://pythoncard.sourceforge.net/
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the overall functioning of the JWS Online system. This is especially true as the number
of models and mirror sites increases.
7.5 Conclusion
With this chapter I have described the development of the JWS Online system into
a usable web-based repository of kinetic models. Through the use of a combination
of freely available programming languages - Java and Python, commercial software -
Mathematica and J/Link, and open source software - the Apache Web server, it is now
possible to take a model described 'on paper' and make it freely accessible via the internet
on three international servers. Amongst other things, this means that many classical
models that have been often referred to, but never actually run, can now be worked with
and studied. It is also possible for an author to submit a paper containing a model to
a journal and have the model accessible first for the paper's reviewers and then for the
public, as soon as the paper is published. JWS Online has also been used as a concept
for larger Silicon Cell projects'". Although these larger projects are in the conceptual
stages, the JWS Online system has already been used very successfully in the teaching
of modelling at both an undergraduate and postgraduate level.
At the time of writing, we are unaware of any freely available, online modelling
system that provides services equivalent to those provided by JWS Online to the broader
scientific community.
Although a classic cliché, 'the proof of the pudding is in the eating' still contains
a measure of truth in that some of a service's utility depends on its usage. Since its
initial inception in 2002, we have seen a steady increase in the number users regularly
using the JWS Online system. For example, analysing the log files of the Stellenbosch
(South Africa) server shows that over a period of a year, we have repeated usage of the
system from clients connecting from Asia, Europe, the USA and South America. This
shows that JWS Online is starting to achieve its goal of becoming a global Computational
Systems Biology resource.
15http://www.siliconcell.net/refers to the Amsterdam JWS Online mirror site as: 'Silicon Cell
ready to use: the website with silicon cells that can be run over the web'
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8 Conclusion
8.1 Future plans
8.1.1 PySCeS
Of course no software application is ever complete and PySCeS has a number of modules
which are either in the planning or early development stages.
Systems Biology Markup Language
One such module currently being tested is an interface to the Systems Biology Markup
Language'{Sl+Ml.) [121]. SBML provides a neutral formal language for exchanging
models between various modelling programs. The current SBML implementation (Level
2) tries to cater for a wide range of cellular model types and such as metabolic networks,
signal transduction cascades, and gene regulatory networks. However, its flexibility also
makes it rather cumbersome and difficult to use. A real danger is that applications may
use SBML in a non-standard way, so generating models which cannot be interpreted
by other applications. Nevertheless, being able to read and write SBML is invaluable
in any application that aims to be of use for the systems biology community. SBML-
compatibility of PySCeS has therefore has been given a high development priority. To be
fully inter-operable with other SBML application, it is important that PySCeS be able
deal with multi-compartment models, which means that functionality for specifying and
using compartment volumes must in future be incorporated.
Ihttp://www.sbml.org/
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PySCeS will soon provide a facility for saving models in either SBML level lor 2
format, and converting SBML model files to PySCeS input files. It will use the standard
libsbml-library which is freely available from the SBML group and already has Python
bindings.
Stochastic modelling
At present PySCeS is limited to the simulation of deterministic systems. Recently, the
modelling of signal transduction and gene regulatory networks that deal with small
numbers of component molecules has become increasingly important. It is therefore
vital for any modelling application to be able to perform stochastic simulations with
algorithms such as those developed by Gillespie and others [190, 191].
Since PySCeS developed in a research environment stochastic that concentrates mostly
on deterministic modelling, incorporating the capability for stochastic simulation ini-
tially had a low priority. However, no modern cellular simulator is complete without
the ability to model stochastic processes and we plan to write PySCeS interfaces to the
relevant algorithms.
Strategies for dealing with large models
As more and more of the cell's components are identified and characterized and with the
modelling of new types of cellular system (for example signal transduction networks) it
is inevitable that models will grow rapidly in size and interconnectedness. This has a
direct impact on the speed of an application; for example, matrix operations become
significant bottlenecks in program execution. As far as PySCeS is concerned there are
a few strategies that we plan to employ to deal with this problem at a computational
level.
The first strategy would be to include support for sparse matrix data types and
basic operations on sparse matrices. An interesting development in this regard is that
the SciPy developers have begun to build sparse matrix support into SciPy and, when
fully integrated, these routines will be available for use by PySCeS. A second strategy,
which could be especially relevant for stoichiometric analysis, involves switching from the
conventional LAPACK routines to modern iterative solvers and factorization algorithms
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[192]. A third approach involves parallelization of the core solver and linear algebra
routines so that PySCeS is able to take advantage of a high performance, multiprocessor
architecture such as a Beowulf cluster''. This could also include a job scheduler that
distributes parameter and optimization routines over multiple processors.
The wider use of PySCeS
PySCeS has now developed up to a point where it fulfills its original design specifications
of accessibility and flexibility, and includes the tools that were planned when it was first
conceptualized. However, to move beyond being an in-house tool and become an widely-
used modelling program it needs to be accessible to the systems biology community.
To that end it is significant that PySCeS is the only interactive modelling application
that runs on all the major operating systems, namely Windows, Linux and OSlO. It
also has significant advantages in being based on a standardized library of algorithms
(SciPy) and in that it can be simply included as a module in a larger application. This
makes PySCeS an attractive point of departure for other projects; the design of PySCeS
should allow it to integrate with other systems biology tools and frameworks, such as
the Systems Biology Workbench (SBW) [23]. To make PySCeS available as widely as
possible is can be obtained freely from the major repository of open source software,
namely Sourceforge.
8.1.2 JWS Online
The JWS Online project already plays an important role in the systems biology commu-
nity in that it is at present the only interactive repository of metabolic models. However,
up until now we have concentrated on optimising its inter activity rather than its function
as a database. To rectify this, we have started to make every model in the repository
available for download in either SBML or as a PySCeS input file. This will strengthen
JWS Online's claim to be a repository of curated models.
On the technical side of things JWS Online is being redeveloped to use webMathe-
matica which will greatly simplify the management and administrative aspects of the
JWS Online system.
2http://www.beowulf.org/
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8.2 Summary
"Contrariwise", continued Tweedledee, "if it was so, it might be; and if it
weren't so, it would be: but as it isn't, it ain't. That's logic."
- Lewis Carrol in 'Through the Looking Glass'
In the introduction I argued that the program of mechanization, which has been so
successful at providing an insight into the physical world, was now being continued in the
biological sciences in the form of digitization. Implicit in this process is the assumption
that in some way or another it must be possible to quantify the processes which make
up a 'living' cell. We then briefly considered two such quantifying frameworks: kinetic
modelling and metabolic control analysis. Underlying these frameworks is the realisation
that biological systems are inherently complex, particularly when considered in terms
of cellular processes. As a consequence a purely analytical study of these systems will
provide little insight into their systemic behaviour: for this one needs an extensive set
of tools to model (digitize) it3.
In this dissertation this interplay between biology, theory and computational ability
is well illustrated by the investigation into the cause of multi-stationarity in the be-
haviour of an end-product inhibited linear metabolic pathway. This study acted as a
catalyst for much of the work presented in this dissertation as it could not proceed with
the computational tools available at the time. PySCeS was developed to continue the
research into this problem. As described in Chapter 6, with PySCeS we were finally able
to investigate and characterise the multiple steady states. However, although this might
have been one of the initial reasons for the development of a new software package from
scratch, as the project developed new aims were set. These were to develop a general
modelling platform that was accessible to a wide range of users, flexible in its design
that had all the features needed to model cellular systems.
In this regard PySCeS has succeeded in that it is the only interactive modelling
package, capable of doing metabolic control analysis, that runs natively on all the major
operating systems. It is also the only fully featured Python based modelling solution
3It should be noted, however, while the quantification of cellular processes is necessarily a reductionistic
process, biological systems are not necessarily deterministic in the sense that the functioning of the
whole is completely describable as an aggregate sum of its parts.
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that is not designed to work with any specific user interface. PySCeS can therefore
be easily used as a modelling component in any Python based application. Through
its continuation capabilities it is also uniquely suited to study cellular systems that
exhibit multi-state behaviour. Not only has PySCeS proved extremely useful in our own
research and teaching, but it we hope that it will do the same for the computational
systems biology community in their study of the integrated processes of life.
Finally, using a completely different approach, JWS Online has been developed and
serves a unique purpose as being the only freely available, interactive model repository.
The growing number of collaborations between JWS Online and various journals and
systems biology projects such as the Silicon Cell shows that it fulfils a real need and is
already an important resource for the computational systems biology community.
"The scientific community has emerged in this century as the only genuine
world community that I can think of. It has had nothing to connect it to the
special interests of nation-states, it carries out its work of inquiry without
respect for national borders, it passes its information around as though at
a great party; and because of these habits, science itself has grown and
prospered. Every researcher, in whatever laboratory, depends for the work's
progress on the cascades of information coming in from other laboratories
everywhere, and sends out his laboratory's latest findings on whatever wind
is, at the moment, blowing.
I do not believe science can be done in any other way, and I hope and
pray that the world community of basic scientists can stay free, exchanging
everything they know for the pure pleasure of exchange-competing, of course,
but playing with delight against all odds in a huge endless game rather than
in a narrow contest for new business or new weapons. For science is only at
its beginning, and almost everything important lies still ahead to be learned
about and comprehended." - Lewis Thomas in 'The Fragile Species' [193]
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9 Modelling with Python and SciPy
appendix
This appendix contains the complete program listing for the model described in Chap-
ter 3.
9.1 Complete code listing
# PySCeS model of simple system containing a branch and a
# moiety-conserved cycle - Version 1.1 20-04-2002
# Brett Olivier and Jannie Hofmeyr, Triple-J Group
# for Molecular Cell Physiology, University of Stellenbosch
#
# This model is based on one published in
# Hofmeyr, J.-H.-S. (2001), Metabolic control analysis in a nutshell.
# In Yi, T.-M., Hucka, M., Morohashi, M., and Kitano, H., editors,
# Proceedings of the 2nd International Conference on Systems Biology,
# pp. 291--300. Omnipress, Madison, WI, USA.
" ,
A simple model to illustrate that the Python/Scipy
combination provides everything needed to
1. calculate the time-course and steady state;
2. do a parameter scan of the steady state;
3. graph the results;
4. and many other things too fierce to mention ...
The reaction network:
XO + S2 <=1=> Sl + S3
S3 + X6 <=2=> S2 + X7
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" ,
Sl <=3=> X4
Sl <=4=> X5
with rate equations
vl = Vl*XO*S2/Kl_XO*Kl_S2/
(1 + XO/Kl_XO + S2/Kl_S2 + XO*S2/Kl_XO*Kl_S2)
v2 = V2*S3*X6/K2_S3*K2_X6/
(1 + S3/K2_S3 + X6/K2_X6 + S3*X6/K2_S3*K2_X6)
v3 V3*Sl/(Sl + K3_Sl)
v4 V4*Sl/(Sl + K4_Sl)
# Step 1: Import the scipy packages
import scipy
# Step 2: Define rate and differential equations in functions
v = scipy.zeros((4),'d') # create rate vector
def rate_eqs(S):
v[O] = Vl*XO*S[1]/Kl_XO*Kl_S2/\
(1 + XO/Kl_XO + S[1]/Kl_S2 + XO*S[1]/Kl_XO*Kl_S2)
v[l] = V2*S[2]*X6/K2_S3*K2_X6/\
(1 + S[2]/K2_S3 + X6/K2_X6 + S[2]*X6/K2_S3*K2_X6)
v [2] V3*S [0]/(S[0] + K3_Sl)
v [3] V4*S [0]/(S[0] + K4_Sl)
return v
def diff_eqs(S,t):
Sdot = scipy.zeros((3),'d')
# Calculate dependent S3 cone
S[2] = S_tot _ S[l]
# Calculate rates
v = rate_eqs(S)
# create ODE vector
# Differential equations
Sdot [0] v [0] _ v [2] _ v [3] # dSl/dt
Sdot [1] = v [1] _ v[O] # dS2/dt
Sdot [2] = v [0] _ v [1] # dS3/dt (only for output)
return Sdot
# Step 3: Initialise variables and parameters
XO = 1.0; X4 = 0.0; X5 = 0.0; X6 = 1.0; X7 = 0.0
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Sl = 0.0; S2 0.7; S3 = 0.3; S tot = S2 + S3
Vl 1.0; V2 = 1.0; V3 2.0; V4 = 1.0
Kl XO = 1.0; Kl S2 1.0
K2 S3 1.0; K2 X6 1.0
K3 Sl 1.0; K4 Sl 1.0
# Step 4: Set values for time-course calculation
t start = 0.0; t_end = 10.0; t_inc = 0.1
t_range scipy.arange(t_start,t_end+t_inc,t_inc)
# Step 5: Call integration routine to calculate time course
t_course = scipy.integrate.odeint(diff_eqs, [Sl,S2,S3],t_range)
print 'Integration output: concentrations'
print t_course
# Step 6: Calculate steady-state
# using last state of integration as initial values
fin_t_course = scipy.copy.copy(t_course[-l, :])
# Call steady-state solver
# args=None needed because diff_eqs has extra input t
ss = scipy.optimize.fsolve(diff_eqs, fin_t_course, args=None)
print 'Steady-state concentrations'
print ss
# Calculate steady-state fluxes from [steady state]
print 'Steady-state fluxes'
print rate_eqs(ss)
# Step 7: Parameter scan (V4) of steady state solving for fluxes
# Set up parameter scan conditions
Sstart = 0.0; S_end = 20.0; S_inc = 0.1
S_range scipy.arange(S_start,S_end+S_inc,S_inc)
ss_init = scipy.copy.copy(fin_t_course)
scan_table = scipy.zeros((len(S_range),5), 'd')
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# Scan parameter V4 and solve for steady-state fluxes
for i in range(len(S_range)):
V4 = S_range[i]
ss = scipy.optimize.fsolve(diff_eqs, ss_init, args=None)
J = rate_eqs(ss)
scan_table[i,O] = S_range[i]
scan_table[i,i:] = J
ss_init = ss
# Step 8: Plot results using Scipy gnuplot
# Access Scipy Gnuplot module
from scipy import gplt
# Plot the time course results
gplt.plot(t_range, t_course[:,O], t_range, t_course[: ,i],\
t_range, t_course[: ,2])
gplt.xtitle('Time'); gplt.ytitle('Concentration')
gplt.text«3,O.i),'si'); gplt.text«3,O.58),'s2')
gplt.text«3,O.42),'s3'); gplt.grid('off')
# Plot the parameter scan results
# uncomment the following 6 lines to plot parameter scan results
##gplt.plot(S_range, scan_table[:,i], S_range, scan_table[:,2],\
## S_range, scan_table[:,3], S_range, scan_table[:,4])
##gplt.xtitle('V4'); gplt.ytitle('Flux'); gplt.grid('off')
##gplt.text«5,O.i72),'vi'); gplt.text«5,O.i6),'v2')
##gplt.text«5,O.053),'v3'); gplt.text«5,O.ii2),'v4')
raw_input('\n Press Return to continue\n')
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10 PySCeS appendix
10.1 Licences for external modules used by PySCeS
10.1.1 NLEQ2
The ZIB institute! has kindly given us permission to use and distribute the NLEQ2
algorithm as part of PySCeS, providing such usage does not contravene their licence
terms as described below.
* Licence
You may use or modify this code for your own non commercial
purposes for an unlimited time.
In any case you should not deliver this code without a special
permission of ZIB.
In case you intend to use the code commercially, we oblige you
to sign an according licence agreement with ZIB.
If you are not using PySCeS for research or personal use you must disable NLEQ2
installation by setting nleq2 = 0 in setup.py or obtain a licence from ZIB. As this is
a plug-in solver, not installing NLEQ2 will not affect the way that the rest of PySCeS
functions except that the solver won't be available for steady-state calculations.
10.1.2 MetaTaal
MetaTool which is fully described in metatooljreadme.txt
METATOOLis a C program developed from 1998 to 2000 by Thomas
Pfeiffer (Berlin) in cooperation with Stefan Schuster and
Ferdinand Moldenhauer (Berlin) and Juan Carlos Nuno (Madrid).
Ihttp://www.zib.de/
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http://www.biologie.hu-berlin.de/biophysics/Theory/tpfeiffer/metatool.html
10.2 MetaTooi compile scripts
10.2.1 build_win32.bat
rem PysCeS: MetatooI compile script
g++ meta4.3_double.cpp -Wno-deprecated -03 -0 meta43_double.exe
g++ meta4.3_int.cpp -Wno-deprecated -03 -0 meta43_int.exe
exit
10.2.2 buildJinux
#!/bin/sh
# PysCeS: MetatooI compile script
g++ meta4.3_double.cpp -Wno-deprecated -03 -0 meta43_double
g++ meta4.3_int.cpp -Wno-deprecated -03 -0 meta43_int
exit
10.3 PySCeS configuration files
10.3.1 Windows configuration file
[PyscesJ
metatool_dir = c:\python23\lib\site-packages\pysces\metatool
install_dir = c:\python23\lib\site-packages\pysces
output_dir = c:\python23\lib\site-packages\pysces\output
model_dir = c:\python23\lib\site-packages\pysces\pscmodels
[PyscesModulesJ
metatooI = 1
pitcon = 1
[XternalModulesJ
nleq2 = 1
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10.3.2 Linux configuration file
[PyscesJ
metatool_dir = /usr/lib/python2.3/site-packages/pysces/metatool
install_dir = /usr/lib/python2.3/site-packages/pysces
output_dir = os.path.join(os.path.expanduser('-').'pysces')
model_dir = os.path.join(os.path.expanduser('-'),'pysces')
[PyscesModulesJ
metatool 1
pitcon = 1
[XternalModulesJ
nleq2 = 1
10.4 Formal PySCeS input file syntax
Extract from lexparse.py (c) Copyright Jannie Hofmeyr, 2002
Lexical analyser and parser for a string or file containing the
set of reaction equations defining a model.
2. REACTION LINE (required)
ReactionID:
ReactionID:
StoichCoef:
Reagent:
=
>
{StoichCoef}Reagent + + {StoichCoef}Reagent
I > {StoichCoef}Reagent + + {StoichCoef}Reagent
Rate equation (optional)
name given to the reaction, e.g., Rl or ATPase
(must begin with a letter,otherwise any sequence of [a-zA-ZO-9_J,
no spaces allowed)
stoicheiometric coefficient
(integer or decimal number) enclosed in curly brackets
name of a reactant or product
(must begin with a letter,otherwise any sequence of [a-zA-ZO-9_J,
no spaces allowed)
denotes reversible reaction
denotes irreversible reaction
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10.5 An example PySCeS input file
# PySCeS input file
# Simple linear pathway (2004)
FIX: xO x3
Rl:
xO = sO
kl*xO - k2*sO
R2:
sO = sl
k3*sO - k4*sl
R3:
sl = s2
k5*sl - k6*s2
R4:
s2 = x3
k7*s2 - k8*x3
# InitExt
xO = 10.0
x3 = 1.0
# InitPar
kl = 10.0
k2 1.0
k3 5.0
k4 = 1.0
k5 = 3.0
k6 = 1. 0
k7 = 2.0
k8 = 1. 0
# InitVar
sa = 1.0
sl = 1. 0
s2 = 1.0
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10.6 PySCeS user configuration files
10.6.1 Windows: pys_usercfg.ini
[Pysces]
output_dir = C:\\mypysces
model_dir = C:\\mypysces\\pscmodels
# Notes:
# It is recommended to use escaped backslashes
# for user defined paths eg. c:\\temp\\dir
# PySCeS (0.1.3) configuration file
10.6.2 linux: .pys.usercfg.ini
[Pysces]
output_dir = /home/bgoli/pysces
model_dir = /home/bgoli/pscmodels
# Notes:
# Pysces (0.1.3) configuration file
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10.7 F2PY wrapper written for NLEQ2
_*_ f90 _*_
python module nleq2 __user__routines
interface nleq2_user_interface
subroutine fcn(n,x,f,ifail) ! in nleq2.f
integer optional,check(len(x»=n),depend(x) :: n=len(x)
double precision dimension(n),intent(in) :: x
double precision dimension(n) ,depend(n) ,intent(out) :: f
integer intent (hide) :: ifail
end subroutine fcn
subroutine jac(n,ml,x,a,ifail) ! in nleq2.f:nlint:unknown_interface
integer optional,check(len(x»=n),depend(x) :: n=len(x)
integer optional,check(shape(a,O)==ml),depend(a) :: ml=shape(a,O)
double precision dimension(n),intent(in) :: x
double precision dimension(ml,n),depend(n),intent(out) :: a
integer intent (hide) :: ifail
end subroutine jac
end interface nleq2_user_interface
end python module nleq2__user__routines
python module nleq2 ! in nleq2.f
interface nleq2
subroutine nleq2(n,fcn,jac,x,xscal,rtol,iopt,ierr,liwk,iwk,lrwk,rwk)
use nleq2 __user__routines
integer optional,check(len(x»=n),depend(x) :: n=len(x)
external fcn
external jac
double precision dimension(n), intent(in,out) :: x
double precision dimension(n),depend(n), intent(in,out)
double precision intent(in,out):: rtol
integer dimension(50), intent(in,out):: iopt
integer intent(out):: ierr
integer optional,check(len(iwk»=liwk),depend(iwk)
integer dimension(liwk),intent(in) :: iwk
integer optional,check(len(rwk»=lrwk),depend(rwk)
double precision dimension(lrwk),intent(in) :: rwk
xscal
liwk=len(iwk)
lrwk=len(rwk)
end subroutine nleq2
end interface
end python module nleq2.f
! See http://cens.ioc.ee/projects/f2py2e/
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10.8 PySCeS code used to generate Fig. 5.6
10.8.1 PySCeS input file
# Edelstein, B.B. (1970) Biochemical Model with Multiple Steady States
# and Hysteresis: J. Theor. BioI., 29(1), 57-62
FIX: A B
Fluxl :
A + X > {2}X
A*X*kl _ X*X*k 1
Flux2f:
X + E > C
X*E*k2
Flux2r:
C > X + E
C*k_2
Flux3f:
C > E + B
C*k3
Flux3r:
B + E > C
B*E*k_3
A = 8.35
B = 0.2
C = lE-7
E = 30.0
X = 0.1
kl = 1.0
k_l = 1.0
k2 = 1.0
k_2 = 1.0
k3 = 1.0
k_3 = 1.0
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10.8.2 PySCeS script demonstrating parameter continuation
# version of a model by Edelstein
# converted from an example that ships with Jarnac 2.0
import scipy, pysces
mod = pysces.model('edelstein.psc')
mod.doLoadO
mod.pitcon_par_space = scipy.linspace(5,9,60)
mod.pitcon_iter = 5
mod.pitcon_flux_gen = 0
scan_parameter = 'A'
res = mod.PITCON(scan_parameter)
F = open('pysx_edelstein_data.html','w')
mod.Write_array_html(res,F,Col=['A']+list(mod.metabolites))
F.closeO
pysces.plt.plot2D(res,0,range(1,len(mod.metabolites)+1),\
ykey=mod.metabolites,fmt='w p')
pysces.plt.xrng(8.0,9.0); pysces.plt.yrng(0,22)
pysces.plt.xlabel(scan_parameter)
pysces.plt.title('Parameter plot _ Edelstein model')
pysces.plt.save_html('pysx_edelstein')
print '\n**\nLoad pysx_edelstein.html in ' + pysces.output_dir +\
, to view result\n'
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10.9 Creating a PITCON extension library
10.9.1 Fortran subroutine PITCON1
Fortran wrapper routine used to wrap the PITCON routine.The linesbeginning with
cf2py are F2PY directiveswhich allow a Python extension libraryto be generated
directlyfrom thisFortran source without any intermediatecustomization.
C dpcon61w.f 29 February 2004
CFILE: dpcon61w.f
SUBROUTINE PITCON1(DF,FPAR,FX, IERROR, IPAR,IWORK,LIW,NVAR,RWORK,
*LRW ,XR,IMTH)
EXTERNAL DF
EXTERNAL FX
EXTERNAL DENSLV
EXTERNAL BANSLV
INTEGER LIW
cf2py integer optional,check(len(iwork»=liw),depend(iwork)
INTEGER LRW
liw=len(iwork)
cf2py integer optional,check(len(rwork»=lrw),depend(rwork)
INTEGER NVAR
lrw=len(rwork)
cf2py integer optional,check(len(xr»=nvar),depend(xr)
DOUBLE PRECISION FPAR(*)
cf2py double precision dimension(*»,intent(in) fpar
INTEGER IPAR(*)
cf2py integer dimension(*),intent(in) ipar
INTEGER IWORK(LIW)
cf2py integer dimension(liw),intent(in,out,copy)
INTEGER IERROR
nvar=len(xr)
iwork
cf2py integer intent(out) ierror
DOUBLE PRECISION RWORK(LRW)
cf2py double preclslon dimension(lrw),intent(in,out,copy) :: rwork
DOUBLE PRECISION XR(NVAR)
cf2py double precision dimension(nvar),intent(in,out,copy) xr
cf2py DOUBLE PRECISION X(NVAR), FVEC(NVAR), FJAC(NVAR,NVAR)
cf2py double precision, intent (out) fvec
cf2py double precision, intent (out) :: fjac
cf2py INTEGER IMTH = 1
INTEGER IMTH
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cf2py CALL FX(NVAR,FPAR,IPAR,X,FVEC,IERROR)
cf2py CALL DF(NVAR,FPAR,IPAR,X,FJAC,IERROR)
IF (IMTH.eq.l) THEN
CALL PITCON(DF,FPAR,FX,IERROR,IPAR,IWORK,LIW,NVAR,RWORK,
*LRW,XR,DENSLV)
ELSE
CALL PITCON(DF,FPAR,FX,IERROR,IPAR,IWORK,LIW,NVAR,RWORK,
*LRW,XR,BANSLV)
ENDIF
END
10.10 Calculating the eigenvalues
The followingcode example illustratesthe use of the scipy. infoO function to obtain
more information on the eigenvalue evaluation function scipy .linalg. eig. In partic-
ular,the definitionsof the left/righteigenvectorsas well as the eigenvalues returned by
PySCeS are formally defined.
import scipy
scipy.info(scipy.linalg.eig)
eig(a, b=None, left=O, right=l, overwrite_a=O, overwrite_b=O)
Solve ordinary and generalized eigenvalue problem
of a square matrix.
Inputs:
a An N x N matrix.
An N x N matrix [default is identity(N)].
Return left eigenvectors [disabled].
Return right eigenvectors [enabled].
b
left
right
Outputs:
w eigenvalues [left==right==O].
w,vr wand right eigenvectors [left==O,right=l].
w,vl wand left eigenvectors [left==l,right==O].
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w,vl,vr -- [left==right==l].
Definitions:
a * vr [:,i] = w [i] * b * vr l:,i]
conjugate(w[i]) * b~H * vl[: ,i]
where a~H denotes transpose(conjugate(a».
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10.11 Coding a 20 parameter scan
# Example 2 dimensional parameter scan
# Uses the linearl model supplied with PySCeS
# Brett 2004
import scipy,pysces
mod = pysces.modeIC'linearl')
mod.doLoadO
# create a list to hold the results
scan_results = []
for Dlpar in rangeCl,ll,l):
mod.xO = Dlpar
for D2par in rangeCl,21,1):
mod.k2 = D2par
mod.doMcaC)
# append the scan parameters and results to the list
scan_results.appendC[Dlpar, D2par, mod.sOss,\
mod.slss, mod.s2ss, mod.JR1,\
mod.ecRl_xO,mod.ccJR1_R3])
# recast the list as an array ... why we like Python!
scan_results = scipy.arrayCscan_results)
# plot the results
pysces.plt.plot3DCscan_results,0,1,4,zkey='JR1' ,fmt='w p')
pysces.plt.xlabeIC'xO'); pysces.plt.ylabeIC'k2')
raw_inputC'\npress enter to continue ...')
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10.12 Using the PySCeS unit tests
»> import pysces
»> pysces.CopyModels()
src : c:\python23\lib\site-packages\pysces\pscmodels
dest: C:\mypysces\pscmodels
branchl.psc ok
linear1.psc ok
moietyl.psc ok
»> pysces.test(lvl=2)
C PCPRB1.FOR The Freudenstein-Roth function.
C Limit points in the first variable occur at:
C (14.28309, -1.741377, 0.2585779)
C (61.66936, 1.983801, -0.6638797)
Limit point in run = 4
[ 14.28309125 -1.74137688 0.25857788]
Limit point in run = 10
[ 61.66936258 1.98380112 -0 .66387974]
Ran 1 test in 0.010s
OK
<pysces.PyscesTest.PyscesTest instance at OxOl12BE40>
»>
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11 Using PySCeS appendix
11.1 PySCeS scripts online'
The PySCeS input files(*. psc files)for the models used in Chapter 6 and certain
example scriptsare described in this appendix. All the results(includingsome not
shown in Chapter 6) can be regenerated by downloading and running the following
example PySCeS programs.
Investigate the effect of changing aO.5
http://glue.jjj.sun.ac.za/~bgoli/pysces/examples/isola_thesis_exl.py
Generating supply-demand surfaces
http://glue.jjj.sun.ac.za/~bgoli/pysces/examples/isola_thesis_ex2.py
Investigating elasticities and Eigen values
http://glue.jjj.sun.ac.za/~bgoli/pysces/examples/isola_thesis_ex3.py
Time simulations showing two stable states
http://glue.jjj.sun.ac.za/~bgoli/pysces/examples/isola_thesis_ex4.py
Investigating the effect of changing SO.5 - part 1
http://glue.jjj.sun.ac.za/~bgoli/pysces/examples/isola_thesis_ex5.py
Investigating the effect of changing SO.5 - part 2
http://glue.jjj.sun.ac.za/~bgoli/pysces/examples/isola_thesis_ex6.py
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11.2 PySCeS input file: thesis.Jsola.psc
# A three enzyme linear system with feedback
# which exhibits multiple steady-state solutions
# Brett Olivier, Johann Rohwer and Jannie Hofmeyr
FIX: 8 P
Rl:
8 = A
Vl*(8/805)*(1 - A/(8*Keql))*((8/805)+(A/A05))**(h-l)/
((8/805 + A/A05)**h + (1 + (P/P05)**h)/(1 + alpha*(P/P05)**h))
R2:
A = B
V2*(A - B/Keq2)/(A + K2A*(1 + B/K2B))
R3:
B = P
V3*(B - P/Keq3)/(B + K3B*(1 + P/K3P))
Keql = 400.0
Vl = 200.0
805 = 1.0
A05 = 3.0
P05 = 1.0
h = 4.0
alpha = 0.01
V2 = 100.0
Keq2 = 10.0
K2A = 1.0
K2B = 1.0
V3 = 100.0
Keq3 = 10.0
K3B = 1.0
K3P = 1.0
8 = 1.0
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A 10.0
B 10.0
P = 1.0
11.3 Creating a 3D rate characteristic
import scipy, pysces
mod = pysces.model('isola_thesis')
mod.doLoad 0
mod.doState 0
mod.showState()
range_low = scipy.logl0(0.1)
range_high = scipy.logl0(100000)
mod.pitcon_iter = 15
A05range = scipy.concatenate«scipy.logspace(0,1,7)*0.5,\
scipy.logspace(1,4,5)*0.5),1)
scan_parameter = 'P'
print '\n*** Running continuation ***\n'
res3d = []
res3dout = []
mod.mode state init = 3
mod.mode state init3 factor 0.5
mod.SetQuiet 0
mod.write_array_header = 0
G = open('isola_thesis_3d.dat' ,'w')
gol = 1
cntr = 0
timer = pysces.TimerBox()
timer.step_timer('sl',len(A05range))
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for A05 in A05range:
timer.sl_cstep += 1
print '\n', timer.sl.next()
mod.A05 = A05
cntr += 1
if mod.A05 > 3 and mod.A05 < 30:
mod.pitcon_par_space = scipy.logspace(range_low,range_high,130)
mod.pitcon_iter = 20
elif mod.A05 >= 1 and mod.A05 <= 3:
mod.pitcon_par_space = scipy.logspace(range_low,range_high,140)
mod.pitcon_iter = 15
else:
mod.pitcon_par_space
mod.pitcon_iter = 15
if gol:
res3d = mod.PITCON(scan_parameter,A05)
scipy.logspace(range_low,range_high,70)
mod.Write_array(res3d,G)
gol = 0
else:
resTmp = mod.PITCON(scan_parameter,A05)
res3d = scipy.concatenate((res3d,resTmp))
mod.Write_array(resTmp,G)
G.close ()
pysces.plt.plot3D(res3d,0,1,4,zkey='Flux' ,fmt='w p')
pysces.plt.xrng(0.1,10000)
pysces.plt.yrngCO.l,100000)
pysces.plt.logxC)
pysces.plt.logy()
pysces.plt.ylabeICscan_parameter)
pysces.plt.title('The effect on the supply rate characteristic\
of a decreasing A05')
pysces.plt.xlabel('A05')
pysces.plt.save_html('isola_thesis_3d')
print pysces.session_time()
raw_input("\n\tPress <enter> to continue\n")
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11.4 Decomposing the supply block
PySCeS Input file: isola_thesis2. psc
# A three enzyme linear system with feedback
# which exhibits multiple steady-state solutions
# this model breaks the system into 2 pieces by
# fixing A along with 8 and P
# Brett Olivier, Johann Rohwer and Jannie Hofmeyr
FIX: 8 A P
Rl:
8 = A
>Vl*(8/805)*(1 - A/(8*Keql))*((8/805)+(A/A05))**(h-l)/
((8/805 + A/A05)**h + (1 + (P/P05)**h)/(1 + alpha*(P/P05)**h))
R2:
A = B
V2*(A - B/Keq2)/(A + K2A*(1 + B/K2B))
R3:
B = P
V3*(B - P/Keq3)/(B + K3B*(1 + P/K3P))
Keql = 400.0
Vl = 200.0
805 = 1.0
A05 = 3.0
P05 = 1.0
h = 4.0
alpha = 0.01
V2 = 100.0
Keq2 = 10.0
K2A = 1.0
K2B = 1.0
V3 = 100.0
Keq3 = 10.0
K3B = 1.0
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K3P = 1. 0
S = 1.0
A = 10.0
B = 10.0
P = 1.0
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111111
PySCeS script
Simultaneously generates 6 data sets from two model
description files. Files saved as isola_thesis2_rc_XXX.dat
are 3D rate characteristic surfaces that are compatible with
GnuPlot while isola_thesis2_pitcon_XXX.dat are
2D rate characteristics that can be plotted with either Gnuplot
or PySCeS.
111111
import scipy, pysces
import sys, os
mod = pysces.model('isola_thesis2')
mod.doLoad()
mod.doState 0
mod.SetQuiet 0
mod.write_array_header = 0
mod2 = pysces.model('isola_thesis')
mod2.doLoad()
mod2.SetQuiet()
mod2.write_array_header = 0
A_steps = 36
A_range scipy.logspace(-2,2,A_steps)
P_steps = 48
P_range scipy.logspace(-1,5,P_steps)
A05_range = [1.,3.,10000.]
mod2.mode state_init = 3
mod2.mode_state_init3_factor = 0.5
mod2.pitcon_par_space = scipy.logspace(-1,5,120)
mod2.pitcon_iter = 15
for A05 in A05_range:
mod.A05 = A05
final_output = []
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print 'Working on plot for A05
for P in P_range:
mod.P = P
result = []
scanpar = []
par3d = []
for x in A_range:
mod.A = x
mod.State ()
result. append(mod. state_flux)
scanpar.append(x)
par3d.append(P)
, + 'mod.A05'
out1 = scipy.array(result)
out2 = scipy.array(scanpar)
out3 scipy.array(par3d)
out2.shape = (len(out2),1)
out3.shape = (len(out3),1)
output = scipy.concatenate«out2,out3,out1),1)
final_output.append(output)
out = file('isola_thesis2_rc_' + str(int(A05» + '.dat','w')
for x in final_output:
mod.Write_array(x,out)
out.closeO
mod2.A05 = A05
result = mod2.PITCON('P')
pysces.plt.plot2D(result, 0, [3], ykey=['JR1'], log=1, fmt='w p')
pysces.plt.xrng(0.1,100000)
pysces.plt.yrng(0.01,120)
pysces.plt.gridoff()
pysces.plt.xlabel('P'); pysces.plt.ylabel("Flux")
pysces.plt.title('PITCON parameter scan (A05='+str(A05)+')')
mod2.Write_array(result,open('isola_thesis2_pitcon_' + str(int(A05»\
+ '.dat' ,'w'»
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raw_input("\n\tPress <enter> to continue\n")
This PySCeS code generatesthe complete data setforthe 3D ratecharacteristics,how-
ever,scipy. gplt can not displaysurfacegridsproperlyand GnuPlot isneeded to visu-
alizethe data. The followingisthe GnuPlot plotfilethat was used to displaythe results
of preceding PySCeS program.
#!/gnuplot
# GNU PLO T
# Version 3.8f patchlevel 0
# last modified Wed Apr 11 19:12:46 IST 2001
# System: MS-Windows 32 bit
#
# Copyright (C) 1986 - 1993, 1999, 2000
# Thomas Williams, Colin Kelley and many others
set xrange [ 0.01
set yrange [ 0.01
set zrange [ 0.01
* ] noreverse nowriteback
*] reverse nowriteback
120 ] noreverse nowriteback
set xlabel "A2" -1,-1
set ylabel "P" -2,-1
set zlabel "Flux" -5,-6
set hidden3d
set view 60,300 # 3D V-X view
set logscale xyz
set origin 0,0
set size 1,1
set title "A05 = 1" 2,4
splot 'c:\mypysces\isola_thesis2_rc_l.dat' u 1:2:3 t 'supply' w 1,\
'c:\mypysces\isola_thesis2_rc_l.dat' u 1:2:4 t 'demand' w 1
pause -1 "Next"
set origin 0,0
set size 1,1
set title "A05 = 3" 2,4
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splot 'c:\mypysces\isola_thesis2_rc_3.dat' u 1:2:3 t 'supply' w 1,\
'c:\mypysces\isola_thesis2_rc_3.dat' u 1:2:4 t 'demand' w 1
pause -1 "Next"
set title "AOS = 10000" 2,4
splot 'c:\mypysces\isola_thesis2_rc_10000.dat' u 1:2:3 t 'supply' w 1,\
'c:\mypysces\isola_thesis2_rc_10000.dat' u 1:2:4 t 'demand' w 1
pause -1 "Next"
##########################
set xrange [ 0.1 100000 ] noreverse nowriteback
set yrange [ 0.01 120] noreverse nowriteback
set xlabel "P" -1,-1
set ylabel "Flux" 0,-1
set pointsize 0.1
set origin 0,0
set size 1,1
set title "AOS = 1" 2,4
plot 'c:\mypysces\isola_thesis2_pitcon_1.dat' u 1:4 t 'JR1' w p
pause -1 "Next"
set origin 0,0
set size 1,1
set title "AOS = 3" 2,4
plot 'c:\mypysces\isola_thesis2_pitcon_3.dat' u 1:4 t 'JR1' w p
pause -1 "Next"
set title "AOS = 10000" 2,4
plot 'c:\mypysces\isola_thesis2_pitcon_10000.dat' u 1:4 t 'JR1' w p
pause -1 "End"
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11.5 Exploring stability with PySCeS
import scipy, pysces
import sys
mod = pysces.model('isola_thesis')
mod.doLoad()
mod.doState 0
mod. showState 0
mod.mode_state_init = 3
mod.mode state init3 factor = 0.5
mod.SetQuiet()
mod.pitcon_iter = 15
mod.pitcon_flux_gen = 0
range_low = scipy.log10(0.1)
range_high = scipy.log10(100000)
density = 75
mod.pitcon_par_space scipy.logspace(range_low,range_high,density)
scan_parameter = 'P'
gformat = 'w p'
print '\n*** Running continuation ***\n'
res = mod.PITCON(scan_parameter)
timer = pysces.TimerBox()
timer.step_timer('sl',res.shape[O])
elasRes = []
eigRes = []
unstableRes []
cntr = 0
print '\n*** Calculating the elasticities and eigen values ***\n'
for x in range(res.shape[O]):
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timer.s1_estep += 1
entr += 1
if timer.s1_estep == 1 or entr 200:
print '\n', timer.s1.next()
entr = 0
mod.P = res[x,O]
mod.state_metab = res[x,1:]
mod.state_flux = mod.FluxGen(res[x,1:])
mod.EvalEvar(mod. state_metab,mod. state_flux)
mod.EvalEpar(mod. state_metab,mod. state_flux)
mod.EvalEigen()
elasRes.append([res[x,O]] + [mod.state_flux[O] ,mod.eeR1_S,\
mod.eeR1_A, mod.eeR1_P])
eigRes.append([res[x,O]] + [mod.state_flux[O],max(mod.eigen_values[O] .real,\
mod.eigen_values[1] .real),\
min(mod.eigen_values[O] .real,\
mod.eigen_values[1] .real)])
if mod.eigen_values[O] .real >= 0.0 or mod.eigen_values[1] .real >= 0.0:
unstableRes.append([res[x,O]] + [mod.state_flux[O],\
max(mod.eigen_values[O] .real,\
mod.eigen_values[1] .real),\
mod.eeR1_S, mod.eeR1_A, mod.eeR1_P])
elasRes = seipy.array(elasRes)
eigRes = seipy.array(eigRes)
unstableRes = seipy.array(unstableRes)
mod.write_array_header = 0
F = open('isola_thesis3_elas.dat','w')
mod.Write_array(elasRes,F)
F.elose()
G = open('isola_thesis3_eigen.dat','w')
mod.Write_array(eigRes,G)
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G.closeO
H = open('isola_thesis3_unstable.dat','w')
mod.Write_array(unstableRes,H)
H.closeO
if raw_input(II\n\tProceed with plot (yin): ") in ['n', 'N','no', 'No', 'NO']:
sys.exit(O)
pysces.plt.plot2D(elasRes, 0, [2,3,4], ykey=['ecRi_S', 'ecRi_A',\
'ecRi_P'], fmt='w p')
pysces.plt.yrng(-6.0,6.0)
pysces.plt.xrng(O.i,iOOOOO)
pysces.plt.logx()
pysces.plt.gridoff()
pysces.plt.xlabel('P')
raw_input(II\n\tPress <enter> to continue\n")
pysces.plt.plot2D(eigRes, 0, [2,3], ykey=['max(eigen.real)',\
'min(eigen.real)'], fmt='w p')
pysces.plt.xrng(O.i,iOOOOO)
pysces.plt.logx()
pysces.plt.gridoff()
pysces.plt.xlabel('P')
raw_input("\n\tPress <enter> to continue\n")
pysces.plt.plot2D(eigRes, 0, [i], ykey=['Flux'], fmt='w p', log=i)
scipy.gplt.hold('on')
pysces.plt.plot2D(unstableRes, 0, [i], ykey=['Flux (unstable)'],\
fmt='w p', log=i)
scipy.gplt.hold('off')
pysces.plt.xrng(O.i,iOOOOO)
pysces.plt.yrng(O.Oi,i20)
pysces.plt.gridoff()
pysces.plt.xlabel('P'); pysces.plt.ylabel('Flux')
raw_input(II\n\tPress <enter> to continue\n")
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11.6 Simulation of a system with two stable states
import seipy, pysees
import sys
mod = pysees.model('isola_thesis')
mod.doLoad()
mod.SetQuiet 0
#Set the value of the solution you are looking for
mod.piteon_targ_val = 2.3
#Set the Fortran index in array [s_vee,PJ
mod.piteon_targ_val_idx 3
mod.piteon_iter = 10
# Define an interval around the target value
low_i = mod.piteon_targ_val _ (mod.piteon_targ_val/2.0)
high_i = mod.piteon_targ_val + (mod.piteon_targ_val/2.0)
mod.piteon_par_spaee = seipy.linspaee(low_i,high_i,20)
dump = mod.PITCON('P')
print "\nTarget points given as [P,A,BJ"
for x in mod.piteon_target_points:
print x
print "\nMax Target point stored as [P,A,BJ"
print max(mod.piteon_target_points)
print "\nMin Target point stored as [P,A,BJ"
print min(mod.piteon_target_points)
mod.P = mod.piteon_targ_val
# Initialize the system at double the maximum target
print "\nHigh initialization"
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init_val = max(mod.pitcon_target_points)
mod.Ai = init_val[1]*2.0
mod.Bi = init_val[2]*2.0
print 'mod.Ai
print 'mod.Bi
'+ '%2.2f' % mod.Ai
'+ '%2.2f' % mod.Bi
mod.doSimPlot(5,50,'met')
# Initialize the system at half the minimum target
print "\nLow initialization"
init_val = min(mod.pitcon_target_points)
mod.Ai = init_val[1]/2.0
mod.Bi = init_val[2]/2.0
print 'mod.Ai '+ '%2.2f' % mod.Ai
print 'mod.Bi = '+ '%2.2f' % mod.Bi
scipy.gplt.hold('on')
mod.doSimPlot(5,50,'met')
scipy.gplt.hold('off')
raw_input("\n\tPress <enter> to continue\n")
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12 JWS Online appendix
12.1 A Python based model description file
#7
varName ['Di', 'sr', 'um', 'Ks', 'xi', 'si', 'pi', ]
#7
varValue = ['0.1', '50', '0.4', '5', '0.01', '0', '0',]
#5
expName [ 'vl', 'v2', 'v3', 'v4', 'v5', ]
moiList []
simTime = '150'
simStart = '0'
maxSteps = '20000'
metabName = ['p', 's', 'x', ]
fluxName = ['vl', 'v2', 'v3', 'v4', 'v5', ]
var = 7
exps = 5
metab = 3
fluxes = 5
smallVal = 'lae-la'
appletNum = '333'
modelName = 'This demo generates an applet model pair'
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12.2 An example jws generator session
Microsoft Windows 2000 [Version 5.00.2195]
(C) Copyright 1985-2000 Microsoft Corp.
c:\>python jws_java-input_gen.py
****************************************************************
"jws_java_generator: autogenerate JWSApplet and JWSmodel code"
"Copyright (c) 2003-2004 Brett G. Olivier;"
"All Rights Reserved"
"Author: Brett G. Olivier"
****************************************************************
Model/File Name = sample_program
ModNumber = 333
ModDescrip = This demo generates an applet model pair
Input checks for applet 333
var - len(varValue) should equal zero, value is: 0
len(varName) - len(varValue) should equal zero, value is: 0
metab - len(metabName) should equal zero, value is: 0
fluxes - len(fluxName) should equal zero, value is: 0
exps - len(expName) should equal zero, value is: 0
Basic checks passed file generation commencing ...
Changing directory to c://Python23//lib/site-packages//brettlib//
JWS_generator//M_out//333
Directory does not exist creating dir: 333
a333 applet autocode generation complete
Generated code written to a333.java
m333 model autocode generation complete
Generated code written to m333.java
a333 html autocode generation complete
Generated code written to h333.html
Update compile scripts (y/n): y
Updating: e_server_compile.bat
Updating: e_neo_app_compile.bat
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Updating: e_JJJ_app_compile.bat
Updating: e_vu_app_compile.bat
Updating: e_vbi_app_compile.bat
Updating: e_cal_app_compile.bat
Updating: e_mobile_app_compile.bat
a333 batch autocode generation complete
Generated code written to t333.bat
12.3 JWS Online batch compiler files
12.3.1 extract from e.server .complle.bat
javac -d c:\jdkl.3\brett jwsm.java
echo Interface jwsm ..... done
javac -d c:\jdkl.3\brett JWSserver.java
echo NextGen JWSserver Granite ..... done
javac -d c:\jdkl.3\brett mlOl.java
echo mlOl ..... done
javac -d c:\jdkl.3\brett ml02.java
echo ml02 ..... done
12.3.2 extract from a.Ll.Lapp.compile.bat
echo Compiling JWSApplet evolution applet for JJJ.BIOCHEM.SUN.AC.ZA
del c:\mytex\webdev\jjj.biochem.sun.ac.za\za\ac\sun\jwsapplet\*.class
echo Compiling alOl ...
javac -d c:\mytex\webdev\jjj.biochem.sun.ac.za\ sun\alOl.java
echo Compiling al02 ...
javac -d c:\mytex\webdev\jjj.biochem.sun.ac.za\ sun\al02.java
12.3.3 extract from e.Vlf.app.compile.bat
echo Compiling JWSApplet evolution applet for www.jjj.bio.vu.nl
del c:\mytex\webdev\www.jjj.bio.vu.nl\za\ac\sun\jwsapplet\*.class
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echo Compiling alai ...
javac -d c:\mytex\webdev\www.jjj.bio.vu.nl\ vu\alOl.java
echo Compiling al02 ...
javac -d c:\mytex\webdev\www.jjj.bio.vu.nl\ vu\al02.java
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ABSTRACT
Summary: The Python Simulator for Cellular Systems
(PySCeS) is an extendable research tool for the numerical
analysis and investigation of cellular systems.
Availability: PySCeS is distributed as Open Source Software
under the GNU General Public Licence and is available for
download from http://pysces.sourceforge.net
Contact: bgoli@sun.ac.za
1 INTRODUCTION
Computer modelling has become an integral tool in the
analysis and understanding of the reaction networks that
underlie cellular processes. Programs such as Jarnac (Sauro,
2000), Gepasi (Mendes, 1997) and ScrumPy (http://
bms-mudshark.brookes.ac.uklScrumPy/) allow us to simulate
the behaviour of these reaction networks; each has its advant-
ages and disadvantages. In this paper we describe the Python
Simulator for Cellular Systems (PySCeS), a new open source
modelling tool developed by our group. PySCeS is extremely
flexible and user-extensible, and is being actively developed
and maintained.
2 IMPLEMENTATION
PySCeS is a console-based application written in the Python
(http://www.python.org) programming language that runs on
both Microsoft Windows (2000/XP) and Linux. It runs as
either a single user application on Windows or a multi-user
application under Linux. PySCeS makes use of the Scientific
Libraries for Python (SciPy), a large collection of mathe-
matical algorithms for science and engineering applications
(http://www.scipy.org).
Some of the advantages of using Python with SciPy are
as follows. Python is scripted, with all the object-oriented
features of a modem programming language, and includes
automatic memory management and garbage collection. It is
well suited to act as a glue for applications that interface with
libraries compiled in other languages, such as C, C++ and
Fortran. Both Python and SciPy are freely available and run
on a wide variety of operating systems.
'To whom correspondence should be addressed.
It is, of course, possible to build models directly using only
Python with SciPy (Olivier et al., 2002). Although flexible,
this approach does require considerable skill in both numer-.
ical analysis and computer programming. PySCeS has been
developed to provide a high-level modelling interface that
utilizes and extends the low-level capabilities provided by
Python and SciPy, making it unnecessary for the modelIer
to work with advanced programming techniques or low-level
numerical algorithms.
Once a working Python/SciPy environment is available
(installation details for various operating systems are avail-
able from the SciPy website), PySCeS may be installed
using the standard Python distribution utilities.
3 USING PySCeS
The first step in the modelling process is to create a model
object from an input file. Further information regarding
the input file syntax, which describes a model in terms
of its stoichiometry and rate equations, can be found in
the Input File Guide available from the main PySCeS
website.
When the model object is first instantiated, its structural
properties (Reder, 1988) are determined by LU factoriza-
tion and calculation of the kernel (K) and link (L) matrices.
These matrices are available as model attributes that can
be used in further calculations. The differential equations
describing the model are automatically generated from the
model's rate equations and stoichiometry. Additionally, ele-
mentary flux modes can be calculated by way of an interface
to MetaTooi (Schuster and Hilgetag, 1994; Pfeiffer et al.,
1999).
Once the input file is loaded, the model is parsed and instan-
tiated as a Python object that can be used for further analysis.
Examples of such types of analyses include:
• Time-course simulation using the LSODA solver of
ordinary differential equations (Hindmarsh, 1983), which
calculates transient changes in the system's variable
concentrations and reaction rates.
• PySCeS also includes interfaces to established non-
linear solvers, including HYBRD (Garbow et al., 1980)
Bioinformaties vol. 21 issue 4 © Oxford University Press 2004; all rights reserved.560
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and NLEQ2 (Deuflhard, 2004), which allow the
steady-state fluxes and concentrations of the system to
be calculated directly.
• Once a steady state has been determined a metabolic con-
trol analysis can be performed on the system (Kaeser
et al., 1995; Heinrich and Rapoport, 1974). This includes
calculating the elasticities towards the variable metabol-
ites by algebraic or numerical differentiation of the rate
equations, as well as the flux and concentration con-
trol coefficients by means of matrix inversion (Hofmeyr,
2001).
• The stability of a system can be investigated by the
calculation of the eigenvalues. Both stable and
unstable steady states can be investigated with con-
tinuation techniques [PySCeS provides an interface
to the PITCON algorithm (Rheinboldt and Burkardt,
1983)].
• Data and results generated by PySCeS, can either be
plotted via the SciPy GnuPlot interface or saved in text,
~TEX or web-ready HTML format. This makes the data
easily accessible to other applications or viewable using
a web browser. In addition, model properties such as the
steady-state solution, control coefficients and structural
matrices (e.g. K- and L-matrices) can easily be displayed
or written to file.
Although PySCeS has high-level methods that run any
of these analyses with a single command, the underly-
ing, low-level methods remain directly accessible. Many of
the parameters that control the behaviour of the numerical
algorithms (HYBRD, NLEQ2, etc.) can also be customized
for specific problems.
More information on both installing and using PySCeS
can be found in the Quick Guide to PySCeS, available on-line
at http://pysces.sourceforge.net
4 CONCLUSIONS
We have found PySCeS to be an extremely useful research
tool for understanding and studying cellular systems. The
strategy of simultaneously providing access to high-level,
easy-to-use modelling modules as well as low-level numer-
ical routines has already proved useful in both research and
teaching contexts. We believe that the versatile and extensible
nature of PySCeS will facilitate the development of novel
ways of modelling and, ultimately, in understanding complex
cellular functions.
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ABSTRACT
Summary: JWS Online is a repository of kinetic models,
describing biological systems, which can be interactively run
and interrogated over the Internet. It is implemented using a
client-server strategy where the clients, in the form of web
browser based Java applets, act as a graphical interface
to the model servers, which perform the required numerical
computations.
Availability: The JWS Online website is publicly accessible
at http://in.biochem.sun.ac.za/with mirrors at http://www.jjj.bio.
vu.nl/ and http://jjj.vbLvt.edu/
Contact: jls@sun.ac.za
OVERVIEW
Kinetic models are powerful tools for describing and under-
standing the behaviour of complex cellular systems. Since
the 1960s and especially in the last decade a large number
of these models have been constructed and today form
the basis for projects such as the Silicon Cell, SiC!
(http://www.siliconcell.netl). However, key problems are
often encountered by biologists who would like to study
these models. For example, no central model database exists
for kinetic models, making it difficult to find all the relev-
ant information needed to build and study published models.
Even when models are publicly available they often require a
specific software environment to run in. This environment
typically includes software that might be either operating
system dependent, expensive to obtain or difficult to set
up and maintain. New initiatives, such as the one by the
System Biology Markup Language (SBML) working group
(http://www.sbml.org/), are beginning to address the prob-
lem of model interchange by creating a standard language
for describing biochemical reaction networks. Using SBML,
modelIers may easily exchange models between compatible
applications such as Gepasi (Mendes, 1997) or Jarnac (Sauro,
2000). Currently, only a limited number of models are avail-
able in the SBML format. A need, therefore, exists for both
a central repository of kinetic models as well as a freely
accessible, platform-independent and user-friendly modelling
interface that allows these models to be run using the Internet.
"To whom correspondence should be addressed.
On visiting the JWS Online sites, which are freely avail-
able from a growing number of international locations, the
database page contains all the currently available online
models. These range in type from those built with real-
istic parameters-so-called 'silicon cell' models typically
obtained from literature, e.g. Helfert et al. (2001)-to 'core'
models useful for teaching purposes. The database page also
contains links to any relevant bibliographic information and
we have established a collaboration with the SBML working
group to make SBML versions of the models in the database
available for download.
Once requested from the database, the mode 1 page is dis-
played, as shown in Figure 1. It consists of two main sections:
the client applet Figure la and its metabolic reaction scheme
Figure 1b. The applet acts as a graphical interface to the
server and three types of analyses are available: a time simula-
tion, steady-state analysis and metabolic-control analysis. The
model parameters may easily be changed by setting their val-
ues in an input table situated on the left-hand side of the applet.
The type of analysis to be performed may be selected using
the tabbed panel on the applet's right-hand side. Each ana-
lysis type has various suboptions that become available on its
selection. The time simulation allows either selected metabol-
ite concentrations or enzyme rates to be output as required.
Metabolic control analysis (MCA) is used to study the con-
trol properties of the system at steady state (Kaeser and Bums,
1973). The steady-state solution of the system may be calcu-
lated as well as various structural properties of the system
(such as the K and L matrices) (Hofmeyr, 2001), elasticities
and control coefficients. If the mouse cursor is moved over
an enzyme on the reaction scheme, the selected step's rate
equation is displayed in the lower window (Fig. Ic), All res-
ults are returned to the applet and displayed individually as
shown in Figure Id and e.
IMPLEMENTATION
In order to make the JWS Online system as widely
accessible and platform independent as possible, the cli-
ents were written as Java™ applets (http://java.sun.com).
Using Sun Microsystems Java Runtime Environment (J2RE)
plugin a stable, cross-platform environment is created for
2143Bioinformalics 20(13) © Oxford University Press 2004; all rights reserved.
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Fig. I. A typical model page showing (a) interactive applet, (b) model reaction scheme, (c) a highlighted rate equation and (d) steady-state
output and (e) time simulation result.
running the client applets. Using the J2RE lA plugin the
applets have successfully run under: Microsoft Windows 98,
2000 and XP with Internet Explorer 5+ or Netscape
6+; Mandrake Linux 9.1 using Mozilla; MacOS X and
Safari. The server acts as a communications gateway
and interfaces with Wolfram Research's Mathematica™
(http://www.wolfram.com).Using the Mathematica Kemel
for numerical processing allows access to industry standard
algorithms, extensive numerical libraries and seamless integ-
ration with Java using the JILink toolkit, also available from
Wolfram Research. The model servers are able to handle mul-
tiple, simultaneous connections and for ODE-based models
the process of generating the applets and models is almost
completely automated.
Hopefully, we have shown that JWS Online is a useful tool
for the study of cellular systems. In order to keep the database
up to date we are collaborating with various journals in order
to facilitate the swift addition of published models into the
database. We also welcome submissions by email. As our
database expands and we can begin piecing models together,
we hope JWS Online will make a meaningful contribution
towards building the Silicon Cell.
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JWS Online Cellular Systems
Modelling and Microbiology
As of July 2003, Microbiology has
established a collaboration with JWS
Online. Here, Jacky Snoep and Brett
Olivier explain the significance of this.
Introduction
Rapid developments in the relatively
new disciplines of 'bioinforrnatics',
'computational biology' and 'systems
biology' have led to a marked increase in
the use of kinetic models in the study of
complex biological systems [for example,
see 'Nature insight: Computational
biology' (2002) Nature 420, 205-251].
When reading publications in these 'new'
fields, it is easy to overlook the fact that
there exists a long-standing tradition of
using kinetic models in biology. In the
1960s, pioneers such as Chance, Garfinkel,
Higgins and Hess (e.g. Chance et al.,
1960) had already begun using kinetic
models to explore biochemical systems.
Since that time, running computer
simulations has become easier. Faster
personal computers and the development
of dedicated simulation software have
removed many of the numerical and
computational obstacles to building and
running kinetic models. Nevertheless, the
construction of kinetic models, especially
of detailed 'silicon cell' type models
(http://www.siliconcell.netl) (e.g. Bakker
et al., 1997; Mulquiney & Kuchel, 1999;
Teusink et al., 2000; Hoefnagel et al.,
2002), can still be a tedious and
time-consuming process. Considering the
hard work involved in building such
detailed kinetic models, it is rather
surprising that so little attention is paid to
presentation and conservation of existing
kinetic models. Thus, no official repository
of kinetic models currently exists and no
standard method of presentation of
kinetic models in scientific literature
has been agreed upon. A number of
initiatives have been started to collect
kinetic models, such as the CellML
(http://www.cellml.org) and SBML
(http://www.sbw-sbml.orgl)
databases which have similar, but not
identical, goals. Both projects use
XML-based exchange formats. While
CellML strives to describe the structure
and underlying mathematics of cellular
models in a very general way, SBML aims
to be a generic platform for exchanging
pathway and model reaction information
between several existing applications.
SBML compatibility is already integrated
into several metabolic modelling packages,
for example, SCAMP(Sauro, 1993), GEPASI
(Mendes, 1997) and JARNAC(Sauro,
2000). However, neither of these databases
is complete yet and the chances of finding
'the interesting model' that you have just
read about in the literature are not
necessarily good. Although a published
model description should be sufficient for
one to build the kinetic model, this could
still be a daunting task since many model
descriptions contain errors, are not
complete or, due to a lack of a model
description standard, are vague.
Aim of JWS Online
In December 2000, we started building
our JWS Online Cellular System
Modelling (Snoep & Olivier, 2002) site
with the aim of providing: (1) a
user-friendly, internet-based, application
for running kinetic models of biological
systems; (2) a repository of such models;
(3) a facility to make the reviewing of
papers containing kinetic models easier.
How does it work?
Currently, JWS Online has 22 models that
can be interrogated via the internet using
any browser that is capable of running
JAVA2applets (i.e. any modern web
browsers that support the SUN
Microsystems J2REplug-in) such as
INTERNETEXPLORER5 under Windows 98,
2000, XP, SAFARIunder Mac OS X, and
MOZILLAunder Linux. The application
software is implemented in the JAVA™
programming language using a client
server model. This set-up makes it
possible to run relatively large models
on clients with a minimal hardware
specification. The JWS client is a JAVA™
applet and runs in any web browser that
supports JAVA1.4 (JAVA2)and above. The
client provides a graphical interface for
the user, establishing communication links
with the server and displaying the results
of the calculation. Users have control over
various model parameters (typically
kinetic parameters, time and integration
steps) and may select a steady-state
calculation, time-course simulation,
Metabolic Control Analysis or Structural
Analysis of the model. The JWS server
runs as a stand-alone JAVA™program
which uses J/L1NKas an interface to
facilitate all communication with
MATHEMATICAby Wolfram Research
(http://www.wolfram.com). All numerical
calculations are performed using the
server-side MATHEMATICAKernel. The
models are coded in J/L1NKand
dynamically linked into the server as
modules allowing multiple, simultaneous
modelling sessions.
Try it yourself
The easiest way to get to know the system
is to direct your browser to either of the
JWS Online Cellular Systems Modelling
mirror sites (http://jjj.biochem.sun.ac.za
or http://www.jjj.bio.vu.nl). Make sure
you have the J2REplug-in installed, freely
available for download from SUN
Microsystems (http://java.sun.coml). After
selecting 'database' on the home page, a
selection of kinetic models is shown
(Fig. I), each of which can be selected by
clicking on the model link. On doing so,
an applet, functioning as a graphical
interface, is downloaded (Fig. 2). The
display is divided into two horizontal
panels and one lower panel. The
horizontal right-hand panel shows the
pathway scheme of the system being
modelled. If you place the cursor over any
of the reaction steps (red dots) in this
panel, the rate equation corresponding to
that catalytic step is displayed in the
bottom panel. The left-hand horizontal
panel contains the applet. The applet has
two tables where users can change any of
the model's parameter values or select
http://mic.sgmjournals.org 3045
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The Silicon Cell: detailed metabolic models
Detailed glycolytic model in Lactococcus laetis - model
Glycolysis in Trypanosoma brucei - model
A Computational Model for Glycogenolysis in Skeletal Muscle - model
Pyruvate branches in Lactococcus Laetis - model
Glycolysis in Saccharomyces cerevisiae - model
Sucrose accumulation in sugarcane - model
Bacterial phosphotransferase system - model
Threonine synthesis pathway in E. coli - model
Kinetics of Histone Gene Expression - model
Glycolysis in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, 6 variables - model
Full scale model of glycolysis in Saccharomyces cerevisiae - model
Quantification of Short Term Signaling by the Epidermal GFR - model
Red Blood Cell Model - model
Mechanism of protection of peroxidase activity by oscillatory dynamics -
model
Dynamic model of Escherichia coli tryptophan operon - model
Hoefnagel et al. - 2002 more
Bakker et al. - 2001 more sbml
Lambeth et al. - 2002 more sbml
Hoefnagel et al. - 2002 more sbml
Teusink et al. - 2000 more sbml
Rohwer et al. - 2001 !!1.Q!:!<
Rohwer et al. - 2001 more
Chassagnole et al. - 2001 more
Koster et al. - 1988 more
Galazzo et al. - 1990 more
Hynne et al. - 2001 more
Kholodenko et al. - 1999 more
Mulquiney et al.
Olsen et 0/. - 2003 more
Bhartiya et al. - 2003 more
Fig. 1. Screen shot of the currently available silicon cell models in the JWS Online kinetic modelling database. More models
are available in the Core models and Demonstration models section of the web site. Selecting the model-link results in
downloading the model applet as shown for a core model in Fig. 2. Selecting the more-link leads to a web page with
manuscript information and contact details of the authors. Selecting the sbml-link results in downloading the model
description in SBML format.
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Fig. 2. Screen shot of an example applet with two windows showing respectively a steady-state and time simulation result.
The example model is listed in the Core models section of the JWS database and is a model by Wolf et al. (2000). The time
simulation shows limit cycle oscillations and the steady-state calculation shows the metabolite concentrations and
fluxes for the unstable steady-state.
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which variables they would like plotted in
a time simulation. A tabbed pane allows
the user to select between three main
option tabs: Sim, a time simulation; State,
a steady-state analysis; or MeA, a
Metabolic Control Analysis. On selection
of any of these tabs, various sub-options,
which are largely self-explanatory, are
displayed. Most components have tooItips
providing additional information if the
cursor is placed over them. Upon pressing
the 'Evaluate Model' button, the desired
analysis is performed on the model by the
JWS server and the results are sent back
to the user and displayed in a separate
window (Fig. 2).
Links to scientific journals
We are actively extending the contents of
the database, adding new models coded
from the literature and inviting modelIers
to submit model descriptions to us. We
have largely automated the coding of
models and the addition of new models to
the database is relatively easy. In addition,
we are collaborating with the systems
biology workbench group at Caltech and
have added a facility to download models
in SBML format. Recently, to facilitate the
reviewing of manuscripts that contain
kinetic models, we have started to provide
a special service with the journal
Microbiology and the European Journal
of Biochemistry. When such a model is
submitted to these journals, the authors
are asked whether they would like the
model to be made available on the JWS
Online web site. If they agree, the model
is made available only to the manuscript
authors and reviewers on a secure site.
Once the manuscript is accepted for
publication, the model is moved to the
public database. Precise guidelines for
model submission are available in the
online instructions for authors and at
http://jjj.biochem.sun.ac.za/microbiology
and http://jjj.biochem.sun.ac.za/ejb
Clearly, such collaborations will keep the
model database up to date and ensure
that models will not get lost and that
they will have complete and correct
descriptions. Although only a few
manuscripts containing kinetic models are
submitted to Microbiology each year, the
journal has always had a liberal policy
with respect to theoretical or modelling
studies. We feel that the link to the JWS
Online web site might stimulate more
authors to submit their modelling
manuscripts to the journal. An example
of a Microbiology manuscript containing
a model that was added to the database
is the study on metabolic engineering of
lactic acid bacteria published last year
(Hoefnagel et al., 2002). All of the
modelling experiments in the manuscript
can be repeated on the web site, sensitivity
for parameter values can be tested, time
simulations and steady-state calculations
can be verified. In addition, a complete
control analysis using the matrix inversion
method and a structural analysis can be
made.
In addition to its role in research, JWS
Online has been shown to be a very useful
tool in educational programmes, be it in
modelling curricula or metabolic regulation
courses. For the hard-care modelIer who
wants to make considerable changes to the
model, the download feature will be useful
to run the model on SBML-compatible
modelling software. We hope that JWS
Online will provide a good and useful
service to the broader scientific community.
Any comments, either via e-mail or our
online forums, are always welcome. If you
have kinetic models that you would like
added to the database, please send us an
input file with the model description.
Happy modelling!
Jacky L. Snoep and Brett G. Olivier
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Physiology, Department of Biochemistry,
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South Africa
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Modelling cellular processes with Python and Scipy
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Abstract. This paper shows how Python and Scipy can be used to simulate the
time-dependent and steady-state behaviour of reaction networks, and introduces
Pysces,a Python modelling toolkit.
Keywords: Computer Simulation, Metabolism, Python Computer Language
Abbreviations: Pysces- Python Simulator for Cellular Systems
1. Introduction
With the rapid increase in the number of pieces in the puzzle that is the
living cell, the need for tools that paste them back together again has
become paramount. Computer software for modelling these complex
cellular systems forms an indispensable part of this toolkit.
In this paper we show how it is possible to model a metabolic re-
action network directly using a modern computer language. We use
Python, an interpreted scripting language with an intuitive, high-level
interface well suited to numerical programming. One of the most re-
markable features of Python is its ability to interface with code written
in other languages. This ability is particularly useful since many tried
and tested numerical routines are written in Fortran or C. In the next
section we shall, using only Python and Scipy (a library of routines for
scientific computing), construct a simple metabolic model, perform a
time-course simulation, solve for the steady-state concentrations and
generate a parameter portrait. We also introduce a new modelling tool
called Pysces, short for Python Simulator of Cellular Systems, which is
being developed by our group.
2. Modelling with Python and Scipy
The model [3] consists of a system with a branch and a two-member
moiety conserved cycle with the reaction network (Fig. 1).
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~X4
X~81
82 83 ~X5
X~X6
Figure 1. A example reaction network.
The first step is to import the Scipy module and define the rate
vector as a function of the concentrations and parameters (in the code
samples that follow, tab spaces have been reduced; the fully formatted
source code is given in the Appendix).
import scipy
v = scipy.zeros((4),'d') # create rate vector
def rate_eqs(S): # function with rate equations
v[0]=Vi*XO*S[i]/Ki_XO*Ki_S2/ \
(i+XO/Ki_XO+S[i]/Ki_S2+XO*S[i]/Ki_XO*Ki_S2)
v[i]=V2*S[2]*X6/K2_S3*K2_X6/ \
(i+S[2]/K2_S3+X6/K2_X6+S[2]*X6/K2_S3*K2_X6)
v[2]=V3*S[0]/(S[0]+K3_Si)
v[3]=V4*S[0]/(S[0]+K4_Si)
return v
Next the differential equations are defined and the dependent metabo-
lites are calculated, returning a vector ~~. Note that the full ODE
system is overdetermined because 82 and 83 form a moiety-conserved
cycle; S3 has been chosen as the dependent metabolite and its concen-
tration is updated by the conservation equation. The only reason that
the ODE for 83 appears is to obtain its concentration as part of the
output vector:
def diff_eqs(S,t):
Sdot = scipy.zeros((3),'d')
S[2] = S_tot _ S[i]
v = rate_eqs(S)
# Differential equations
Sdot[O] = yeO] _ v[2] _ v[3]
Sdot [i] = v [i] _ v [0]
Sdot[2] = yeo] _ vei]
# create ODE vector
# calculate dependent S3 conc
# calculate rates
# dSi/dt
# dS2/dt
# dS3/dt (only for output)
return Sdot
The concentration time course is generated with the Scipy L80DA
ODE-solver. Although here we accept the default parameter values of
,
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this solver, the interface allowsthe user to set any of these parameters
through optional arguments to the odeint function:
# create range of time points
t_start = 0.0; t_end = 10.0; t_inc = 0.1
t_range = scipy.arange(t_start, t_end+t_inc, t_inc)
t_course = scipy.integrate.odeint(diff_eqs,\
[S1,S2,S3] ,t_range)
Similarly,the steady-state concentrations are calculated with the Scipy
HYBRD non-linear solver using the final value of the time course as
starting value. As with odeint, any parameter of this solver can be set
by the user:
fin_t_course = scipy.copy.copy(t_course[-1, :])
ss = scipy.optimize.fsolve(diff_eqs,fin_t_course,args=None)
The steady-state flux is calculated fromthe steady-state concentrations
J = rate_eqs(ss)
A parameter scan (here of V4) repeatedly calls the steady-state solver
over a parameter range. The output of each step is used to initialise
the followingstep.
# set up scan range
S_start = 0.0; S_end = 20.0; S_inc = 0.1
S_range = scipy.arange(S_start,S_end+S_inc,S_inc)
ss_init = scipy.copy.copy(fin_t_course)
scan_table = scipy.zeros((len(S_range),5), 'd')
# scan V4
for i in range(len(S_range)):
V4 = S_range [i]
ss = scipy.optimize.fsolve(diff_eqs,ss_init,args=None)
J = rate_eqs(ss) # calculate flux
scan_table[i,O] = S_range[i]
scan_table[i,1:] = J
ss_init = ss
Results are visualised with the Scipyinterface to the Gnuplotgraphics
program (Fig. 2). For example, the time course plot is generated by:
from scipy import gplt
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gplt.plot(t_range,t_course[:,OJ,t_range,t_course[:,l] ,\
t_range,t_course[:,2])
gplt.xtitle('Time'); gplt.ytitle('Concentration')
0.7 0.18
vI
0.6 0.16 v2
0.14
0.5
0.12.~ s3 v4
! 0.4 ~ 0.10.3 0.08
8 0.06 v30.2
0.04
0.1 sI 0.02
0
2 4 6 8 10 0 5 10 15 20
Time V4
a. Time simulation b. V4 scan of steady-state fluxes
Figure 2. Examples of the graphical output of the PythonjScipy model described in
the text ....
3. Discussion
From the above it is clear that PythonjScipy on its own already provides
a simulation platform powerful enough to create models of arbitrary
complexity. Python [2, 12]is a simple and clear, but extremely powerful,
scripting language, allowing for both procedural and object-oriented
programming. Moreover, it is open-source and therefore freely avail-
able. It is also easily extensible with wrapper generators such as Swig
[11] and f2py [6], it has a very powerful numeric extension, and an
existing scientific computing add-on Scipy [10] that already contains
industrial strength ODE and nonlinear solvers, in addition to a number
of graphing packages. However, the procedure presented is inefficient
and cumbersome for large models. The user has to derive and code the
ODEs and conservation equations by hand, and concentration variables
have to be referred to by indexed vector variables instead of ordinary
chemical names. This may cause problems for the naive user. We are
therefore simplifying and automating the process of modelling by pro-
viding high-level tools in a program suite called Pysces, which include
packages that:
parse a model definition in terms of reaction and rate equations
from which the stoichiometric matrix that describes the network
topology is constructed;
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analyse the stoichiometric matrix for relationships between steady-
state fluxes and between the differential equations (from which
conservation constraints are deduced);
determine the elementary flux-modes of the system;
serve as front-ends to the ODE and nonlinear solvers;
calculate elasticities by differentiation of the rate equations;
calculate control coefficients;
do a bifurcation analysis using existing continuation algorithms;
serve as front-ends to optimisation algorithms;
interface to various graphing packages.
It could be argued that the creation of yet another simulation plat-
form is unnecessary, since there are already a number available: for
example, Gepasi [5] (or its soon-to-be-realised reincarnation as Copasi),
Scamp [9] and its successor Jarnac [8] (part of the Systems Biology
Workbench project [4]),Scrumpy [7],and DBSolve[1],to name the ones
that we are most familiar with. It is because we have been heavy users
of these programs that we realise both their worth and their limitations.
Although these are all excellent programs, none of them fulfil all of our
requirements, both in terms of functionality and philosophy: we require
a simulation platform that not only has a simple design, runs under all
the major operating systems, and is open source, but most importantly,
is completely under the control of the user, both at a low and a high
level. It is the need for complete low-level control that we as primary
users require most and what is lacking in other packages.
Having access to a simulation platform is, however, not enough.
Modelling cellular processes can be very difficult; for the beginner
there is very little available in the form of teaching materials. Another
envisaged feature that makes this project unique is the provision of an
extensive set of freely-accessible web-based tutorials that teach the art
of modelling using Pysces as platform, both in terms of the underlying
theory and the construction of models and modelling tools.
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Abstract. Software to make a database of kinetic models accessible via the internet
has been developed and a core database has been set up at http://jjj.biochem.sun.ac.zaj.
This repository of models, available to everyone with internet access, opens a whole
new way in which we can make our models public. Via the database, a user can
change enzyme parameters and run time simulations or steady state analyses. The
interface is user friendly and no additional software is necessary. The database
currently contains 10 models, but since the generation of the program code to
include new models has largely been automated the addition of new models is
straightforward and people are invited to submit their models to be included in
the database.
Keywords: Mathematica, Java, JLink, Metabolic Control Analysis
1. The problem
Isolation and characterization, the paradigms in biochemistry have
been important in the analysis of components but do not necessarily
lead to a systemic understanding. Yeast glycolysis, the first metabolic
pathway discovered and all of its enzymes extensively studied, serves
as a good example. After a century of research we still do not know
what controls the glycolytic flux in this organism. The classic text-
book view on control of glycolysis, i.e. control resides in glucokinase,
phosphofructokinase and pyruvate kinase (e.g. Garrett and Grisham,
1999) is based on a semi-quantitative interpretation of enzyme kinetic
data and is plainly wrong (e.g. Schaaff et al., 1989). To understand
glycolysis in terms of its enzyme kinetics one needs a quantitative
integration and a robust theoretical framework. A main obstacle in the
integration of enzyme kinetic data was the non-linear character of the
kinetics making it often impossible to find analytic solutions. Pioneers
in the modelling of metabolic pathways were Chance, Garfinkel and
Hess (e.g. Garfinkel and Hess, 1964),with models of glycolysis first de-
scribed in terms of elementary rate constants. Detailed models are often
difficult to understand and a higher level of description is necessary
for this. The usage of overall rate equations such as the Michaelis-
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Menten equation makes a model much more accessible but with many
enzymes working together one still needs robust techniques to analyze
kinetic models. In the seventies Metabolic Control Analysis (MCA)
was developed (Kaeser and Burns, 1973; Heinrich and Rapoport, 1974),
providing exactly such a technique. Via so-called control coefficients,
dependencies of system variables to rate velocities are quantified and
these systemic properties can be expressed in the characteristics of the
isolated components. MCA has a solid mathematical background but is
much more than just a theoretical framework (see Fell 1992, for a review
and some applications). Its definitions are cast in a very applicable
form and make the framework ideal for experimental approaches. With
the development of the personal computer and user friendly software,
incorporating MCA, (Sauro, 1993; Mendes, 1997), the making of com-
puter models was in principle possible for everyone. In the last decades
hundreds of computer models of metabolic systems have been made
and the rapid development in bioinformaties might lead to another
boost in the making of computer models. Most of these models are
published in scientific journals and in principle it should be possible
for anyone to construct these models. However, this can be a daunting
task if the model consists of many reactions, and more often than not
the model description is incomplete. A solution to this problem could
be to decide on a general language to describe the models. If such a
description file could be used as input file for modelling software then
this would prevent a user from having to build the model from scratch.
Such an effort has been initialized in the Systems Biology Markup
Language (SBML) http://www.cds.caltech.edu/erato. But this does
not solve the problem completely. The user of such a model would still
need to download, install and learn to use a software package in order to
run the model. Although this would be an effort that needs to be made
only once, it might be a big step for users unfamiliar to modelling. On
top of this, independent of which language or modelling program used,
no database exists where users can retrieve existing kinetic models.
2. The solution
To solve these problems we decided to make a web-based database of
kinetic models available to everyone that has aecess to the internet.
Currently we have developed the software for such a database (Java
Web Simulation for Metabolic Modelling (JWS) software) and coded
10 models that can be accessed and run via the internet. Details of
the models and bibliographic references can be found on the website
(http://jjj.biochem.sun.ac.za). The JWS software is implemented in
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the Java programming language using a client server model. All de-
velopment was done using Java Software Development Kit 1.3 by Sun
Microsystems as well as JjLink Java Toolkit 1.1.2 and Mathematica 4.0
by Wolfram Research, running under Microsoft Windows 2000. The
JWS server runs as a stand alone Java program which uses J jLink
as an interface to facilitate all communication with Mathematica. All
calculations are performed by the Mathematica Kernel. Models are
written in J jLink code and compiled as Java classes, which are linked
into the server as modules. The server is multi-threaded and can handle
multiple simultaneous sessions, each active session loading an individual
Mathematica Kernel for processing. The JWS client is a Java Applet
that provides a graphical interface for the user, establishing communi-
cation links with the server and displaying the results of the calculation.
A typical web modelling session involves loading the JWS webpage
(typing the URL http:j jjjj.biochem.sun.ac.za into a web browser) and
navigating to the models page. Subsequently a choice must be made
between the different models in the database. After such a selection
has been made the user automatically downloads a model applet which
provides a user interface to the server. A typical screen capture is shown
in Figure 1. The user can change enzyme kinetic parameters on the
graphical interface and choose between either a steady-state analysis
or a time simulation. If the user selects a steady-state analysis (by
clicking the radio button 'steady state') and subsequently presses the
evaluate button a table with the steady-state metabolite concentrations
and fluxes will be given as output. If the user selects 'time simulation'
an additional choice must be made between metabolites and rates to
be plotted in the resulting graph.
All numerical and graphics processing is handled by the server and
therefore the processor and memory requirements of the client are not
related to the size and complexity of the model. Transient conditions
over the Internet may vary from location to location and affect the
performance of the software. We have therefore set up two JWS servers;
located in South Africa and the Netherlands. The JWS Applet will run
in any browser that supports Java2. Typically, these capabilities are
provided by the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) plug-in (version 1.3
or higher), which is freely available for download from Sun Microsys-
terns. Using the JRE plug- in we have successfully tested the applets
using the following web browsers and operating systems: Microsoft In-
ternet Explorer (versions 5.0 and 6.0), Netscape Navigator (versions 4.7
and 6.1), all running under Microsoft Windows (versions 98 and 2000)
and Mozilla running under Linux (Mandrake 8.2). We have also tested
the JWS software using a standard analogue modem and telephone
line, although a minimum transfer rate of 56kbjs is recommended.
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Figure 1. Output of a time simulation The graphical output of a time simulation of
the detailed model of yeast glycolysis by Teusink et al. (2000) is shown. In such a
time simulation the user can select the length of the time simulation, the metabolites
or rates that should be plotted, and change parameters of the model (in this case
the Vmax values of the enzymes). When the Metabolic Pathway button is clicked a
scheme of the pathway that is modelled is shown and on this scheme the user can
click on any of the enzymes to reveal the rate equation and the enzyme parameters.
3. Future projects
Currently only a steady-state or time-course evaluation can be per-
formed with the models, however we are extending the software's capa-
bilities to include an MCA evaluation using the Reder method (Reder,
1988). This will allow the calculation of both the elasticity and control
coefficients. In future we will extend the capabilities of the database to
also include a scanning option. In addition we have set up a bulletin
board discussion forum to encourage an active discussion of the models
in the database. We have automated the generation of Java code from a
standard input file and are considering the possibility to have a separate
section in the database where users are able to submit their own models.
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4. WWW links
Primary JWS server (South Africa): http://jjj.biochem.sun.ac.za/
Mirror JWS server (The Netherlands): http://www.jjj.bio.vu.nl
Sun Microsystems Java resources: http://java.sun.com/
Wolfram Research: http://www.wolfram.com/
J /Link @ Wolfram Research: http://www.wolfram.com/solutions/mathlink/j
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